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 This diary went walk about around the Station so some of the comments and dates do not 
necessarily match up as the write-ups were entered at a later date and were signed off in mid 
Feb 1958, pages numbers etc are all faithful to the original diary.

A minute sheet is sellotaped into the front of the diary and reads as follows

Reference…FW/C.10.
M1

Station Commander
O.C. Flying Wing
Sir
1. It is regretted that a large backlog exists in this diary, this is due to the file diary being 
misplaced for over 2 months.
2. To avoid a reoccurrence the diary has been placed under confidential cover and given 
a Flying Wing reference in order that its whereabouts can be checked.

Signed
DM Wright
Pilot Officer

O i/c MRS

Station Commander         M2
through 

O.C.Flying Wing

Sir,
Your attention is drawn to the log as from Thursday 27th Feb

      when the team was called to the crash of the Bristol 107
      was Bolton.  Page 76

J C. Andrews
  J.ANDREWS
  Fg Off

28.3.58   O i/c M.R.S

      M.3
O.C. MRS
F W Adj

See P78 for instructions
1/4/58 D J P Sharp

Sqn Ldr



⁄ W 6/8/58 M 4
Flt Lt Whittingham  

Sir Herewith MRT logbook as requested this morning for the
    F.540 material      Unfortunately Fg Off Andrews is on leave so
   his comments & write-up of the Royal Welsh Show will have 
   to await his return; perhaps the information here already
   will suffice.  Please pass log to OC Flying Wing afterwards

6/8/58 J R Lees  FS

NCO i/c MRT.

M 5

O.C.F.W

      Sir,
The accounts of four more exercises are complete  -  Pages

  140, 141, 147, 148,  - and I think it would be best
  for you to see them at this stage as I will not
  have time to write the Royal Welsh Show until my
  leave ends next Thursday 21 Aug.

16/8/58 J C Andrews
       O.i/c M.R.T.

M.6.



DETAILS OF “CALL - OUTS” (See Next Page)

DATE PLACE HEIGHT MAP
REFERENCE

TYPE OF
CRASH

TYPE OF
AIRCRAFT

             1957

0817  11 OCT Yr Eifl quarry 1000’ 115/362462 a/c flew into Meteor 8

hillside in cloud

1716   9 DEC Carnedd Llewelyn 3200’ 107/687648         // Canberra

1958
1151.   27 Feb Winter Hill Bolton 101/634118 Wayfarer



TO CRASHED AIRCRAFT

TIME
MISSING

TIME SPENT 
LOCATING

KILLED DIED INJURED
& RESCUED

TOTAL REMARKS PAGE

(METEOR 8)       ⁄         ⁄        1         1 Team at I.R.      6
             only

(CANBERRA) 4 days 4 days         2         ⁄        ⁄        2       35

(Wayfarer) Team not called        76
at first  so turned  
back before getting
to the scene



DETAILS OF “CALL - OUTS” TO (See next page)

DATE TIME POSITION MAP
REFENCE

HEIGHT TIME
MISSING

TIME SPENT
LOCATING

                  1957 107/
5th October 2010 W Buttress 

Lliwedd
623534 2000’

107/
1 December 1755 W buttress Aber 

Falls
668700 800’ POSN Known

                 1958
3 January 1626 Amphitheatre 107/693637 2700’ Posn Known

Buttress, Craig
            Yr Ysfa

16 March 1950 Slopes of 
Glyder Fawr,

107/639585
approx

2400’ Posn Known

above  llyn
Y Cwn 

8 May 072130A Glyders 5 hrs

9 July 2010 Glyders 4 hrs

13 July 2000 Plynlimon 4 hrs

21 August 2205 Moel Wnion 6-8 hrs 1 hr

13 Sept 1530 Tryfan L ⁄



CIVILIAN CLIMBING ACCIDENTS

KILLED DIED INJURED
& RESCUED

TOTAL REMARKS PAGE

1
5 Oct            ̷          ̷ 3 3 C B Briggs. 3 Team assisted with 

flares  illuminating etc.

1 Dec           ̷         ̷ 1 1 Injured man on inaccessible ledge. Descent 
from above on 400ft of rope 

28

& took man down

3 Jan ̷ ̷ 1 2 Injured man on even more inaccessible ledge! 50

Descent from above on 600’ rope etc

16 Mar ̷ ̷ 1 1 Injured girl. Soft snow conditions 86

8 May ̷ ̷ 7 7 A.O.B. boys. – Lost. Search at first light. 110

9 July ̷ ̷ 1 + 3 4 A.O.B. Lost 3 miserable one with 136

Sprained / broken? ankle.  Carried to 
P.Y.G

4 July ⁄ ⁄ 3 3 A.O.B.  Lost. Found by preliminary 139

search  of roads surrounding – Fed & sheltered
not returned

21 Aug ̷ ̷ 3 women 6 children 9 Women & children lost in low cloud 153

long after dark  Found just about to
road.   Searchlights, R/T etc used.

13 Sept ̷ ̷ 1 1 One climber fallen on Gashed Crag, 167

cut hand and dislocated fingers.
Picked up by Dr Jones irregulars  -  
given morphine and then to civvy ambulance. 
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36 hr exercise CARNEDDAU

Saturday, 5  th   October, 1957

1330
1630

Sgt Lees + 22 team left Valley & travelled in the two QLs to a campsite near Capel Curig, 
Caer Llugwy – 107/751572

2100 (approx) Team contacted by Mrs CB Briggs ( of the civilian M.R. post at Pen y 
Gwryd ) to enquire whether any searchlights were available.  It appeared that 2 civilian 
climbers had fallen on Lliwedd ( Crag yr Aderyw ?) but there were quite sufficient climbers in 
the region already bringing the me down.  Offers of help & ground illuminating flares turned 
down temporarily with thanks

2135 Mrs Briggs asked for flares.  Apparently party almost off the cliff but as there were 
not many torches available movement was restricted.  A Landrover would take few with flares 
from Pen y Pass to Llyn Llydaw up the Miners track ( not a track to try in a QL!).  However 
she stressed that more helpers than necessary were already available

Cpl Dewar, SAC Andrews & Cpl Wicks (driver) too 26AF29 to Pen y Pass, the 
climbers in the back selecting flares, thus ready to jump out on arrival.

2200 Landrover ( David Thomas Army ) started up Miners’ Track & the driver, who had 
been watching stretcher’s descent, gave the RAF personnel the situation.

2220 Arrived Llydaw  Dewar & Andrews  to foot of Llweidd at a fast trot.  Illuminating 
flares revealed stretcher still some 150’ up the crag & they  were able to assist in last part of 
lower and carry to roadhead - - -   

0010 - - - on Miner’s Track, meeting NCO i/c on way, come up from the Climbers’ Club Annual 
Dinner with five other members to see what has happened to the President! ( The Dinner had 
been told of the incident at 1930 but news as that more then enough rescuers were available.)

Apparently a C.C. party, A.K. Rawlinson, HRC Carr (President) and Gilbert Peaker 
had been climbing Craig yr Aderyw when a large bollard of rock (8’ x 2’ x 2’ approx ) called 
the “Match Stick”, to which the leader was belayed, came away – all 3 fell some distance 
down the buttress & Herbert Carr was struck by the “Match Stick”.  This was all reported to 
the CC Dinner by Mike Harris & George Band, but even at 1900 approx, they said that  

 2 Sufficient helpers were already on the crag.  The time taken seems rather long & some of the 
earlier reports of the stretcher’s progress was possibly unnecessarily optimistic by the time 
they got to PYG.  Certainly Mr Biggs was glad of the MRT’s ground flares – pity they weren’t 
asked for sooner.

Sunday 6  th   October 1957

Navigation exercise on Carneddau.  Curtailed after long delay in Betws y Coed on the 
way to drop off parties to walk back to camp – Wicks & Lees spent some time under the QL 
23AF40 tightening up the transfer box & all the prop-shaft bolts.  At some time previously the 
bolts had been replaced without washers so that the split pins were not through the castellated 
ends of the nuts & everything had slackened off.  Fortunately we heard the noise in the cab 
before a prop. shaft  hit the road & tore up the floor boards!

1230 Hughes Neal(N) Knight Cartledge  -  Tal y Bont  - Crag yr Ysfa – base
Douglas Pearce McNeill 107/749698 – Moel Lilio

Pen Llithngy Wrach – base
Healey Whelan (N) Foster Jones Dulyn – Foel Grach
Blamey Williams Crag yr Ysfa – Penhhithrog – base
Binderman Manning Taylor Trefriw –Creigian Gleisson – base

1845 All parties back & eating
2200 Arrived Valley

Remarks NCO i/c MRT
Sometimes I feel that Mr Briggs prefers not to have his thunder stolen & does not like 

to ask for help quickly enough!



Experiments with a portable searchlight operated from a Landrover are proceeding.  
This particular w/e we did not have a driver for the L/R.

The only MR vehicle which is fitted with a searchlight is the special M.R. ambulance 
which was temporarily put at the S.M.O.s disposal in October 1956!

An eventful weekend

J R Lees  FS

7/11/57 NCO i/c MRT
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Remarks Officer i/c MRT
Probably apt remarks by N.C.O. i/c about Mr. Briggs, but he was the man on the spot, 

wrong decision or not.  We hope he will realise next time that the team are trained men and 
are equipped for such an event and do work more quickly because of this.  Time is all 
important for an injured man.

I shall ask M.T. officer about more drivers amongst team members and if possible 
arrange lessons and tests.

CM Seeley F/O

Remarks O.C. Flying Wing

Remarks Station Commander

4 CARNEDDAU

Wednesday 9  th   October 1957

1330 Cpl. Dewar (remaining SNCO Course pupil) + 9 Team left Valley for Aber Falls area in 
QL26AF29 & LR 36AA30. “Camp” at Bont Newydd 107/663720

1500 Nav.ex. – Binderman  Pearson  McNeill  -675716 –Garreg Fawr – 716745 – Moelfre – 
740766- (base).

Thomas  Neal  Cartledge  - 675716 –Foel Ganol – 716745 Moelfre - 740766- (base).
Both parties examined the wreckage of the Liberator at 107/716745.  Cpls Dewar & 

Wicks, after siting QL at base 744765 & leaving message at 740766, proceeded in the LR to 
Gwern y  Gof Uchaf to ask permission to camp there for the 72.

1800 First team returned
1820 Thomas’ party back.
2130 Arrived Valley.

Remarks:-
Useful training g carried out by the Team led by Cpl Dewar full time NCO i/c Team during 
my absence on 3 weeks course.  (This course, run by 42 Commando, at Sennan, Cornwall, 
was a “trial” for MR personnel – to see whether they could be taught climbing the R. Marine 
way.  There were 3 RAF pupils, one each from Valley, Kinloss & Leuchars.  Cpl Keegan was 
Valley pupil.  I reported afterwards to Inspector of Mountain Rescue that this course was 
excellent value & that the Cliff Assault Wing were only too pleased to teach a few of our 
chaps.)

J R Lees
7/11/57    NCO i/c MRT.



Remarks Officer i/c MRT.
Good exercise.
The course mentioned by Sgt Lees appears to be a killer as far as some R.A.F. pupils were 
concerned.  It appears that the physical standards of the Army are a lot higher than the average 
R.A.F. man.

CM Seeley

 5 Remarks O.C. Flying Wing

Remarks Station Commander
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Call to Immediate Readiness. Friday 11  th   October 1957

0817 Tannoy broadcast for all Team members to report to M.R. Section immediately.
0818 Telephone message from A.T. Controller to say a Meteor had crashed near TREFOR.  He 

could  not give map ref but would inform M.R. Section as soon as more 
information was available.

0830 By this time 18 members had arrived M.R. Section
0835 22 members at Section with all kit loaded on vehicles.  Faces of 5 more members gazing 

wistfully out of the windows of Sick Quarters.   No more information available 
from A.T.

0926 Team ordered to Stand down.

Remarks :- Details of crash as follows.
Meteor Mk8.  Llanbedr ex Ty Croes – civilian pilot.

Crashed approx. 1000’ up on face of Yr Eifl Quarry about 113/363462 (later posn. Given as 
36194578, originator not known)  Small bits over an area of 50 yds. radius.  Sqn Ldr 
Attenborough (SMO) and F/S Kelly, pilot of 22 Sqdn helicopter confirmed.

An excellent turn out. (F/O Seeley arrived in 2 minutes!)  The Team could have been on the 
way in 15 minutes from Tannoy.

Remarks NCO i/c MRT
This is a similar situation to that on 23/8/56 when a vampire crashed at Capel 
Celyn, & the same remarks apply.  The Team should be ‘scrambled’ at the same 
time as the ‘chopper’ (about 0715) – they might be of use, they can be travelling 
but, as their route is known, they can easily be diverted.  Since 11/10/57 this 
point has been put forward & again agreed upon.  It is hoped that it will be acted 
upon too in the future.

11/11/57 JRL F/S

Remarks Officer i/c MRT

I went to the Wg. Cdr. Flying with a string of Whys about this call out.  He got 
the S.A.T.C.O. down in the office & we went into all the points raised and settled 
them satisfactorily from the stations part in the event.  

 7
The delay mentioned by the N.C.O. i/c was because of indecision by 18 Gp R.C.C..  At the 

time when helicopter was scrambled by 18 Gp. Were asked whether the M.R.T. 
would be required by the A.T.C. on this station, they said no as everything was 
under control and location of crash was known and easily accessible.  Later, one 
hour to be exact, a new controller came on watch and again, just to be on safe 
side, asked whether M.R.T. would be required.  This time (they sai) 18Gp. said 
yes, just in case.

Conclusion 18Gp R.C.C. do not know what they are doing! and they did not stand us down, 
until officer i/c enquired.

What I can say that is good, is that the turn out of the team was excellent, in fact could 
not have been much better.

CM Seeley F/O
Remarks O.C. Flying Wing

Remarks Station Commander
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72hr

exercise
TRYFAN & MOELWYNS

Friday 11  th   October 1957

1515 Cpl Dewar + 4 left Valley in 26AF29 to set up camp at Gwern y  Gof Uchaf 107/673604

2000 F/S Hallam, Cpl Hughes with 9 remaining duty Team joined the advance party with 36AA30 
& Sigs truck 75AV80.

2130 Sigs truck sited by the telephone box outside Idwal Cottage Youth Hostel (107/640604) in 
preparation for standby for Royal Flight.

Saturday
0700 Standby – R/T sets linked radio truck & base camp.
0936 Stood down after telephoning RAF Valley.

Rock climbing exercise on Tryfan:-

Bray Jones  up Gashed Crag down N. Buttress
Blamey  Thomas up N Buttress down 2nd Pinnacle Rib
Binderman Neal  up Gashed Crag down N. Buttress
Foster Cartledge up 1st  Pinnacle Rib down N. Buttress

One party was to heave been on a navigation exercise
Starting from the Pen y pass but when the LR taking them to the Pen y
Pass reached Capel Curig an AA man informed Cpl Dewar that
as 14 farms  in Llanberis had foot & Mouth disease walkers
and climbers were being asked to keep clear.  After visiting the policeman
At Capel Curig the party returned to base.  Cpl Dewar then took
F/Sgt Hallam on the Milestone Buttress – Rowan – up N Ridge Tryfan 
& down over Tryfan back to base.

Sunday 13  th   October 1957

0900 Nav.ex on Moelwyns  :-

Hughes Hallam Binderman 700486 – Moel Dyrnogydd – Moel Bleiddian
677522  - Moel Siabod – 717578

(On the way to Tan y Grisian the driver found that the fan belt had
broken so purchased one at a local garage  .)
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Then continued to Tan y Grisian to drop off the other 2 teams  :-

Bray Thomas Cartledge 687450 – 678460 – Allt Fawr – Moel
Bleiddian – 679538 – Moel Siabod - 717578 

Dewar Blamey Taylor 687450 – 67464 – Llyn Conglog – Llyn 
Edno 677512 – Dakota crash at 670520 – Moel

Siabod – 717578 .
First party back at 1740, second and third (in the dark) at 1835 hrs.

Monday 14  th   October 1957

0900 Stretcher lowering exercise on Milestone Buttress  .  Down the 
Direct route – fairly steep but with one or 2 good ledges & belays
One of the drivers  LAC Manning had volunteered as a “patient”
and enjoyed it in retrospect! A second lower with a heavy
new member as patient  -  Cartledge  -  then abseiling practise.

1630 Evening meal commenced
2000 Returned to RAF Valley.

Remarks dep NCO i/c MRT
A very good weekends training , especially the stretcher lowering.
More abseiling practice is needed.
The foot & mouth  -  still spreading  -  means that the Team
must avoid the environs of Snowdon for a few weeks at the best.

DM Dewar
(DM DEWAR) CPL

Remarks Officer i/c MRT
A good weekends exercise

CM Seeley F/O

Remarks OC Flying Wing
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8hr exercise YR EIFL

Wednesday 16  th   October 1957

1330 Cpl Dewar +17 Team left valley in QL 26AF29 & LR 36AA30
to 115/378464

1500 Contact with 18 G .  from Police Stn Llanaelhaern  222  .
as instructed .
Party ascended Ye Eifl as close to the quarry as possible  
to have a look at the Meteor wreckage (11/10/57).  Then a 
sweep search to find the old Halifax crash at 369454 .

1805 Returned to base camp for evening meal.
2200 Arrived back at Valley.

Remarks Exact? Map reference of Meteor crash 36194578
DM Dewar

(DM DEWAR) CPL

Remarks Officer i/c MRT
Some pilots never learn

CM Seeley F/O

Remarks OC Flying Wing

Remarks Station Commander
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36 hours Exercise B Arenigs.

Saturday & Sunday 19  th  /20  th   October, 1957
19th Oct. 1957.
1300hrs.approx Advance party left Valley  in
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Thorneycroft 3 tonner (on loan from M.T.
During QL unserviceability) comprising
F/Sgt Hallam, Cpl Wicks, J/Tech Binderman,
SACs Andrews and Neal.

1615 hrs Arrived at camp site 116/813393 (between
Arenigs).  Weather deteriorating.

1620 hrs Thorneycroft bogged at rather acute and
unusual angle.  Front nearside wheel in
to the axle, rear off-side wheel still on
rough road.  Road not wide enough for
passage of livestock truck loaded with sheep.

1640 Permission obtained from farmer to camp
on his “field”, and wire rope borrowed.

1700 Rear party comprising Land Rover 36AA30
and Signals tender 75AV80 arrived with

Cpl Hughes, ACs Balderson, Manning,
Le-Mar, Taylor, Blamey, Pearson, and Hayes

1730 Unable to make the slightest impression on
the Thorneycroft, which now, in the half
light , resembled a circus elephant doing
a handstand!  We lack a vehicle with the necessary weight .
Camp arrangements, however, were proceeding.

1745 F.S. Hallam took Land Rover to Capel Curig P.O.
and phoned:-
(a) Duty Officer Valley. for permission to engage 
civilian help .Permission granted.
(b) Jones Bros. Bala, for winch gear etc..
Staff gone off duty, & no vehicle heavy enough.
No  alternative suggestions.
(c)  Ffestiniog Police. – no joy
(d)  Trawsfyndd Army Training Camp – Duty Officer 

most helpful – offered towing chains and 
vehicle , but doubtful about driver.  Accepted



promptly and proceeded 15 miles to Army Camp
with Cpl Wicks and SAC Manning (drivers)
Meanwhile, the camp had been established and
crew of the sheep lorry ameliorated with tea
and sandwiches (may the duty cook forgive us!!)
Raining and cold.
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On arrival at Army Camp, everyone was most helpful; QL and chains, and the unit tug-of-war
 rope supplied, and army  rope supplied, and an army driver and an officer from the 
Outward Bound School too!

2000 hrs Thorneycroft back on road by virtue of 
Army QL, plus Signals tender, plus every man
on the tug-of-war rope!
Sunday 20  th   October 1957
Continuous driving sleet and rain

1015 Routes amended in view of conditions.
Taylor and LeMar camp guards: Cpl Wicks, driver.
A. Route 843488 Yspytty-Ifan to

841465 Pen Efridd Sarn to
828541 Cefn Gwyn 1392’ to
815435 Foel Wen 1523’ to
Arenig Fach to base.

Section:
F/S Hallam (Nav.)  Blarney, Balderson,

Pearson, Manning

B. Route Reciprocal of A Route
Section:

SAC Neal (Nav.) Cpl Hughes, Andrews,
Binderman, Hayes.

Both sections had a thoroughly gruelling 
time – the bogs looked impossible, and you could lean on the wind.
B. Route had the only advantage – the following
wind – and were back in camp before A Party.

This exercise found one or two unfortunately
without a complete change of clothes.  I doubt if 
they will get caught again!

An unfortunate introduction for the new Medico (Hayes), but he stood it in the best
traditions.

NOTE. At 1030 hrs when A Section were driving in
the Land Rover to Yspytty Ifan, a sheep was killed at
803398.  It jumped from the parapet of a bridge
under the wheels of the vehicle and Cpl Wicks
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commendably did not swerve.  The sheep died within 
seconds and was cleared from the road.  The police
were informed at Blaenau Ffestiniog that evening;
and accident reports and statements made for
RAF purposes as soon as possible.

Further Note. I feel that our thanks to the Army at
Trawsfyndd were probably inadequate, and that
an official letter in that vein may do more to
cement the spirit of co-operation whenever
required.

1700 Camp struck and homeward bound

TOTAL TEAM TURN-OUT  - 13 MEN.
Signed JR Hallam F.S.

Remarks NCO i/c MRT

Remarks Officer i/c Team Glad the weather has turned out fine again, just what the team needs.  A very eventful 
weekend, confirmed sheep now?

 CM Seely F/O
Remarks OC Flying Wing

Remarks Station Commander
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Wednesday 23  rd   October 1957

Exercise cancelled. Foot and Mouth in area

Note: As a result of foot & mouth disease added to short
daylight hours & lack of time for p. staff
driver to keep vehicles, particularly QLs, serviceable,
Wednesday afternoon exercises have been stopped pro tem.
instead, training is given at the M.R. Section on
Weds. afternoons in such things as knots, splices, navigation,
manufacture of rope stretchers, first aid, walkie-talkie
techniques & helicopter liaison.

Since there are quite a number of new members in the
Team at the moment these Wednesday afternoons can be
very useful.  However, they do not quite take the 
place of practical experience, & do not keep the
morale as high as actual journeys and exercises away
from camp do, so it is hoped the situation will
improve shortly.

The possibility of doing the same as several other
M.R.Teams (eg Kinloss) –i.e. members working on Wednesday
afternoons, so that the Team can have 48 hr exercises
every w/e, is being considered.  It is certainly more
economical from the travelling time ( or petrol) set
against available training time point of view.

 JR Lees  F/S

I spoke to the O.C. Flying about the 48hr
exercise every weekend as it does have
advantages over the present system if it can 
be done.  The O.C.Flying said that it did
seem a reasonable idea, so I wonder if the
Group Captain could O.K. it as well.  The team
would benefit 50% by this scheme.

 CM Seely F/O
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36 hr exercise RHINOGS

Saturday 26  th   October 1957

Fg.Off Seeley + 20 Team left Valley in one QL (23 AF 40)
Sigs truck, Landrover & trailer, and camped in Cwm Nantcol
116/608271

Sunday 27  th   October 1957
(Weather: showery

8/8 cloud at 1500’)
0900 Navigation parties as follows.

Bray Balderson Neal - Bontddu 116/672188 – Diphwys -
Yllether- Rhinog Fach – base.

F/O Seeley Jones Wicks – Taly Bont – Llyn Irddyn – 635220 -
649230 – Llyn Bodlyn – trying out

possible climbs – Moely Blithewn – base.
Thomas Pearson Williams Foel Ddu – Rhinog Fawr- Fach - 
y Llethr – Diphwys – base.
Hughes Binderman Garland  similarly
Douglas Pearce McGowan and then Blarney Cartledge & McNeil
did the reciprocal

1830 Left for RAF Valley

Remarks Officer i/c MRT
An uneventfull weekend and a strenuous course for some.

 CM Seely F/O
Remarks OC Flying Wing
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36hr exercise CADER IDRIS

2  nd  /3  rd   November 1957

13:45 HRS. Cpl/T Bray and 11 team members left Valley in QL 23AF40,
18.30 Signals truck 75AV80, plus Land Rover 36AA30 for a night

exercise in the Cader Idris area.  Base camp was
established near Pant Llan farm 116/657134 under very
wet conditions

21.30 Courses for the exercise were allocated as follows:-
No 1 Party – Thomas, Williams, McNeil

116/756140 on A487 thence 728136, 711131,
677136, 668127, 657134 (base).

No 2 Party – Keegan, Balderson, Neal
116/704159, 711131, 677136,665119,
647120, 657134 (base).

No 3 Party – Bray, Wicks, Cartledge, Manning
116/647120, 665119, 677136, 711131,
657134 (base).

Nos 1 & 2 parties were dropped by Land Rover, No 3 party
commencing direct from base camp.

Though hamperered by rain, cloud & a very cold wind all
parties were back &’drying out’ by 11.30 hrs on Sunday 3rd.
Some people went wrong but paid for their sins by
walking back 14 miles by road, making their total mileage
something in the region of 20 instead of 10.
LAC Balderson, navigator for No 2 party discovered on 
his return to base that he had left his spectacles on the
main Cader ridge at 116/692136.  Fortunately it appears that
he only uses them for map reading so he was able to
make a lone dash up the hill to retrieve them whilst
the remainder of the team sympathised from the depths of their
sleeping bags.

Sunday 17.00
Camp was struck & team left for return trip to Valley,
arriving 22.00 hrs.

REMARKS
A good exercise for some of the newer members of

the team in that it showed how easy it is to go wrong on even a straight forward ridge as 
the Cader group – the weather helped in this respect.

 V Bray
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Remarks N.C.O. i/c Team

A well planned exercise.  A night like this, & the ensuing road walk emphasised the need 
for accurate navigation.  I am glad to hear that Balderson was not overwhelmed by the 
sympathy expressed from the depths of 11 sleeping bags.

 JR Lees F/S
19/11/57 NCO I/C MRT

Remarks Officer i/c Team
May I add my sympathy

CM Seely F/O
Remarks OC Flying Wing

Remarks: Station Commander
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36hr ex VYRNWY –BALA Watershed

Saturday, 9  th   November 1957.

1330 F/Sgt Lees + 15 team travelled in two QLs, Landrover & trailer
to a campsite at 1q17/958256.  The road (track rather)
from Bala has now been improved at the top of the pass (1641’)
& is quite suitable for 4WD vehicles, though rather narrow for
QLs most of the way.

Contact through Bala Police (visited on the way there), as they have 
transport, whereas the campsite really comes under the lone constable
from Pen-y-bont Fawr, who was visited in the evening.

Sunday 10  th   November

1000 Five parties of 3 did short brisk walks over surrounding hills
- rather featureless (& boggy) & difficult therefore for navigation
when in cloud.  Fortunately for the u/t navigator it was fine &
fairly good visibility enabled Plynlimon  to the south, Snowdon
to the north west and the Arans nearby to be seen & recognised.

Parties & courses as follows:-
Bray Douglas Taylor 950253 – 923266 approx – 937275 (Foel y Geifr) – 946273- 958256
Hughes Williams Le-Mar did the reciprocal of this.
Blamey Sp? Wolstencroft Jones by Landrover to 963244 then 947238 – 923242
918257 – 937275 Foel y Geifr (2054’) 946273 – 958256.
Andrews Cartledge McNeil  946273 – 962284 – Pen y boncyn Trefeilw (2100’) -
969278 – 977278 – 978248 – 958256.
Lees manning Hayes did the reciprocal of above.

1530 All parties had returned & were eating McGowan’s efforts – a much 
better meal than when we were last here, when Fg Off Manning (Sept.56)
fried the stewing steak & all immediately called it ‘gravel’!

1645 Vehicles moved off up the southern side of the Aber Hirnantn pass
and met a car just over the summit –rather than go near the edge
the man reversed about half a mile down the pass before we could
pass him!

2000 Returned RAF Valley

Remarks N.C.O. i/c MRT
Interesting new ground for most & good nav. training.

19/11/57     J R Lees    F/S
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Remarks Officer i/c Team
Seen

CM Seely F/O

Remarks OC Flying Wing

Remarks: Station Commander
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72 hr Exercise PLYNLIMON

Friday 15  th   November 1957

1815 A 19 –strong team left valley in 2 QLs, Landrover & trailer.
The deputy officer i/c MRT, Plt. Off. Wright, & a new fulltime (?)
officer, Plt. Off. North, accompanied the party.

2100 “Booked in” at Dolgelley Fire Stn.  They have room to park 
all the vehicles & several old barns, etc,  here, so that
instead of pitching tents the party “bivouacked” in, on &
around the vehicles.

Saturday 16  th   November

0615 First few up put the tea water on the Fire Stn’s gas ring, &
later F/Sgt Hallam took tea to the duty telephone operators in
the fire station – fire women of course! Sandwiches.

The Team was about to move off when a puncture was 
noticed in one of the QL wheels – the third wheel change in
2 days on this vehicle

0830 Team moved off southwards
1000 Team arrived Dyffryn Castell 127/773817 where Sgt Martin 

& his St. Athan Team were already in residence.
Second breakfast.

St Athan parties set out on their courses & the Valley parties
followed after a reasonable breakfast interval – the aim, if possible
being to get back before the men from South Wales:  navigation
to be taught to U/T navs. meanwhile:

127/784830 – 788836 – 789869 Pynlimon Fawr (2468’) -
803874 -815877 (Pen Pumlimon Arwystli) – 817895 Bryn Cras 
(2083’) – 798893 & down the Rheidol valley by the track to 758849 & then
over 757833 – 769825 to base 773817.

Plt. Off. Wright, Hughes major above course while Plt. Off. North
Andrews & Taylor did the reciprocal.
Lees Pearson Douglas had the following route:-
788836 – 789869 769825 – 757833 – 758848 – 775852 Y Garn (2245’)
789869 Plynlimon Fawr – 803874 Pen Plynlimon Arwystli -
798841 via the Lightning wreckage on the Pen Lluestvy carn, which
we showed to Sgt Martin, whose party (RW Wall Esq,
D.W. Walker Esq.) we met by the source of the Wye.

Hallam Cartledge & LeMar did the reciprocal course.
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16/11/57 Balderson Blamey McNeill – 773817 – 776808 – 793788 (1762’)
cont 818772 – 826792 – 825807  Bryn Llyclese (1849’) – 804811 (1823’)

811823 – 795826 – 773817.
Williams Binderman Jones the reciprocal.

Most of the St Athan parties returned just before dark & most
of the valley chaps just after in the first hour of darkness. Not
short courses with a late start!

Sunday 17  th   November 1957

A navigation & hillwalking “inter station” match :-

2 parties in St Athan Landrover to 792754 when St.A. party – Appleton Miller
& Auchterlowie left 15 minutes before the V. party – Andrews Douglas &
Cartledge – course to 798771 – 808799 ( where a yellow signal can
had to be placed, &brought on by the “hounds”) – 804811 – 773817.

Result – valley gained 2 minutes only.  Ave speed :- 4 ½ mph.  !
Remainder were dropped from the valley QL (Saints have RL) :-
St.A. F/O Newbould Kennedy Wilson Hendren  798841 – 789869 Plynlimon (can)
V.  Binderman Balderson Williams Jones 769825 – 773817.

Up Plynlimon in under ¾ hr – good going – both parties.  The hounds
were still about 15 minutes behind on the last top so coasted slowly back 
to base.
V.  Hallam Pearson McNeill Manning  798841 – 802865 (can) – 789869
St.A. Waugh Brown Dolgarno  Gates Morgan (second can) – 773817

Valley party returned first but their lead had been decreased by half.
Finally two mixed parties:-
Lees Hughes Walker wall chased by Martin P/O Wright Blamey &
Edmonds were dropped off at 853822 & then by way of 825808 (can)
804811 – 773817.  Unfortunately Mr Wall thought we were to fast
the can on 804811so without checking on the briefing slip of paper
the party rushed off to their next point, only to find on arrival there
that the can was meant for Bryn Llychese (825808) – a mile & a 
half away!  Martin’s party could just be seen on the distant skyline
spread out over the long flat top of Bryn Llychese, searching vainly  
for the can which we still had with us!
“The hares” then stalked the “hounds” and went back these 1 ½ miles to
put the can in the right position, but were seen & eventually, after
some admirable “ground combat” work, all returned to base camp
to bathe their feet and plaster their blisters!

St Athan team left in the evening.
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Monday 18  th   November 1957

A similar exercise, thought with different parties, was carried
out on the hill to the south of Plynlimon.  “Treasure  hunt
type, in that reference of the next point was written in the yellow
can, which was placed inconspicuously at the map reference given
in the previous can.

1050 Hares  -  Andrews Douglas Hughes – to find can 773807
Hounds:-

1100 Alpha  -  Pilot Officers Wright & North.  LAC Cartledge
1105 Bravo  -  Balderson Pearson Binderman
1110 Charlie  -  Williams LeMar Hallam
1125 Delta  -  Taylor McNeill Lees

It transpired that the course was from 773807  -  794812  -
800818 – 808823 – 806807 – 791807 – 785816 – base.

Delta overtook Charlie & Alpha almost caught the hares having
some difficulty with the navigation in a bit of cloud, but all
became equal when no can was to be found at 806807 & after
an hour had been wasted on a sweep search the NCO i/c announced
the next point and the chase continued.  It appeared the ‘hares’
 had been too rushed & placed the can 200 yards short of 
the map ref. in the middle of a clump of rushes, which all the
‘hounds’ had walked past!

1500 -1530 ‘Hounds’ limped home & started arguing about map refs
1700 Team off for RAF Valley

2300 arriving approx

Remarks NCO i/c MRT
An interesting weekend & good for the morale of

the older members to go to a more or less strange area, even
though it is on our southern boundary.  Good navigation experience
all round

J R Lees  F/S 21/11/57

Remarks Officer i/c MRT
It is always interesting to meet other teams & 

old members, who are civilians yet still like
to come out with the team.

 CM Seely F/O 

Blarney, Jones – Plynlimon
via Pen Lluest y Carn
& Lightning wreckage
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Remarks O.C. Wing

Remarks Station Commander

NOTE:
This log book was mislaid in Headquarters from the end of November
until abut 18th January 1958.     Written up from rough notes for the
exercises during that time, some of the comments on which are now out of
date though included for their historical interest.

21/1/58  Lees F/S
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BERWYNS

36 hr exercise Saturday 23rd November 1957

P/O Wright + 15 Team travelled in 2 QLs, Landrover & trailer to
Pantian 117/125356

Sunday 24th

Nav. training combined with check on a/c wreckage:-
Parties dropped from QL as follows  :-
Hughes manning Le-Mar Hurst. Cynwyd  - “Liberty Hall”
Moel Fferna – Cader Bronwen – Penyr Eryr – base.

Bray  Thomas  Fairgrieve  - 042283 – a/c between 053287.  054289. 056289
- Moel Sych – Cader Berwyn – Spitfire 07553367 –point out Lysander (079341)
- Cader Bronwen – 102375 – 115369 base.

Andrews P/O Wright Foster McGowan  . Llandrillo – Cader Berwyn -
Spitfire – Lysander – Cader Berwyn – Penyr Eryr – base.

Garland Quinn Blamey  Llanarmon D.C. – 127322 (report of old
Wreck –search area )  Mynydd Tarw – Foel Wen – Tornle -
Lysander – Cader Bronwen - Penyr Eryr – base 117398 – 125368 (road
Roverable?) – base.

Lees Binderman checked on 227298  Llansiian farm where prob
Wellington hit house – all cleared. Peny bont fawr policemen
- see old one ( from Newtown now – PC Thomas.)
117/222339 Llechrhydan  1941-2  - all plane removed

Remarks NCO i/c MRT
Navigation training continues

21/1/58 Lees FS

Remarks Office  i/c MRT
A pleasant exercise in good weather conditions

DM Wright Plt Off
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SNOWDON

Thursday, 28  th   November 1957

Plt Offs Wright & North, F/Sgt Hallam Cpl Hughes (Cpl Dewar & F/S Lees 
base)

Went up Snowdon, after obtaining clearance from the Veterinary Surgeons i/c
Foot & Mouth in Caernarvon  & at 1400 hrs. let off flares and verey
Signals from the summit, on the occasion of the opening of the gas grid
By HRH the Duke of Edinburgh.

Cloud rolled up over the summit just about 2 o’clock but
Apparently the display was seen e.g. from Mona

and by Duke of Edinburgh
one was told.
DMWright Plt Off

CARNEDDAU & TRYFAN

36 hr exercise Saturday.  30  th   November 1957

Plt. Off North + 20 camped at Caer Llugwy  107/750573
Travelling there in the 2 QLs, LR & trailer.

Sunday 1  st   December
( Fine but cold .)

Nav. parties on Carneddau :-
Blamey Major Barrows Neal

Pen yr ole wen – Carneddau Llewelyn – Pen yr Helgi dû –Pen
Llithrig y Wrack – Creigion Gleision – Anson above Cornel – base
Rock climbing on Tryfan :-
Bray Cartledge – Arete. Binderman Garland – Apex.
Dewar Pearson - Gashed Crag Keegan Douglas - Gashed Crag
Lees P/O North Fairgrieve First Pinn. Rib with Chimney finish (which is
still good V.Diff with the recently inserted second chockstone!)
Lees & Bray then climbed down Notch Arĕte  & V Arete on the west face
while all the others went down the North ridge to the A5.

1750 Some were picked up by the QL & the rest returned to base a few minutes
later in the LR.

1755Z When the LR arrived the nav. parties and others had already just
been alerted for a civilian rescue & were reloading the QL.
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(Apparently 2 students from Bangor were climbing the rocks

CALL OUT just to the west side of Aber falls* when the leader fell.
He damaged his head but stopped, or was arrested by
the rope to the second, belayed 100’ below the top on a ledge
about 3’ x 1’, of shiny rock, outwards sloping.  The second 
man descended on the rope to a stance on about the same level
but could not traverse across to him.  The ledge was about
100’ above the foot of the cliff.  Firemen and police had been 
unable to get to the injured man who stood swaying for several 
hours, muttering somewhat deliriously.)
*107/668700

The QL was despatched towards Aber while F/S Lees rang
1800 Valley for more information.  The LR then pressed on after the QL.

HQ 18 Gp had arranged a police car escort which was of great
assistance to the QL when it was met in the Nant Ffrancon -
the A55 coast road was quite busy but with the police car in
front the QL was able to maintain a steady 50 , so that the
LR was very pushed to catch up.

Thus the two parties arrived at Bont Newydd (107/720663 663720)
simultaneously & rushed up to the falls with ropes & flares etc.

1900 A ground flare was set off & after a few moments it was decided to 
lower a man down the 300 – 400’face from above & thus
bring the injured man down.  A party of the most experienced
rock climbers then went up the scree to the east of the falls onto
the track, up it & across the stream to a convenient tree on a
ledge above the falls.

A preliminary recce. 7 then Cpl/T Bray & F/S Lees were lowered
on four 120’ ropes tied together, Lees being attached just above
Bray by a prussick loop; on a ledge halfway down Lees untied
while Bray went on down, so that shouts and directions from Bray
could be shouted back up the cliff to P/O North & his lowering team -
it was difficult to hear above the roar of the falls only 10 feet
to one side.

Bray reached the injured man clipped him onto his rope,
fired a 2 star red to warn the lowerers of the now doubled load,
and then climbed & slithered on downwards & sideways, assisted
by the original rope from the second, to the helping hands of
other Team members, the odd policeman & several firemen,

2100 all lashed to stout trees by huge hemp hawsers.
The man was taken by the Team to the Landrover scout car

at the head of the track, & thus to Bont Newydd the civilian
2130 ambulance which had come up the track as far as it could from
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Bont Newydd.  Patient to C&A Bangor.

The lowerers meanwhile had an amusing half hour throwing
a rope down so that Lees catch and tie on to it, & then be
hauled bodily up to the top.  Of course, by now all the “flares G.I.
yellow” had long since been expended, so this was not quite as easy
as it sounds!

The Team eventually collected all the equipment & stowed it in
the vehicles.  A quick ‘brew’ had been made at Bont Newydd by the
drivers, & then we returned to the Caer Llugwy camp site for the 
rather overdue supper, telephoning Valley Air Traffic to keep them
informed, en route.

2350 The newest member, Barrows (first w/e out) who had been left behind had 
done a remarkably 
good job keeping the food warm without ruining it & was most popular.

Monday, 2  nd   December 1957

1230 Team returned to Valley for lunchtime (Station Commander had
been informed by S.S.Q. after telephone request)

Remarks by NCO i/c MRT
A tricky situation; I’m glad someone asked for our assistance

as this was no picnic for firemen etc.  The Police escort was a good
thing and might be used to advantage more often if it can be laid on
by someone with the time to telephone i.e. Valley or Pitreavie castle.
The Press headlines understated it when they said”… clinging to ledge
….waited 5 hours for a M.R. Team to rush 40 miles.” ! I am quite sure
that the QL was going faster than 8 mph when I passed it in the Landrover !

Apart from another bouquet to Cpl/T Bray, those who stood & paid out
or pulled on ropes for ages should be commended for their patience in the
chilly darkness – Andrews, Cpl Dewar , Cartledge & Pilot Officer North ;
also those organising at the receiving end below, particularly the A.S.F.
representation again, Cpl Hughes & SAC Blamey.  In fact the Team worked very
efficiently both together and in individual groups – another occasion stressing
the need for judgement and initiative in each member.

21/1/58  Lees F/S

Remarks Officer i/c MRT
A praiseworthy rescue by all concerned- from Cpl Tech Bray to Barrows.
It is hoped that the 500’ rope requested as a result of our

experience will be forthcoming,
DM Wright
Pilot Officer
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Remarks OC Flying Wing

Remarks Station Commander
An excellent show by all

           J T Shaw
G Capt.

j

CARNEDDAU

8hr exercise

CARNEDDAU

8hr exercise Wednesday 4  th   December 1957

Plt Off North, NCO i/c and 19 Team were joined for the afternoon exercise by two RAF 
Mountaineering Association members diverted to valley in Valiant ( Flt Lt JWB Barnes (Treasurer) & Sgt 
Kendrick)  Transport used was Landrover and trailer, Thorneycroft (temporary replacement for U/S QL )

After disembarking at Bont Newydd the main team went up to Aber Falls to look at the scene of the 
rescue in daylight, discuss any snags, and let some of the “u/t tigers” try a dummy rescue without help from 
the normal leaders, while drivers and “cripples” etc. went round to Garlan with the transport to set up a 
temporary cooking base & prepare a meal.

Much knitting with hundreds of feet of rope.  Cpl Keegan & then Sgt Cartledge were lowered down 
the face, the latter in the dusk.  All then walked over the hills to Garlan (107/637664)

Returned to Valley in the evening.

Remarks NCO i/c MRT
Again excellent training, but tying 120’ ropes together is not very satisfactory for this sort of thing – 

a knot can so easily become jammed in a crack  when a man’s weight is on the rope & he will be stranded 
halfway down the cliff for an hour or two; there is a real danger of strangulation this way. A case for the 
provision of three 500 foot lengths of 1 ¼” nylon has been was put at the M.R. Conference at A.M. on 5th 
December, but will take much time to be actioned.

See also civilian rescue on 3.1.58
31/1/58  Lees  FS
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Remarks Officer i/c MRT

It would appear that worse things than a diversion to Valley can happen to aircrew who are keen on 
mountaineering.

DW Wright
Pilot Officer

Remarks O.C.F.W

Remarks: Station Commander

J T Shaw
Group Capt

Friday 6  th   December 1957

16:02 Tannoy message for M.R.T to Standby.
16:05 Contacted A.T.C for information, all the controller would say was that an aircraft

was overdue & he would pass on more info when rcd.
16:11 Tannoy for Team to Stand down.

Remarks: Later turned out to be Vampire T11 from one of the squadrons.
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36 hr exercise Saturday 7  th   December 1957

13:30 2 Officers +18 Team left Valley in 2 QLs, one of which 26 AF29
14:00 broke down shortly after.  (Gwalchmai)
15:10 A replacement 3 ton Austin76 AF 31 arrived from Valley but gave 

considerable trouble throughout the weekend.  The intended campsite
18:30 was reached in torrential rain & found to be under 3 inches of water

116/811393.  After confabulation with the Bala Constabulary (Sub Unit)
the Team obtained permission to use a deserted, but watertight cottage

21:00 near the usual campsite.  (Tai Hirion 811397.)  Owner Mr Davies
Fron Goch Farm nr Bala.

The intended night exercise was cancelled in view  of the extremely 
poor weather.

Sunday 8  th   December

(cloud base 1500’ Heavy rain all day)
    Team taken in Bedford by road to points well north of base camp
and four parties followed routes extending for some 12 miles & 
ending at Tai Hirion.

11:00      Blarney P/O North Major Royle Pentre Voelas – Foel Frach – Carnedd
y Filiest – Arenig Fach – 811397. (16:00)

11:10     Andrews Garland Dewar Yrtythy Ifan  -  841464  -  803443  - 
782406 (Carnedd Iago)  - Mochowgryn  -  base. (16:15)

11:30     Balderson P/O Wright Cartledge Fairgrieve Cwm Penmachno 766475
Moel Marchyria  -  735442  -  745424  -  Carnedd Iago  -  Arenig Fach  -  base (16:25)

11:40     Binderman McNeil Jones Taylor 792505 Penmachno  -  803477  -  
Bryn Mawr  -  Arenig Fach  -  base (17:00)

Headwind gusting to over 50 knots
18:30     Bedford 23 AF 40 to Blaenau Ffestiniog to await Austin returning 

keys to Fron Goch farm.  Austin again boiling over but eventually 
19:45 reached Blaenau.
21:55 Finally to Bethesda.  Pilot Officer Wright decided to abandon the 

Austin & the equipment there while the Team returned to Valley in
23:59 the QL.

Remarks NCO i/c MRT.
    Demoralising transport situation.  Savage weather good for nav. 
training. Fortunate to meet the owner of Tai Hirion.

31/1/58 Lees FS
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Remarks Officer i/c MRT.

We are most pleased that the M.T. position has now improved, two new 
Bedford 3 ton R.L troop carriers have replaced the old QLs. We
Retain one of the latter whilst modifications are being incorporated by
Workshops; modification includes incorporation of bench – locker above, 
Stretcher and ice axe racks and searchlight mounting.

The weekend in question was a most gruelling one parties
battling against high wind and driving rain, this must be expected in 
December.

D M Wright
12-2-58 Pilot Officer

Remarks O.C Flying Wing

Remarks: Station Commander

Excellent training, which will be invaluable later.

J T Shaw
Group Capt
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CALL OUT CARNEDDAU
CANBERRA CRASH

Monday 9  th   December 1957

17:16      F/Sgt informed by Controller 18 G that a Canberra aircraft was
Overdue in the Llandudno area.  Bring M.R.T. to Immediate Readiness.

17:16        F.S. Lees rang M.T. for (a) p.staff driver (LAC Le-Mar) who was waiting for the 
only serviceable QL 23 AF 40 to be finished by electricians  -  a snag in
the charging system had developed an hour earlier.  (b) a replacement
3 tonner for the other QL  (c) Cpl Wicks (MT fitter) part time MR driver
(gone to his caravan in Valley village).

17:17     Asked Air Traffic to tannoy for Team  -  P/O Wragg, Controller passed
Message  -  v.busy, ask PBX to do it.

17:19     Tannoy
17:23     Flt Lt Parker, M.T.O, just arrived at M.T., rang asking what help

he could give.
17:24     F.S. Lees to M.T. in Landrover.  23AF40 ready, but 

on the way to the M.R. Section hasty electrical repairs became undone 
& there was a small fire behind the dashboard, much to Le-Mar’s 
chagrin.  Meanwhile Flt.Lt. Parker had arranged for Thorneycroft
as one replacement.

17:35     Lees to M.R. Section.  W/Cdr Drake rang M.T. from M.R. Section & was told that the Thorneycroft was on 
its way.  Afterwards news of fire in QL & another 3 tonner requested

17:48     Team members arriving and changing, but no Thorneycroft or other
suitable 3 tonner.  M.T. Cpl informed Lees that bulbs were being 
put in the Thorney tail lights!

17:49      Cpl Wicks, re-called by Valley policeman, arrived on his bicycle.

18:04      No more news from A.T.C,  sufficient transport now.  F.S Lees
suggested to Controller that Team move to Bangor Police Stn.
     M.O. Flt.Lt. M.V. Jones, followed shortly afterwards with the M.R 
Landrover Ambulance.
     Eventually gathered at Bangor Police Station, the strength was:-
Fg Off Seeley, Plt Officer North & Wright, M.O., 
NCO i/c  + 26 Team members, with LR ( 36AA30) & trailer (49AU08),
Austin Signals vehicle (75AV80), LR Ambulance (08AA20), Thorneycroft
(44AF90) & Austin 3 tonner (76AF38)
     Remained at Bangor for further instructions.  As usual, reports came
Both from RAF & Police sources, of bangs, flashes & “aeroplanes with 
tinkling sounds in their engines” , all over North Wales.  Finally, particularly 
around Blaenau Ffestiniog area  -  quite hopeful reports.
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22:00 Whole party proceeded to Blaenau Ffestiniog  as snow fell.
Freezing slush kept all distinctly awake.  Arrived there about midnight.

Inspector Morris of Blaenau police most helpful, but on checking
various stories, they were not.  Heavy snow fall.

Tuesday 10  th   December
00:30? We asked 18G. to bring in Sgt Martin & the St. Athan M.R.T. to help in search.
01:00 Team settled down in charge room for the night, except for Fg Off Seeley,

at the telephone in the Inspector’s office.  About an hour later he 
received a promising report of 2 witnesses in the Conway area.

By now a more distinct picture had been built up of the known
& expected movements of the missing aircraft.  It was carrying out some 
radar experiments in conjunction with the station on the top of Drum
2528 ft. (SH 708695) flying due south from about Douglas I.O.M.
& homing on Drum, operating at 2000’.  Normally when the a/c
crossed the coast the pilot would gain height, just clear the 
mountain & then turn off eastwards & return northwards out to sea.
Over the Conway valley.

Therefore it was decided that FS Lees should take the Landrover & 
a few men & go & interview one of the witnesses, a sheep farmer, 
who was now in Conway police station, & then, if necessary, carry
out a brief search of any suspect area thereabouts.

03:00 Munching hastily constructed jam & cheese sandwiches thee LR crew
set off for Conway  -  again the icy Crimea pan!

Personal interview at Conway was quite convincing – at about 3pm
Oswald Jones of Parcian, Ro Wen was on the slopes of Foel Fras, at
about 2,250’in Cwm Bycham (707686) when he heard an explosion
on the other side of Foel Fras.   Another witness
had told the Police that he was near Llyn Coity (75,66) when he saw
an a/c which he identified as a Canberra, flying below cloud
(cloud was down on the top of Drum at 15:00 hrs yest. & estimated
base was 2200’) in a northerly direction over Cwm Eigiau.  This
agreed both with Mr Jones & the information From Pitreavie Castle and 
what the a/c had been doing.

04:15 Therefore F.S. Lees rang Fg Off Seeley & suggested bringing the 
whole Team up to search the Drum, Foel Fras area.  The farmer
would meanwhile take his party & commence a search as soon as it 
was light.

The radar station is now accessible by landrover, via a poor track
from Bont Newydd  (662720) & 693722.  The policeman with us who 
started by saying how landrovers turned over, admitted grudging admiration at the summit.

06:00 A suggestion of moonlight behind the clouds, added to the snow on the
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ground, made it light enough to see 20 yards or so, and the party
commenced a search shortly after leaving the landrover.  A very strong
NE wind was blowing but visibility gradually improved as the dawn came
so that the sweep was slowly widened to include both sides of the ridge 
between Drum & Foel Fras (3091’), but more particularly the eastern slopes.
Cpl Hughes took a line 100 yds over the crest on the north western slopes,
the very fit policeman, P.C.Pritchard of Tyn y Groes, the ridge crest, 
while Lees + a walkie talkie man (Healey) took a line 100 yds off
the ridge to the S East.  The SE wing then extended down the slope  -  
Major, Garland, Oswald Jones & Andrews (walkie talkie)  -  to  about the 
2700’ contour level.  The wind increased to gale force, whipping
The new powder snow across the surface so that it was impossible to look into
the wind, as we crossed the summit, but visibility downwind was still
quite good.  Cpl Hughes therefore was sent round the head of 



Cwm yr Afon Goch to Yr Aryg 2875’ (680673) & the extended line thus 
covered the whole of this plateau  between Foel Fras & Foel Grach,

09:00 Yr Aryg & the steepening above Craig Dulyn, while the Cwm yr Afon Goch slopes
of Bera Mawr & Llwytmor could be seen quite well.

In view of the increased wind velocity & the advent of low cloud & fairly
heavy snowfall the search was discontinued in the southerly direction from 
Garnedd Uchaf & the party swept back along a slightly lower line of the 
SE slopes to Drum in an ever shortening line  -  visability on Foel Fras

09:30 was, by now, about five yards & it was impossible to stand against the 
wind screaming through the Foel Fras  -  Drum col.  In fact, Cpl Hughes, Major
& Garland (walkie talkie) somehow  lost the other half of the line& only just 

10:00 returned to the LR in time to stop NCO i/c getting alarmed (his half
having returned five minutes earlier)!

It had been hoped to stop the rest of the Team before they commenced 
a search & exhausted themselves while covering some of the ground the advance
party had already covered in better visibility earlier, but of course
the walkie talkies could not stand this weather & nothing was heard in
answer to our repeated calls.  Thus they could not be informed of the conditions
high up & diverted to a starting point from which they might have tried
searching with a tail wind  - the snow was falling very heavily now.

So Pilot Officer North + 2 used the LR ambulance to approach Drum
but missed the earlier party by ascending the Anafon track, as did
the larger proportion of the Team with Cpl/T Bray & Pilot Officer Wright.
They also called off the search after going over the N & NW slopes of

13:00 Foel Fras & returned to Aber with the usual bloodshot eyes & u/s 
walkie talkies.  They had gained additional information from the operators
of the Drum radar station  -  e.g. that on this run the a/c had been 

(091455 approx)  lost track of in rain cloud or sea “mush” a few miles north of Puffin
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Island & Red Wharf Bay  -  i.e. a little off track to the west, but that 
the pilot had said that he was packing up now & returning to base. (Pershore
M.o.S  wk 129)

13:30 Pilot Officer North & half of the Team set out for Valley to collect dry clothes etc
(Many of the chaps had left wet clothes from the w/e exercise drying at Valley)

Meanwhile Fg Off Seeley + drivers & w/ops had set up a base by the telephone
Box at Aber, & when St Athan MRT arrived they were able to find a 
temporary base camp in the dutch barns & brand new pigsties of the Bangor
University Agricultural College farm a few hundred yards away on the N side of
the road (65107265).  An excellent place out of the continued rain & sleet  -  
the just converted sties boasted fluorescent lighting!

14:45 Fg Off Newbould & Sgt Martin of St Athan MRT took over while remainder 
Of Valley team returned to Valley for dry clothes & food.  (On Anglesey
this party met Plt Off North  -  see below  -  but continued to V. as St A. also in support).

15:10 Information received at MR Section, Valley, that wreckage had been 
sighted on Moel Whion (650697), near Rachub, Bethesda.
Plt Off North + 10 men left immediately for Rachub (PC Ellis) & so 
to Bryn Hall Y.H. (634694) where they joined forces with the St Athan Team sent
from Aber by 18G.  The combined party searched the slopes of Moel
Whion & environs for three hours in dusk & then darkness  -  their 
dry clothes did not last long!

21:00 Valley party returned to Valley after it had been discovered that it
was only a pile of rocks, a farmer said “ weren’t there before”, while the 
“Saints” went back to Aber.  (Joined later with petrol & food by Lees, Bray & LR)
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Wednesday 11  th   December 1957

05:30 Breakfasted.  (QL 23AF40 now serviceable & replaced temporary 3ton Austin)
06:00 Left for Aber.  Last evening the two Valley representatives had

discussed the situation with Off & NCO i/c MRT St.A. & decided on a 
combined sweep search of as much of the Carneddau as possible depending 
on how accurate the forecast was.  Even with perfectly clear tops (rising
to 3400’+) it was thought that only the northern half of this area could
be covered without missing any possibilities in the small upper cwms
between 2000 & 3000 feet levels.

08:00 Accordingly, combined Teams left Aber in mixed transport &
09:00 disembarked at Gerlan (637662)

Weather terrifically improved: cloud & snow above 2750’ but
mainly clear below.  2 Valley walkie talkies serviceable & a few 
St Athan ones, were of assistance when combined with St Athan W/op & 
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Signals truck & our driver (Cpl Wicks)  -  based first at Gerlan & then up the 
Drum road from Bont Newyedd.

Area covered was Gyrn Wigau  -  Drosgl  -  Bera Mawr  -  Llytmore with
southern boundaries demarcated by the Afon Caseg, Afon Wen, Foel 
Grach summit, top of Craig Dulyn to Drum.  Cpl/T Bray as the most 
experienced mountaineer, had the thankless task of leading & co-ordinating 
the search; particularly difficult in the wide sweep round & across the 
Bera Mawr side of Cwm yr Afon Goch, which is awkwardly broken & rocky.

‘Distinctly impressive flying by the air searchers’ was Plt Off North’s comment
on the assorted aircraft engaged today  - Anson, Devon, Varsity & 
Whirlwinds.  A false alarm when a Llanbedr pilot sighted wreckage
5m NE of Barmouth. 

During the day, F.S.Lees took Landrover & interviewed other possible witnesses  -  
the man who was near Llyn Coity gave a more accurate picture when he 
was traced at his work with Dolgarrog Hydroelectric Board & taken to the 
spot where he had been working on Monday afternoon (758672).  He was 
a keen aeroplane spotter &showed photographs of a Canberra taken at the 
Battle of Britain day, Valley, last year!  This information indicated that 
the aircraft might well have hit the SE ridge of Drum towards Pen y Castell, 
or Tal y Fan to the north  -  the Canberra, flying very close to the ground
below the cloud (down on Drum) disappeared from his sight at about
715682 heading NE.

This morning, NRCC 18 Group were asked to bring in the other
neighbouring M.R.T from RAF Harpur Hill, Buxton, & they arrived 
in the evening to add to the chaos in the Pigsties at Aber.  (Fg Off 
Carter i/c with another ex Valley NCO, Sgt Steed).

Thursday 12  th   December 1957

A foul day for searching  -  thick cloud was down below 1000’.
Last night it had been decided that the visitors might successfully operate at
first separately, & then combined, to cover the highest parts of the 
southern half of the Carneddau, by sweep searches extending as far as 
possible down both sides of the ridges of (a) Pen yr Ole Wen (3210’)  -  
Carnedd Dafydd  -  Carnedd Llewelyn (3484’)  -  Foel Grach etc.
and (b) Pen yr Helgi Du – Peny waun wen  -  Carnedd Llewelyn  -  Yr Elen  -  
Foel Grach.  Meanwhile, the remaining areas of the NE end of the 
Carneddau, which on Lees’s information yesterday must be searched
were to be searched by Valley Team  -  from Bwlch y Gaer, the
southern slopes of Pen y Gadair , Peny Castell, Drum and Tal y Fan.

08:00 These plans were carried out although with visability down to about 10
yards not a large area of ridge could be covered.  However, there was
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little wind so the going was much better.  The Valley Team needed
very accurate navigation to cover their area  -  northwards up PenyGadair, back
down to the leat & track between Ffrith y bont & Afon Ddu, northwards to the Drum  -  
Pen y Castell gap, contouring around the NE slopes of Drum & then over
many very tall stone walls on the southern flanks of Tal y Fan from Bwlch y Ddeufaen 
down to Peny ffridd & Rowen village, the experienced navigator 
had to think & concentrate hard on the compass  -  Cpl/T Bray, Cpl Hughes & 
Plt Offs North & Wright particularly  -  otherwise one could play party variations on 
blindmans’ buff for days here!

Some M.T. activity for the drivers, returning the QL, which thoughtfully
did not go u/s until after the searchers had been dropped at Bwlch y gaer;
& collecting searchers from Rowen in evening.  FS Lees + 2 followed up a 
fresh clue presented by Conway Police from our visit in the morning: some road men
working at Cae Goch (732716) had seen about 15:00 hrs, a Canberra 
flying low across Tal y Fan.  When these men were eventually found
their stories were interesting but needed much translation from the Welsh  -  
probable Canberra (seen on News Film after record trans-Atlantic flight!)
flying first ENE & then back SW across Tal y Fan, low & 
disappearing through the gap between Drum & Pen y Castell  -  in fact, 
heading once more for Frachs Fras & Grach!

On return to base with the intention of more concentration for one day,
on this area, & then transferring the search to the N end of the Glyders, the 

12:05 good news that both the visiting Teams had found the wreckage, & a
Piece of flying suit with the pilot’s name on it.  Position on crest of
NE ridge of Carnedd Llewelyn, just above col between Llewelyn & Foel Grach.
P.of I. S.H. 687648 but wreckage spread down steep rock & snow slopes
into cwms either side.  Height 3250 ft.  Definite confirmation after short

17:30 search of wreckage on SE side of ridge was passed to 18 Group etc.
Sgt Martin recommended taking ropes in large quantities to belay personnel (also 

Armourers for seats) moving about on the on the SE slopes if snow & ice conditions remained the same.  
Fortunately a general thaw followed, making the rocks much easier.

St Athan & Harpur Hill Teams returned to their respective units in the evening.

Friday 13  th   December 1957

09:00 Cpl Wicks took the Thorneycroft with the Team up the Melyn Llyn track as
far as 732663 (removable gate post at 742673) & FS Hallam the LR Ambulance, with Sqn Ldr RG 
Attenborough, S.M.O. to the end of the track at 706656.  Thence all converged on the 
wreckage via Llyn Llyffnant (688645)  Wreckage is spread all the way down
the slopes into & past this little lake from the P.of I.: 500 yds & 600 ft above.
Remains of both occupants were collected from this area & taken to C & A Bangor.
Strong cold wind, cloud & deep snow made a thorough search for explosive bolts
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& parts of ejection seats impossible

22:00 Team returned to Valley.

Remarks NCOi/c MRT
All the snags were a subject of a report by Plt Off North, who took

over as Officer i/c MRT from Fg Off Seeley shortly after this call out.  They are
all being dealt with or have already been ironed out.

The performance of the Team members under very bad Alpine & Arctic weather
conditions was gratifying, and stressed the importance of both accurate navigation
& survival, & advanced e.g. Alpine, mountaineering capabilities in the individuals.
In this connection would it be possible to approach F.T.C. suggesting that the outstanding
leaders in the Team, who have, or are about to have, exceeded their 2 years
screening from postings (as part time M.R.T. members) be screened for, say,
a further 2 year period?  Such men as Cpl/T Bray, Cpl Hughes, SAC Andrews
& SAC Douglas, & more recently J/T Binderman & Cpl Keegan are regulars who
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the Team knowing little or nothing of mountaineering & after 2 years (or more)
experience ( & hard work teaching by NCO i/c!) are now getting near the peak
usefulness stage  -  a pity to see them, as often happens, banished to the 
fens, or F.E.A.F.

3/2/58 Lees FS

Remarks Officer i/c MRT

I agree with the Flight Sergeant’s remarks above to the extent that if an
airman is will to stay a further 2 years at Valley, his primary duties
do not suffer, and the Service does not urgently need him elsewhere then 
he should stay.

In this connection R.O.M 49/57 lays down the policy at present:-
“33, If selected for the duties ( i.e. the Mountain Rescue Duties) airman will
be posted to stations where mountain rescue teams are based, to fill
establishment vacancies in their rank and trade.  They will normally
remain at their station for a full tour of duty but will be eligible 
to proceed overseas in their turn at any time”.

Several important team members have been here longer than 2 years,
I do not feel we have been unjustly dealt with, to date.

The above report of the call out gives a good account of our
activities  -  how different to the reports given by the local and national press.
The crash brought to light many snags  -  some had been lying
dormant for many months, and action is continuing.

The combined exercise in Central Wales recently bore fruit
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as we knew many of the St Athan team, especially at Officer and NCO
i/c levels.  Co-operation between the Harpur Hill, St Athan and Valley 
teams was good, perhaps it was because we were all on a par 
living together in the pig sty of Aber Farm.

D M Wright
13-2-58 Pilot Officer

Remarks O.C.Flying Wing

A very comprehensive and worthwhile account of 
activities in connection with Canberra crash.  All teams
put up an excellent show in the face of very trying 
weather conditions

D J P Sharp Sqn Ldr
15/2/58

Remarks Commanding officer

Well done!

J T Shaw  
       Gp Capt



ROYAL AIR FORCE VALLEY
MOUNTAIN RESCUE TEAM

Report
   On

Emergency 9  th   December  -  12  th   December 1957

1.  Personal Transport on Call-Out

Great difficulty was experienced by members of the team in reaching the Mountain
Rescue Section.  There was at least one case of deliberate obstruction by a Senior 
N.C.O. in No 1 Squadron, who refused available transport to key members of the team.

Request that

(a)  M.T. be directed to send a vehicle to squadrons immediately the call-out
comes over the P.B.X. in order to convey members of the team to their quarters.

(b) All M.R. personnel working on S.H.Q. and Tech. Site to be issued with
bicycles.

(c) That priority be given to M.R. personnel as regards transport in the 
event of an emergency.

2. Mountain Rescue Section M/T

The M.T. situation in the section is very poor.  At the time of the Call-out,
both 3 ton trucks were unserviceable as has recently often been the case, thus entailing
considerable delay in transporting gear to other vehicles supplied by M/T Section.
With the present M.R. Section M/T, which is old and unreliable, the team is not really
mobile.  This is a shocking state of affairs for an emergency team.

Request that

(a) All possible priority be given to expediting delivery of the two 3 ton Bedfords
due to the team, and, the necessary modifications required on these vehicles.

(b) Servicing of M.R vehicles should have priority with M.T. Section at all times.

Suggest that

(a) Consideration be given to procuring three long wheeled base Land Rovers for
transporting the team rapidly to the scene of an emergency.  These vehicles can
penetrate very much further into the hills than the present three ton trucks, thus
saving what may prove really vital time.  With these vehicles the team would require
only one three ton truck for carrying gear.

(b) Consideration be given to fitting out these Land Rovers as self-sufficient
units, containing six folding bunks, calor gas cooker, and storage space for
necessary gear.  In this way small, highly mobile teams can operate from self-contained
bases deep in the hills, making far more extensive searches possible, 
and saving valuable time often wasted in transport to and from a base camp
comparatively far from the scene of action.  Should this suggestion be acted upon,
it might be possible to dispense with even the one three-ton Bedford mentioned above.

The driver situation in the team is poor.  There are only two full-time drivers in
the team, who have consequently very little spare time, and very rarely have a free weekend.

Request that

(a) Consideration be given to increasing the establishment of full-time M.R.



drivers, even before the arrival of the additional transport requested.
3. Wireless Contact

The present signals truck is unnecessarily large and cumbersome.  It is not mobile
off the beaten track.

Request that

(a) A long wheel base Land Rover be procured to act as Signals Truck.  Such a 
vehicle could contain the equipment easily and could penetrate further into the 
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hills than the present truck, thus enabling greatly increased efficiency  of contact
of walkie-talkies on the hills to be obtained.

Even a short wheel base Land Rover was used quite satisfactorily for this job driving during 
1952-1954 (40.AA.19).

The present walkie sets used by the team are absolutely unreliable and useless.
They could not be used by the team on this emergency.  New and far more efficient sets
have been promised to the team, and are believed to be available.  These new sets might 
well make all the difference between success and failure in a similar operation.  The lack
of them might have lengthened this search by days.

Request that

(a) Immediate action be taken to expedite delivery of these sets to the team.

The present wireless operator on the team is due for discharge in March, 1958.  He
has not been particularly efficient, due to an almost complete lack of practical experience
before joining the team.

Request that

(a) A really experienced wireless operator be posted to the team as soon as possible.

4. On or off Anglesey

In a case such as we have just had, valuable time may be lost by the team remaining
at Valley while awaiting detailed information regarding the situation.

Suggest that

(a) In the case of an emergency which is definitely not on Anglesey, Air Traffic 
automatically directs the team to proceed immediately to Bangor Police Station, to 
wait there for further instructions.  Bangor Police are very co-operative, and will
give the team parking space and accommodation when required.

5. Rations

The ration situation during practically the entire operation was very poor indeed.  The rations provided arrived 
late and were insufficient.  Most members of the team had nothing to eat, except what they managed to buy 
for themselves, from lunch on Monday until Tuesday afternoon.  Good food, and a lot of it, is essential for 
good morale and reasonable physical condition on the hills.

Request that
(a) Air Traffic automatically organise adequate rations to follow the team immediately it becomes obvious 

that they will be absent for any length of time.  In the past the team has had to telephone a request for this 
to be done.  Often more important matters cause the ration problem to be pushed into the background.
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6. Quarters

The team is at present scattered through several barrack blocks.

Suggest that 

(a) The Mountain Rescue Team be quartered in one block, that block to contain team 
personnel only.

This would have the following major advantages:-

(i) Transport for the whole team in an emergency could wait at one block
and not dash round them all.

(ii)  Senior team members could impart knowledge and information to junior
members in spare time.

(iii)  Morale in the team would soar.  The members of it would have a closer 
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relationship with each other and would feel more that they are members
of an exclusive organisation.  This would help to foster that real 
“team” spirit which is so essential.

7. Telephone in M.R. Section.

At the moment the Section has only one fixed telephone, necessitating considerable
rapid movement from telephone to wall map, to telephone, to office and so on at a time of
emergency.

Request that

(a) Female plugs be installed in the office, the back store and beside the wall
map in the Section, with a corresponding male plug on the telephone lead.

(MICHAEL NORTH
Pilot Officer
Officer i/c Mountain Rescue Team)
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ARENIGS

36 hr exercise
Saturday 14  th   December 1957

13:30       Pilot Officer North, NCO i/c & 22 Team left Valley in the LR & trailer,
Thorneycroft & QL 23AF40.  The journey south was broken at Blaenau
Ffestiniog for a pre-Christmas celebration, also attended by RW Wall &
DW Walker.  Base camp established at Tai Hirion 116/811397.

Sunday 15  th   December

      A clear sparkling morning  -  frosty but warm sun & blue sky.  Parties
spent a magnificent day strolling over the Arenigs  -  from the summit of 
Arenig Fawr every mountain area of N,Wales could be identified.  Hard
snow slopes on Fawr gave step cutting & glissading practice.

Returned to Valley in the evening.

Remarks NCO ic MRT

    A complete change of weather made this a delightful relaxation for 
the Team.  (Plt Off North took over O i/c fm Fg off Seeley)

4/2/58
  J Lees FS

Remarks Officer i/c MRT

Good
D M Wright

13-2-58 Pilot Officer

Remarks O.C.Flying Wing
Noted

D J P Sharp  Sqn Ldr

Remarks Station Commander

J T Shaw
G.Capt
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12 hr exercise CARNEDDAU

Wednesday 18  th   December 1957

07:00 Pilot Officer North, NCO i/c +17 Team left Valley in Thorneycroft, QL
23AF40, LR & trailer.  Temporary cooking base was made at Gerlan

08:30 107/637662.
Pilot Officer Wright, SAC Douglas & LAC Manning with LR then went to 

Tal y Bont (767689) to meet the Board of Inquiry , Wg Cdr Saunders &
Flt.Lt. who had left Valley in a Vanguard.

10:30 LR crew + B.of I. to Melyn Llyn (706656) and thence to crash
08:45 Meanwhile Plt Off North & remainder of Team went up the cwm (caseg)

from Gerlan to approach the wreck from the north, and search for other
wreckage, determine direction of impact etc. Below Ffynon Caseg
(677649) at about 680654, a large piece of fuselage sheeting
c/w port roundel bit & numbers, was found, and from here upwards
many pieces of the aircraft’s skin were spread down the snow & 
rock slopes, across a front of 400 yards approx.

Strong wind & cloud  -  the line ascended slightly to the west of the 
12:00 approx P of I & reached the summit of Carnedd Llewelyn, then swung round 

and descended the NE ridge to find the P of I & much small instruments
& electrical components scattered amongst the broken rocks of the ridge at 
687648.  Estimated bearing a/c was flying was about 150 degrees magnetic.

A more thorough search of the SE face of the ridge was then made
& amongst broken snow covered buttresses small pieces of human remains
were found, while lower, a few hundred feet above the lake
(Llyn Llyffnant) 688646) assorted pieces of ejection seats  & charges 
were found.  The Board of Inquiry were assisted to the ridge & 
examined the P.of I.

A hail shower  or 2 & the strong wind did not encourage lingering
& the Team returned, by several quite good glissades, into Cwm Caseg
& so to Gerlan while the B of I went back to Melyn Llyn.  Plt Off Wright
deposited remains at C&A Bangor.

Team returned to Valley in evening.

Remarks NCO i/c MRT
The thawing of some of the snow disclosed more wreckage etc.  A few

of the instruments asked for by the B of I were found.  Some snow climbing
training was also carried out, both on the ascent & descent from Cwm Caseg.

4/2/58 J Lees FS
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Remarks Officer i/c MRT

I was pleased that the weather was favourable enough for the Board of 
Inquiry to accompany the team to the site of the crash.  It enabled them
to obtain a clearer  picture and for the combined efforts of the team to 
glean further information.  The Wing Commander will no doubt be able to 
confirm our views that salvage action is not practical.

D M Wright
13-2-58 Pilot Officer

Remarks O.C. Flying Wing

Noted

15/2/58 D J P Sharp  Sqn Ldr

Remarks: Commanding Officer

J T Shaw
      Group Capt
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9 day exercise CARNEDDAU

Saturday 21  st   December 1957

14:00 The Christmas Duty Team, F.S. Lees + 12, left Valley with one QL
23AF40, Landrover 36AA30 & trailer.  The aim had been to camp at
Pandora Mine 767602 where it was thought that there was an old
building with a roof which might provide a fairly sheltered working 

17:30 place.  The only possible place did not look enticing at night so
the party went back to another old mine nearby, Cyffty, & camped

18:00 there. (772588)

Sunday 22  nd   December

After a late start a quick navigation exercise on the hares & hounds
pattern was carried out in the surrounding country  -  hummocky &
well forested with many small lakes  -  indifferent weather.

Hares Garland McNeill      777585 Llyn Pencraig  -  794584 Llyn
y Parc S end  -  790593  N end  -  778593  telephone box  -  base.
15 mins. start then 1st party of hounds  Keegan Taylor & Pearson  -  after 15 min
more followed by Cartledge Williams & Fairgrieve.  The small yellow cans
on 2ft sticks, were not always clearly visible, & much amusement 
ensued.      F.S. Lees & Cpl Hughes meanwhile drove up little frequented 
tracks in this area & also explored new forestry roads  -  it is quite difficult
keeping track of them all around here  -  on one new road, a little off
course, they met the hares, who had become “mislaid” in some 
particularly dense forestry!

At dusk the LR found hare & hounds (2) at the telephone box.
Drove to N end of Llyn y Parc & heard noises of bodies splashing
about in the mud & reeds there  -  torches glinting on the water  -  they  hounds (1)
had just found the can but were pleased to accept transport back to 
base. 

Monday 23  rd   December

Six of the less experienced navigated on a hare & hounds exercise  in the 
area within a few miles of the base camp, finding still more little lakes
hidden in the thicker forestry.  (Keegan Pearson : Williams Taylor : Fairgrieve McNeil)

3 went back to Valley in 23AF40 for special Christmas fare.
Landrover (Lees Hughes Garland & Cartledge) to Melynllyn whence they

walked on compass bearings to the Canberra wreckage in Cwm Llyffnant.  Most
of the snow had thawed & they were able to identify all the potentially dangerous
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items, such as ejection seat cartridges, drogue guns & explosive bolts
round canopies.  These were marked with signs which had been prepared
in workshops during the week, warning any curious sightseers of the 
explosives.  Showery, with the cloud lifting occasionally from the cwm.

Tuesday 24  th   December 1957

An opportunity for an easy day taken to check on a long outstanding
item on the aircraft wreckage list  -  an aircraft  a wellington
which crashed near Llanrwst  16.5.44.  There was a faint sign of 
a crater in agricultural land at 812633.  The farmer said that one
did occasionally find odd pieces of alloy there, but this a/c can be
omitted from any list as not even curious civilian walkers would 
raise an outcry over wreckage so near a farm house.
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Wednesday 25  th   December

Christmas day was spent on civilian liaison visits nearby &
preparing & eating a huge meal! (Not “ in the teeth of a howling blizzard”
as one paper had it!)

Thursday 26  th   December

More aircraft wreckage checks: 3 in Landrover to Lancaster
(6.7.43) near Llangermiew  -  again a crater in agricultural land only.
Thence across Denbigh Moors to join main party in QL who had been
looking for a Halifax which crashed on Carnedd y Filiast  4.1.44.
( C/F map ref. 862479).  Not found  -  deep peat bog & heather.  A more
intensive search can be planned sometime.

Friday 27  th   December

Visit by our contact, Police Sgt from Betws y Coed, with the news that
a local man walking in the area of the Canberra crash had found
the upper torso of one of the crew of the Canberra & SMO Valley requested its removal to
C & A Bangor.

Accompanied by PC Pritchard of Tyn y Froes & the man, a foreman of 
the roadmen working at Tal y Bont, the QL was taken to the head of 
Cwm Eigiau  -  the LR had developed a rapid rad. leak on the way
to Tal y Bont.

The remains were some 2 – 300 yds away from the lake & the slopes
above where all the wreckage lay, and hidden by a buttress of broken rocks
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(to the South of the lake) from people in the main cwm; this fact & the 
poor visibility in cloud, experienced on all previous visits, accounted for 
this spot having been missed.

The team members, the police & the foreman were asked to refrain
from talking about this locally to avoid undue discomfort for the next of kin
of the dead men.

Main party to base while FS Lees & Cpl Hughes deposited remains at 
Bangor C & A Hospital.

Saturday 28  th   December 1957

A ‘test’ A.T.C. camp was held at Bethesda during this period
& RAF Valley had been approached for assistance  eg.  a visit to the M.R.T.
at work.  Therefore a host of cadets were chased up Cwm Llafar by
groups of Mountain Rescue personnel, & were instructed in elementary 
mountaineering, navigation, etc during the day.  The wreckage of
the Lincoln was inspected & a group achieved the summit of
Carnedd Dafydd to see the relatively intact remains of the Havoc there.
A cold wind & showers of hail did not encourage lingering.

During the day there was an alert for a walker who had left
Pen y Pass yesterday afternoon for a stroll & had not returned to his
parked car by evening.  Since Pen y Pass is not on the telephone there was
some delay in giving any alarm  -  in fact, until mid-morning, &
when the man did return, after sitting under a boulder all night, there
was even more delay in cancelling the alarm.  The Police Sgt did a
fair amount of travelling chasing F.S Lees & the QL before it was all
straightened out  -  fortunately without reds being fired all over Cwm
Llafar to recall the majority of the Team, halfway up Carnedd Dafydd!

In the early evening Lees gave a talk about MR, both RAF &
civilian, to the assembled cadets in their comfortable (TA?) hut by the 
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Sunday 29  th   December 

A final ‘hares & hounds’ race round this area, following clues hidden
in yellow cans again.  Keegan Fairfield dropped first can at 767602
while the ‘hounds’ were set off at five minute intervals from 779599
So they had first to cover the mile to 767602 then to 764615 (where
several parties of ‘hounds’ failed to see “Monument” marked on the map, & thus the
can!)  75956125  -  752594 & back to base.  A most interesting day  -  
all arrived steaming & very thirsty  -  a high average speed was maintained  -  a
large part of the course was done at the double by my party, last to start but not
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at the dinner table

Team returned to Valley in the evening

Remarks NCO i/c MRT
In a long exercise like this, one could see the improvement in navigational

ability in the newcomers, almost daily.  Much was learned of this 
little known corner of the Carneddau where scores of useful tracks have
been opened up by the Forestry Commission.  

6.2.58 J R Lees

Remarks Officer i/c MRT

It is pleasing that so many (13 team members) volunteered to spend their
Christmas in the mountains, especially after the activities of December which
have damped even the brightest spirits, albeit temporary.

A good exercise.

D M Wright
13-2-58 Pilot officer

Remarks O.C Flying Wing

Noted

15/2/58 D J P Sharp  Sqn Ldr

Remarks Commanding Officer
J T Shaw
Group Capt
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CRAIG YR YSFA, Carneddau
Friday 3  rd   January 1958 – Saturday 4  th

Telephone call from Mr Holland (Idwal Cottage YH), MR organiser for Ogwen District to 
F.S. Lees in MR Section of accident on Craig yr Ysfa.  He handed 
telephone over to Col. JRG Finch who had just returned from the crag –
 members of the newly formed Army Mountaineering Association were climbing 
Amphitheatre Buttress under difficult snow conditions – much new snow 
had fallen in the last 2 or 3 days, followed by frosts.  All had
 abandoned the climb, but for Major Hugh Robertson & his second.  They 
were above the crux when the leader fell and was injured but remained 
on the ledge where the second, Lt. Roger Eagle, was belayed (107/693637)

Col Finch & one or 2 others of the more experienced of the party attempted
 to reach the ledge from the gullies on either side but could not do 
so (this would not be easy in summer) and the majority of the party
 had gone to Idwal Cottage YH for the rescue equipment there (4-5 miles)

As soon as this had all been explained, the O i/c, Plt Off North
 then Flying Wing Adj, was informed and asked to inform the Station 
Commander & request his permission to proceed.

Tannoy for MRT.
Since Col. Finch had suggested that some of the party might have 

been able to commence evacuation, & that they then would then  use the 
SW approach, via Ffynnon Llugwy Lees was able to point out the
 roadhead and Ambulance point to Flt. Lt. Jones, who had come to offer
 assistance , although he could not leave camp due to night flying.  The base 
was to be Glan Llugwy farm but a strong possibility that e.g. if the man 
was still on the crag when we arrived, the evacuation route used would
 be Cwm Eigiau, Hafod-y-rhiw.  Fortunately the M.O. is a local man.  
All M.R. transport thus diverted to Glan Llugwy to start with.

As soon as a few  the best climbers had arrived F.S. Lees left 
in LR with much rope, first aid equipment and the new back pack 
hand held search light that was experimented with at Christmas.  ( Party was 
Plt Off North, Cpl/T Bray, SACs Andrews & Douglas)

Called at Idwal Cottage  in case of further developments. None.  On to 
Glan Llugwy (684612).  Andrews had the pleasure of the a/c accumulator 
& searchlight on the Everest carrier while the other 4 took the 120’ ropes each.  
Moonlight & frost – rapid ascent to col between Craig yr Ysfa & Pen yr 
Helgi Du.  Just above, the army types were coming down to meet the 
party in case we had intended going to foot of the cliff.

The Army party, in a maze of rope, were about to lower the Thomas 
stretcher (they had brought up from the YH) down the gully immediately to the 

South of the top of Amphitheatre Buttress.  After a short consultation 
they were persuaded to hold fast until an accurate appraisal of the injured
man’s situation was made.

The RAF 5 then descended, using ropes as hand rails & tying 
on another each time 120’ was up, to the Pinnacles.  Here we 
were joined by an army officer who had much trouble traversing the 
first part of the knife edge, so on Bray’s advice an attempt to 
turn the Pinnacles, on the Avalanche Gully (S) side, was made.  
Several severe moves led to a short ledge & out on to the open buttress 
below the Pinnacles.  100’ of easy heathery slopes then to the top of the 
pitch above the crux, & the steep lower half of the climb.  Descent 
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0430

of 35’ vertically by abseil landed Lees Bray & Andrews on the ledge 
where the injured man lay, semi conscious, delirious, head wounds 
only.  The other 2 remained above & passed down the ropes, thus leaving some room to 
move on the ledge.

It would have taken the whole team all night, & scores of ropes, 
to get a stretcher to this ledge, so it was decided, since the man 
did not have any apparent injuries other than to his head, to lower 
him, “pick-a-back”, into the Amphitheatre – about 150-200 feet 
down a near vertical wall ( the steeper the better really, as the rescuer 
has less actual climbing to do, merely has to keep the patient off 
the rock.)

Obvious evacuation route now down into Cwm Eigiau &  Hafod-y-rhiw 
( to 724648 ) Plt Off Wright & the rest of the team( actually half a Team, the 
Christmas duty team being on late grant ) numbering 7, had arrived in 
the Amphitheatre below by now; Plt Off Wright & Williams then went back 
over the col and down to Glan Llugwy to bring the Landrover Ambulance 
round to Cwm Eigiau, and also the other vehicles, QL 23AF40 (Le-Mar) 
and one of the new RLs 59AE05 ( Cpl Wicks )

Col Finch & His men were bringing the YH Thomas stretcher round from 
the top of the crag meanwhile – to the col, down, and then up into 
the lower part of the amphitheatre – assisted by the other 6 MR chaps.

Major Robertson was then sat in a coiled rope, “tragsitz” fashion, & 
clipped to Lees chest prusik behind.  Andrews then paid out the Major’s 
rope & Bray that of the NCO i/c, & amid delirious protests the pair were slithered over 
the overhang & down to the ledge below the crux.  A descending traverse 
of the wall and then straight down into the amphitheatre where 2 army 
novices did little to assist!

Fairly straight forward stretcher carry ( & slither on snow covered heather )
to Hafod-y-rhiw – no ambulance!  Hard work for the few RAF 
personnel – much or all of the fight had gone from the army novices. 
( Col Finch & 1 or 2 other officers worked as hard as anyone though )  
Plt Off North & Co. went up the climb slowly, coiling ropes, taking with 
them Lt. Eagles, who appeared pleased to carry umpteen ropes 
after his long cold wait.  They then took the RAF Thomas stretcher from 
the col down to Helyg, as the lights were well down Cwm Eigiau.

Ambulance met 11/2 miles down the road – apparently a policeman 
had misguided the driver ( from M.T. ) & Plt Off Wright and they had spent 
some time driving round Llanbedr y Cennin , White Hart & Bwlch y Gaer 
region.

Major Robertson taken to Llandudno General Hospital
QL took Army & RAF personnel round to Helyg where Plt Off 

North’s party, ropes and stretcher were collected. ( Note: RL will not go 
under pipes at 759671 – too high.)

Team returned to Valley
 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT

My remarks P.41. apply even more here – this was as difficult a
rescue situation as any I have heard of in this country, and could 
never have been carried out without the first class performance 
of the usual “backbone”.  This sort of miniature “Eiger nordwand” rescue 
may not be the team’s operational function but does since we do it, 
need the special equipment mention on P.31 and at the M.R. 
annual conference at A.M.  (harness on the Austrian “tragsitz” style e.g.).
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We are all very glad to hear that Major Robertson is recovering slowly from his fractured 
(base & vault ) skull.

6/2/58 Lees  FS

Remarks Officer i/c MRT

The NCO i/c’s remarks are most valid, it is necessary to use
training periods most carefully.  I do not feel we should be distracted by 
schools and fire service units to the extent of neglecting the training and 
very necessary training of the team.

The latest comments about Major Robertson are dated 23rd January 1957 
“Hugh Robertson is now off of danger list and should be out of
hospital on sick leave within 10 days.”

Flight Sergeant Lees bore the brunt of rescue in a most 
outstanding manner – an extremely severe rescue would have been 
well nigh impossible had it not been for the fine, full moon night.

DM Wight
13.2.58 Pilot Officer

Remarks O.C. Flying Wing
Excellent show for the team, and F/Sgt Lees effort 

                         most commendable.

15/2/58 DJP Sharp Sqn Ldr

Remarks Commanding Officer

First class team work again, with a successful rescue.  Well done.
J T Shaw

Group Captain
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36 hr Exercise S.W.Snowdon Group – Nantle

Saturday 4  th   January 1958

Plt Offs North & Wright + 13 Team travelled to a base camp near Bethesda with LR 36AA30 + trailer 
49AU08, QL 29AF40 and RL 59AE05.  While camp was being set up at 62056607, a talk was given to some 
more A.T.C. cadets by Plt Off North, Cpl/T Bray & FS Lees. As during Christmas exercise they were to be 
taken out with the Team during this exercise.  Since, however, the local RSPCA had asked for the Team’s 
assistance in recovering 3 sheep from a steep face in the Nantle area, the A.T.C. were invited as spectators – 
rescuing sheep is excellent training (often enough) for such operations as last nights, with the added interest 
of the “patient’s” determination to avoid capture or rescue at all costs!

During the evening, Plt Off North, FS Lees, Cpl/T Bray & Cpl Wicks called at Peny Gwryd to see Col 
Finch, who was stopping there, & find out how Major Robertson was faring.  On the danger list, with a 
tendency to moving his head about unnecessarily, even bumping it on the mattress, which could easily 
aggravate his condition.  Apparently the hospital are short-staffed, particularly at night, & the army people 
had been taking turns at sitting beside the patient & restraining him when required.  Our offer to take a spell 
or 2 was accepted – in pairs, the 02:00 to 04:30 & 04:30 – 07:00 shifts.

Sunday 5  th   January

07:00 Breakfast provided by Llandudno hospital – patient much the same
08:00 Returned to Base camp
10:00 Rendezvous with RSPCA representative at Bangor Police Stn
11:00 Arrived at Tal y Mignedd Uchaf (534528) in LR, QL, RL & 

Wg Cdr Haighton’s car.  The sheep were all on the NE face of Trum y ddysgl (2329’) up 
behind the farm – 2 together on one ledge,& the other some 300 feet away across a gulley.  
The whole face is grassy with large tottering towers of loose and slimy rock – an excellent 
place for training (in nails!)

12:30 Yet another occasion when long ropes were the order of the day; Andrews and Douglas were 
lowered either side of first sheep but could not quite outflank it!  A running commentary from 
Bray, the other side of the gully, kept the well belayed ‘lowerers’ in the picture & was worth 
hearing – “it’s just round the corner from you now Paddy” ….. “Now!”…..”he’s missed 
it”…”its’ jumped off” ….. “disappeared feet up” …..”Its’ on another ledge about 20 feet 
down”….
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. but for the icy wind, one could have heard the massed spectator (ATC mainly) in the cwm

below, gasp!  After another unsuccessful outflanking movement it leapt off again, bounced on
a grassy terrace, & fell to the scree 150 – 200 feet below ……. & then picked itself up and
ran off, hotly pursued by the ATC , finally being brought down by a low tackle by one of the
ATC officers!  An RSPCA inspection pronounced it fit to travel, but firstly it had to be carried
(from sheer cussedness!) down the farm – they must be kept to a strict diet after 3 weeks fast
like this otherwise the greedy animals die of indigestion.  

After more complicated rope work the pair together – on a rocky  ledge, outwards 
sloping, about 10’ x 1’6” – were stalked for some time by Andrews, Hughes and Lees.  By 
offering toffees and handfuls of grass, the farmer was able to attract their attraction long 
enough for Lees to grab one from behind - the other jumped through Andrew’s legs & ran off 
down a steep slab, to graze on a large grassy terrace extending some way across the cliff face.  
The captive was carefully 
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harnessed with slings and karabiners, attached by prussik to Lees’s rope and urged upwards.  
A delicate diagonal traverse of a large, smooth slab afforded the sheep & onlookers, belayers, 
etc, some amusement!  The farmer, also belayed, dragged it up the easy upper rocks & tied it, 
with about £5 of slings & karabiners, to a rock at the top.

16:00 The last sheep must not take long as darkness was not far away.  With Plt Off Wright 
skilfully flicking ropes from above, a diagonal approach was made by the NCO i/c.  A 
hailstorm arrived at the crucial moment but the sheep was manoeuvred into a position from 
which it finally had to dash – at Cpl Hughes, standing on the brink of the lower cliff!  A 
spectacular mid-air tackle & she was ours – “heave up there” – “pull” – “slack sheep” – “take 
in sheep” – take in Me!” etc.

When we reached the top, the other one had run off with our best climbing 
equipment!  Plt Off North & the farmer chased it halfway round Cwm u Fynnon before 
catching it – then both sheep were carried down to the farm where the driver had made tea – 
so had the farmer’s family.

Returned to camp. Packed after a meal and returned to Valley in the evening.

Remarks NCO i/c MRT
Great fun & excellent training.  It is pleasing to be able to help local farmers in 

this way, as we are dependent on them for campsites etc., & we can’t have too much local 
goodwill.

6/2/58 J Lees
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Remarks Officer i/c MRT

I am pleased that we were able to interest the Air Training Corps company at Bethesda with a practical 
demonstration – sheep rescue.  A far more vivid impression is thus created than simply by lecturing.

The party who sat by the bed of Major Robertson put up a good show.

14th February 1958 D M Wright
Plt Officer

Remarks  OC Flying Wing

Noted, perhaps this explains why some of the weather around here is so rough

15/2/58 DJP Sharp Sqn Ldr

Remarks: Station Commander

An amusing but practical interlude.  Good show

J T Shaw
Group Capt
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36 hr Exercise ARENIGS

Saturday 11  th   January 1958

13:30 Plt Off North +14 Team were joined by Flt Lt Worthington from RAF Oakington & travelled 
to the Arenigs in 59 AE 05, Sigs truck 75 AV 80 & LR + trailer.  Camp set up in Tai Hirion  
116/811397.  Snow covered roads.

Sunday 12  th   January 

Snowing most of the night with a strong wind.  Snow showers kept up during the day

09:00 The very soft snow was used to demonstrate some snow techniques to the newer members.  
Parties accordingly:-
   Dewar, Major Wicks, Keegan, Barrows – Arenig Fawr – examination a/c wreckage 826368.
 Plt Off North, Andrews, Garland, Cartledge & Flt Lt Worthington – Arenig Fach

   Blarney, Pearson – both Arenigs
16:30    All back at base
17:30 Test of new hand held dischargers and 1” signal pyrotechniques.
18:50 Depart for Valley

Remarks NCO i/c
Although snow conditions were not the best (too soft), some good grounding in snow 

techniques was absorbed by newer members.  Last w/e for Plt Off North – all are sorry to see 
him go.

(DM Dewar) Cpl
Deputy NCO i/c MRT

Remarks Officer i/c MRT

I agree

D M Wright
14-2-58 Plt Officer
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SNOWDON

36 hr Exercise

Saturday 18  th   January 1958

13:30 Plt Off Wright now Officer i/c, + 14 team, left Valley in RL 59 AE 05  LR 36 AA 30 + 
trailer.  Camp set up near Plas y Brenin  107 / 715578.  

Visited in the evening by members of the Bristol A/c Co Mountaineering Club & their
“ O i/c” R Wall esq.!  Also with them was NCO i/c MRT, RAF St. Athan  Sgt Martin

Sunday 19  th   January

Light snow showers last night.  The Team was split into three parties for training 
under the experienced snow climbing instructors, to traverse the Snowdon Horseshoe, but to 
descend from the Snowden – Crib y Ddysgl col en route to have a look at the conditions – on 
Clogwyn Garnedd, the summit cliff of Snowden, hard snow might remain from the last fall.

All conveyed in LR, as the RL is too big for one gateway & awkward to turn round – 
in separate groups.  Andrews with
in separate groups, Andrews with Plt Off Wright, Major Barrows & Pierce, then Bray, with 
Keegan Blarney & Cartledge, lastly Lees Hughes J/T Jones Pearson & Garland (Llydaw)

First party from Pen y Pass ↑ Crib Goch ↓ Llechog ridge. Second party, Lliwedd 
Snowden ↓ Crib Goch.  Last ↑ Crib Goch, Snowden, ↓ Gribin Ridge from Bwlch y Saethau.  
All experienced a biting NE wind & snow showers – just enough to make the traverse of the 
knife edged part of Crib Goch amusing.
Interesting to note that after Lees had warned his party to look out for frost bitten patches on 
exposed parts of the others - nose & cheeks – they met a poorly equipped civilian party on the 
summit of Snowden & Garland pointed out a dead frost bitten patch of the ear of one of them 
– who said airily “It’s all right, I can’t feel it” !  Bet he did the next day !

Descent of Gribin ridge interesting with some ice.  Down the last of Miners track in 
the dusk.

Returned to Valley in the evening.

Remarks NCO i/c MRT
        There were quite a few parties about, many without adequate clothing or ice axes – yet 
the day was quite ‘ Arctic’ at times.  Good experience again.

7/2/58      J lees
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Remarks Officer i/c MRT

An enjoyable weekend even though the Officer i/c lost his way at on stage!

14-2-58 D M Wright
Pilot Officer

Remarks:-  O.C. Flying Wing

Noted   
17/2/58 DJP Sharp Sqn Ldr

Remarks:-  Station Commander
    J T Shaw 
  Group Capt
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HOLYHEAD MOUNTAIN
8hr exercise

Wednesday 22  nd   January 1958

A writer & photographer from “The Times” visited the station as their paper intend to produce an article on 
Mountain Rescue, both RAF & Civilian.  They had already been to see Mr C B Briggs at Pen y Gwryd, to get his side 
of the civilian set up.
14:00 As there would not be much light for photography, an afternoons exercise was carried out on the crags 

of Holyhead Mt.  Plt Off Wright + 15 travelled there in QL 26 AF 29, RL 59 AE 05, Sigs truck 75 AV 
80 & LR ambulance  08 AA 20. Base camp at TWR 106/222822.  Ambulance up the track to the foot 
of the crags.  The RL, surprisingly enough will just go through the gateway to the base site. 

A stretcher was lowered down the overhang of Doomsday Buttress & then abseiling, spider 
fashion, by most of those present.  A rather sensational place, though difficult to photograph – NCO 
i/c spent some time belaying the enthusiastic photography on a short ‘lead’, often too near the edge!

(Technical note – a guide was still a help in keeping the stretcher facing the right way & not 
revolving, even though for the most part Cartledge was unable to touch the wall himself.  A most 
satisfactory method than using ropes angled out from the foot of the stretcher to steady it) – these can 
so easily become caught or tangled when thrown down from above on a windy day such as this.)

18;00  A few photographs were taken in the MR Section & then the subjects returned for the meal 
being prepared at TWR.

20:00 Team returned to Valley after packing up cooking gear etc.

Remarks NCO i/c MRT
Not the time of year for photography.  Stretcher lowering & abseiling can never be 

practiced enough.

7/2/58                   J Lees  

Remarks Officer i/c MRT
We await with interest the publication of the article

14-2-58             DM Wright
Pilot Officer
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Remarks O.C. Flying Wing Noted
15/2/58                                                 DJP Sharp Sqn Ldr

Remarks Station Commander
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72 hr exercise SNOWDEN & GLYDERS

Friday 24  th   January 1958

17:00 Plt Off Wright + 15 left Valley in RL 59 AE 05 36 AA 30 + 49 AU 08 & later QL 26 AF 29 which had 
a slight bump on the icy road at Menai Bridge – FMT action but only damage was to m/c sidecar & 
that very slight.

18:30      Camp set up & a snow wall, 4’ 6” high, complete with battlements, built on the windward side of 
the tent! – while waiting for dinner.
     Thaw. Nant Peris 107 / 600585

Saturday 25  th   January

     Thaw, SW wind f10, rain showers, cloud base 2500’ clearing in late pm.
Snow wall now a ruin 1’ 6” high!

Another attempt to find good snow – thaw not encouraging; during the week 
though, often enough, hard snow would be met with in any call out.  The plan 
was to look for good snow in case freezing level was down to say 3100’ when
Clogwyn Garnedd would still have much snow, & if possible Bray & Andrews 
were to instruct in snow & ice belaying etc.
    2 LR loads to Llydaw through wet slushy drifts
At the top of the Zig Zags there was deep wet snow in which a little instruction
was possible.  Very high winds on the ridge – over summit of Snowdon & 
down SW face to Bwlch y Saethau, whence the traverse of Lliwedd led back 
to Pen y Pass.

Sunday 26  th   January

    Still thawing, SW wind f4 9/10 cloud above 2750’
Parties to Ogwen in the RL & then back to base across the Glyders by
various routes:

Blarney, Plt Off Wright, Williams      NE ridge Y Garn, Elidir Fawr
Cartledge Bray McNeill      Bristly ridge Glyder Fach Glyder Fawr
Garland Manning Fairgrieve     Gribin ridge Glyder Fawr
Balderson Taylor Major     Devil’s kitchen track Llyn y Cwm Y Garn

A base camp party of ‘cripples’ (Hughes, Andrews Lees) served parties with 
3 course dinner, red hot, as soon as they arrived ‘ off the hill’ – first class
“even though etc ! “ 
Deep ankle breaking snow over the huge boulders on the Glyder summits.
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Monday 27  th   January 1958

Thaw, mild, SW wind gusting to f10-12!

Parties traversed Snowden from various directions, being set down from the 
RL & finishing at base camp.

Bray Cartledge Fairgrieve Major      Llanberis – Clogwyn du’r Ardu, the 
place in Britain for very hard rock climbs – routes identified from guide book & 
previous rescue situations pointed out – Snowden via ridge above ‘Cloggy’ & 
down Carnedd Ugain ridge into Cwm Glas Bach.

Hughes Blarney Balderson – Betws Garmon, Moel Elio, Fron Goch,
Snowden & down Carnedd Ugain ridge.

Andrews McNeil Manning – Snowden Ranger – track to summit descend railway ltrack some way (on stones) & 
straight down off the ridge into camp.

Williams Plt Off Wright Taylor – Rhyd ddu, Llechog ridge to summit & down railway track.
Places were found where instruction could be given in kicking steps glissading etc.
Returned to Valley in the evening.

Remarks NCO i/c MRT
Some very high winds were experienced on the tops during the w/e

7/2/58          J Lees FS

Remarks Officer i/c MRT

It was disappointing that a thaw set in.

14-2-58  DM Wright
Pilot Officer

Remarks O C Flying Wing

Noted
15/2/58  DJP Sharp Sqn Ldr

Remarks Station Commander

J T Shaw
Group Capt
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36 hr exercise CARNEDDAU

Saturday 1  st   February 1958

13:30 Plt Off Wright + 12 were joined by a new Education Officer Fg Off Andrews and 2 armourers, for an 
exercise to the Canberra wreckage to remove any dangerous items.  Travelled to a new camp site 
found by the advance party in LR 35 AA 73 (new rebuilt one to replace       36 AA 30) FS Lees, Cpl 
Hughes & Cpl Morris (now returned from rehabilitation etc after he was hurt last September) 

16:30 The RL only just goes through the gateway – Pant Meiric 107/7585678

Sunday 2  nd   February

     A pleasant morning, & the campsite has a magnificent view out over the Conway 
Estuary – breakfast in the sun!  The QL took the majority of the Team up Cwm Eigiau 
to Hafod y Rhiw while the remainder went in the LR to Melyn Llyn ( FS Lees & Cpl
Wicks, Cpl Hughes Balderson Birkeman ) & approached Cwm Llyffnent from there.
    The visit was most successful & after all the dangerous bits & pieces had been 
searched for & found, some of the enthusiastic ones walked back to camp via Foel 
Grach & Foel Fras, & others by Pen yr Helgi du.
        Returned to Valley in the evening.

Remarks NCO i/c MRT
        We shall have to dig out about a foot of rubble from the track under 
the pipe line so that we can try getting the RL up to Hafod y Rhiw – as proved on 
several occasions recently it is a most useful road head.  I have secret hopes that the 
contractors now working just above the ‘bridge’ at Lyn Coity (hydro electric scheme) 
might do this for their own benefit, although usually they leave their trucks uncovered 
& remove the tilt frames.
        I feel rather sad to see my two old friends (since 1951) the Bedford QL 
23 AF 40 and the landrover 36 AA 30 leave the Team at last.  The latter has clocked 
82000 miles &  the former 51000.  A new trailer is also on camp to replace 49 AU 08, 
but requires new electrical fittings etc.
        The first RL to be modified 58 AE 94 is almost ready for use after a lot of work
by workshop staff – it is hoped that it will now be kept clear of minor unserviceabilities 
for a year or 2.

8/2/58    J Lees FS
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Remarks Officer i/c MRT
A most satisfactory weekend in that several live cartridges were 

collected.  An enclosure has been placed in the Val/109/Air file “ Reports on Aircraft 
Wreckage”, stating what was removed.

DM Wright
14-2-58             Pilot Officer

Remarks O.C. Flying Wing

Noted

15/2/58 DJP Sharp Sqn Ldr

Remarks: Station Commander

J T Shaw
Group Capt.
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36 hr exercise SNOWDEN GLYDERS & CARNEDDAU

Saturday 8  th   February 1958

13:45 F/Sgt Lees + 16 Team left Valley in 59 AE 05, 26 AF 29, 08 AA 20 & 
15:30 35 AA 73.  Camp set up at Caer Llugwy  751573.  Visit to the new Police Sgt in Betws y Coed, our

weekend contact if required; explanation of civ M.R & RAF MR ‘set up’.

Sunday 9  th   February

Much snow had fallen during the night but after breakfast the snow 
09:30 had changed to sleet, & then rain.  It was hoped that higher it might 

still be snowing:-

Bindeman Blarney Pearson Barrows – Watkin – Snowden descend 
PYG.
Bray Hallam Keegan – Pen yr Ole Wen, Carnedd Dafydd & Llewelyn 
descended from Craig yr Isfa col & Glan Llugwy.
Garland Cartledge Major   were to do reciprocal but on meeting the 
fierce headwind & driving sleet on Pen yr Helgi Du, turned E & 
returned over Pen Llith y Wrach & Creigiau Gleision, Crafnant to base.

All parties were more saturated than they had been for a long time, and the wind, as usual the last few 
weekends, was again gale force on the tops.

Returned to Valley in the evening after scraping mud off all the gear.

Remarks NCO i/c MRT

Disappointing winter climbing conditions once more – at least the Team cannot be called fair weather 
mountaineers! 

10/2/58 J Lees FS

Remarks Officer i/c MRT
Seen.    In future diary will be kept up to date.

DM Wright
14-2-58 Pilot Officer

Remarks O.C Flying Wing
Noted. What action developed over that reported a/c wreckage near the A5 past 

reservoir Lyn Ogwyn?
DJP Sharp Sqn Ldr

Remarks: Station Commander
Cpl Bray has been awarded the Royal Humane Societies Bronze Medal and Certificate for his part in 
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the rescue operation on the night of 1st December 1957.

J TShaw
             Group Capt.
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36 hrs Snowdonia

Saturday 15  th   February

08:30 hrs A small party comprising of -; Cpl Dewar, Cpl/T Bray, S.A.C 
Blarney, LAC Healey and SAC Manning (driver) left Valley in the L/R 
35AA73 to meet a party of Birmingham cadets and their Officer Cpt 
Roberts at Llyn Ogwen.

10:45 Met cadets at 107/666604 and for the next five hours in the pouring rain, 
taught them all the methods of abseiling and something on safety of belays.

16:00 By this time everyone was thoroughly soaked and the cadets returned to their base camp at 
107/675609.  Cpl Dewar and the others joined Cpl Keegan and the rest of the duty team who had just 
arrived at the Base camp Gwern – y –Gof – Uchaf 107/673604.  Further transport was R/L 59AE05 & 
Bedford 3 ton.   Total party now 13.

Sunday 16  th

09:30 hrs Breakfast over, one party set off on a navigation exercise over the Glyders while another party 
met the cadets and took them climbing Tryfan Bach.
Navigation Party-:
Healey (L) Balderson (N) Major, Manning, McNeill.
Course.
Tryfan – Glyder Fach – Glyder Fawr – Devil’s Kitchen – Llyn Idwal – 
Base camp.

The climbing party took two cadets each and taught them the first stages of climbing 
technique, Cpl Dewar & Cpl Keegan while waiting to start the climb demonstrated even more the 
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need for safe belays by ‘hurling’ each other off a small slab and safely holding

12:30 hrs Cadets returned to their base camp ready for their departure to Birmingham.  The climbing party then 
practiced carrying a ‘patient’ down a cliff on one man’s back who was being lowered from above.

15:00 hrs Keegan descended to base camp beneath a hoard of climbing ropes while Dewar, Bray, Blarney and 
Pearson proceeded on a short ‘nav’ walk.  The course was round the east face of Tryfan to the col 
between Tryfan & Glyder Fach and round by the Gribin Facet & Bochlwyd Buttress and back to base 
camp at 16:45 hrs

On Base camp were Le-Mar, Oakes & Crumpton.

18:00 hrs After the evening meal, camp was struck and the Team returned to Valley.

21:30 hrs Arrived at Valley.

Remarks NCO i/c
I personally feel that the weekends when the team have cadets 

to ‘look after’ are rather wasted as a mere weekend does not create a very lasting 
effect of the teaching time (lost training time) spent.  The time spent after the Cadets 
had left on Sunday, was put to the very best use possible, in the ‘one man lower’ 
technique.  This technique has had to be employed in two recent ‘rescues’ (pages 28 
:50) and too few team members are proficient enough at it.

D M Dewar
Dep NCO i/c MRS
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Remarks O i/c MRT

Although I have yet to spend a weekend training cadets or schoolboys, the NCO’s
remarks tie up with the concern expressed by Plt Off Wright. In a team of 30 strong
we have, I believe, only eight or nine completely trained men.  These numbers
and the limited time available make it necessary that the training of new tea members
should have priority. I agree also about the usefulness to the cadets of the instruction
which can be given in these weekend periods.

As there is to be a meeting to decide our policy in this matter, I will leave that subject at this point.

The weekend as a whole went well although the team training was at ‘mark time’.

J.C Andrews
Fg Off Dep i/c MRT

Remarks O/C Flying Wing

Policy decided was to accept the Solihul School commitment for one week (Mon to Mon) during Summer 
holidays.  Thereafter no further commitments to be accepted other than that already arranged in connection with 
Summer camps at Bethesda.

PETLO to confirm with Group and liaise with O/C MRT about dates.

DJP Sharp Sqn Ldr

Remarks Station Commander

J T Shaw
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72 hrs Rhinogs

Friday 21  st   February

18:00 hrs F/O Andrews + 9 duty team left Valley in R/L 59AE05, L/R 35AA73 and L/R 
Ambulance 08AA20 to set up base camp at 
116/608267 near Llanbedr.

23:00 hrs Base camp established and a meal ready.

Saturday 22  nd

09:30hrs Breakfast over and two parties set out for a navigation exercise.

Party No 1 Bray (L)  Keegan (N)  Oakes
Course:-
116/608276 – Rhinog Fawr – Rhinog Fach – 661258 – 662251 – 665237 – 683228

Party No 2 Blarney (L)  Fairgrieve (N)  F/O Andrews  Wicks
Did the reciprocal of the above course

Cpl Dewar (broken nose from previous Wednesday’s rugby match) declined going on the hill, but 
proceeded on to Dolgellau Fire Station(an M.R. sub-unit).  The two walkie talkie sets were checked 
for serviceability and the L/R then returned to base camp.
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18:50 hrs Both teams back, very wet.  Evening meal and long process of drying out.

Sunday 23  rd

09:00 hrs Breakfast.  A walkie talkie exercise was planned with emphasis on ‘blind spots’.
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10:00 hrs ‘Alpine Echo’ (Bray (L) Blarney (N) Keegan) was dropped at 116/585261 and after checking on a A/c 
wreckage at 116/626246 (Wellington 1946) proceeded to the summit of Moelfre 116/626246 where 
they stayed until told by ‘Charlie’ to return to base.

10:10 hrs ‘Alpine Charlie’ (Cpl Dewar F/O Andrews) was dropped at 116/610245 to follow to -: 632236 – 
630244 – 608225 – 600220.

‘Alpine Zulu’  Wicks Manning L/R

‘Alpine Victor’  Oakes  Le-Mar  (at Base camp)

‘Alpine Echo’ managed to maintain reasonably steady contact with the other three sets until ‘Charlie’ 
reached 116/620222.  At this point ‘Echo’s position was 620255 behind Moelfre.

‘Charlie’ maintained steady contact with ‘Echo’ until reaching 620220. At this point it was possible  to 
contact ‘Zulu’ who was situated by this time at 116/600220.

17:00 hrs ‘’Charlie’ and ‘Zulu’ returned to Base.

17:05 hrs ‘Echo’ returned to base.

17:15 hrs Evening meal.

19:30 hrs A party decided to walk the mile or so to the falls & gorge above the campsite and left by torchlight.  
F/O Andrews Bray Dewar Blarney Fairgrieve Le-Mar
After looking at the various ‘Lover’s leaps’ and ‘Witch’s Cauldrons’ down a rock-face
of some 150’ they returned to Base for a brew of Bray’s special coffee.
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21:30 hrs The walkie talkies were once more brought out to let F/O Andrews and two other reasonably new 
members realise the hazards of night interference (effect).

‘Alpine Zulu’ F/O Andrews
‘Victor’  Le-Mar
‘Charlie’ Fairgrieve’
Patrolled about a mile from base while ‘Echo’ (Cpl Dunbar) was ‘firmly’ established at Basecamp.
‘Zulu’ was the only set to keep in steady contact with base. Both ‘Charlie & ‘Victor’ being ‘lost’ after 
proceeding about half a mile.

23:45 hrs Supper & bed.

Monday 24  th

09:00 hrs Breakfast, rain pouring down heavily (as it seemed to have done all night).  A Hare & Hounds 
navigation exercise was planned for the six fit men remaining.
F/O Andrews (who had blisters!) under driving instruction by Cpl Wicks.
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S.A.C. Oakes who was spending his first week on the hill was suffering from tight muscles.  
Manning, base camp and driver.

11:00 hrs Basecamp had been cleaned up as much as possible for a quick getaway later.  Rain still pouring 
down.

11:48 hrs The hares – Dewar & Bray were dropped off at the first ref point 116/616269 and proceeded at a fast 
trot to 116/638246 – 634236 -
626230 – 585268.

13:27 hrs Still at a fast trot, Bray & Dewar arrived at Llanbedr village having completed
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the course of 6.7 miles in 1 hr 40 mins.

14:04 Blarney & Faigrieve arrived at last point. time 2 hr 4 min.

14:55 hrs Keegan & Le-Mar arrived at transport. Time 2 hr 35 min. 

16:00 hrs Evening Meal.

17:00 hrs Commenced to break camp.

18:00 hrs Departed for Valley

21:15 hrs Arrived Valley

Remarks NCO i/c A very successful w/e’s exercise.  The weather on the Saturday; 10/10 cloud at 800’ was ideal 
for navigation.  The exercises with ‘walkie talkies’ although reasonably good for a change still 
stresses the need for the new sets which were tested by us in June 1957.  They should however arrive 
shortly.
The ‘hare & hounds’ navigation was a great success and is an excellent form of training at a fast 
speed.

D M Dewar
D M Dewar Cpl NCO i/c

Remarks O i/c M.R.T.

There is certainly a need for the new R/T apparatus.  Although the exercise was reasonably successful, the range of the 
sets is very limited and while it may be ‘work bench’ serviceable it tends to fail under the difficult conditions and 
jolting received in progress over mountain terrain.

This weekend was well spent.
J C Andrews
       Fg. Off.

Dep i/c M.R.T.
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Remarks O/C Flying Wing

Please supply answers to my query on Page 66

Successful weekend comments noted.
D J Sharp

3/3/58     Sqn Ldr

Remarks Station Commander
J T Shaw
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CALL OUT THURSDAY 27  th   FEB    1958

11:51 hrs Phone call from A.T.C. Civilian A/c ( Wayfarer) had crashed
4 ½ North of Bolton. (40 passengers) Initial call to bring team to immediate readiness but during 
conversation, word received from NRCC for team to proceed to Horwich. 101/634118.

11:55 hrs Tannoy for Team members to assemble at M.R.S

12:05 hrs N.R.C.C controller (Pitreavie Castle) informed Cpl Dunbar that a police escort would be laid on at 
Bangor and that he would try to have the escort continued on to Horwich.

12:15 hrs Bedford R/L 59AE04 left 10 M.R.T. with Le-Mar as driver  and S.A.C. Williams 
(lives in Warrington) as Navigator.

12:40 hrs L/R 35AA73 (Wicks) and L/R Ambulance 08AA20 (Manning) left with O i/c NCO 
i/c and 10 team members.

13:30 hrs L/Rs caught up with R/L and Police escort at Conway Bridge.

15:22hrs 101/604908. Police escort car pulled up and told us they had been contacted by short 
wave radio that we were to stop and contact ‘Barton Hall’ CC at Preston by phone for further 
information.

15:35 hrs Officer i/c contacted controller at Barton Hall by phone from the local Police Station.  
Controllers orders were to return to Valley as local Police, Fire Service and Ambulance men had 
everything under control.

15:45 hrs Police Inspector Williams ? (Cunningham D Shaw ) arranged for the team to be 
allowed to use the Police canteen (Warrington) for a light snack; only one member of the team had 
been able to get lunch.

16:30 hrs After thanking Inspector Williams Cunningham for all the Police had done regarding 
our escort cars and the use of the canteen, the team departed for Valley at a more leisurely pace.
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20:00 hrs Team arrived back at Valley.
Total M.R.T. personnel out.

F/O Andrews SAC Blarney LAC Taylor
Cpl Dunbar - // -  Balderson - //-   Major
F/S Hallam - // -  Manning - // -  Fairgrieve
Cpl Keegan - // -  Le-Mar - //-   Pearson
Cpl Wicks - // -  Jones - // -  Roberts
Cpl Morris - // -  Oakes AC   Penlington
SAC Andrews - // -  Williams
SAC Douglas J/T Jones

Approx map ref of crash 101/658150

Personnel involved 42
     Dead 35
     Injured 7

Type of A/C Bristol 107
Silver City Civilian Airlines
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Remarks NCO i/c The turnout of the team as a whole was good although some delay in the L/Rs leaving 
was due to the fact that one member had to be transported to A.M.Q.s for kit and held up the departure  
The Bedford R/L however as the slowest vehicle was sent off as soon as possible and did need the 
start.  The Police cars acting as escort throughout the journey were truelly truly magnificent.  Their 
main asset being going through towns and villages where they stopped all traffic and cleared the way.  
I feel very strongly that a letter (or letters) should be sent to the various Police authorities expressing 
our appreciation & thanks.  When the team was stopped outside Warrington we were only half an hour 
(driving time) from Horwich.  I feel however there was some delay in our being alerted.  The plane 
crashed approx 09:45 hrs and the alarm raised by 10:15 hrs yet we were not alerted until nearly two 
hours had passed.  The plane had crashed outside our area of responsibility and in a fairly populated 
area.  However it was eventually decided to call us to the scene as the snow conditions were 
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bad.  This loss of time could have meant a great deal if we had had to deal with the actual rescue.  The 
drivers on this occasion Cpl Wicks, S.A.C. Manning & SAC Le-Mar are to be complimented on the 
journey and their handling of the vehicles.

D M Dewar
NCO i/c MRT

Remarks Officer i/c
             With reference OC FW’s on page 66 – the wreckage was recovered and is 
             thought to be part of an American aircraft of wartime vintage, possibly the 
             Havoc which is known to have crashed near where the wreckage was found.
             The S.T.O was shown the item and expressed the above view.
Re callout – Excellent Police co-operation enabled the team to travel to Warrington,
             but despite our efforts this did the job.

DM Wright
Plt.Off. O i/c MRS

Remarks OC Flying Wing
F.W.Adj

Please reply to the letter notifying us of this wreckage, giving results as above and thanking him for 
his concern.

N of A
Letter sent VAL/109/AIR D J Sharp

1/4/58 dtd 2.4.58 Sqn Ldr

Officer i/c MRTPlease draft letter as requested inc “Remarks” above for my or Stn Commanders signature.
D J Sharp
1/4/58 Sqn Ldr

Letter sent   J C Andrews

Remarks Station Commander

J T Shaw
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Carneddau, Mel Siabod, Crafnant
36 hr Exercise

Saturday, 1  st   March 1958

14:00 hrs F/Sgt Hallam + 18 members went in Landrover 35 AA 73, L/R Ambulance 08 AA 20, and Bedford 
R/L 59 AE 04 to Cyffty Lead Mine 107/771588

(The house of Mr Arnold Taylor, Park Mines Manager, in Llanrwst, is now unoccupied, so 
camp site was used on the strength of long standing permission previously granted by him.  In case a 
new manager has been appointed, team will try to contact and re-establish relationship when next in 
area).

Sunday 2  nd   March 1958

Toughening exercises in preparation for Easter’s 14 peaks.

1. F/Sgt Hallam, Barrows, Penlington:- Pen Yr Ole Wen, Daffydd,
Llewelyn. Craig yr Ysfa, Helgi-ddu, Llyn Cowlyd, Crafnant, Geirionydd, base.

2. Douglas, Major, Fairgrieve, Rogers, Jones:-  Tal y Llyn, Pen Llithrig y Wrach, 
                    Helgi ddu, Craig yr Ysfa, Llewelyn, Daffydd & down cwm to A5.

3. Cpl Dewar, Andrews, Cartledge, Blarney:-  Drum, Foel Fras, Foel Grach,
            Carneddau (Llewelyn, Yr Elen, Daffydd), down Yr Ole Wen to A5.

4. Cpl Morris, Le-Mar, Balderson, Williams, Pearson: - 734570, to 
       713547 to Dakota crash (Ancient Trackway), to 670520, 
       676542, to Moel Siabod, to 734570.

Weather  - bright and warm – excellent for fast long routes 1. 2. 3. (Snow remaining on tops most welcome).  
Route 4 team were to return early from this easier run in order to strike camp., others may be somewhat late 
and more than somewhat tired on return!

Base camp: SAC Oakes
Driver: SAC Crumpton

Team returned to Valley in the evening.
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Remarks NCO i/c Just the stuff to get the boys into peak condition after the dreary winter outings. Have 
never seen so many people on the Carneddau, and for the first time I have seen the bottom from the top!  
Feel we were lucky not to have a call-out considering the number of people on ropes, and several student 
types with ‘police boots’ around Llewelyn were seen.

Remarks Officer i/c
Good training, no doubt as the weather improves we shall again see high heels on Snowden

D M Wright
Plt Off  O i/c MRS

Remarks O.C.Flying Noted      

1/4/58           D J Sharp   Sqn Ldr

Remarks Commanding Officer

J T Shaw
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SNOWDEN AND GLYDERS

The hours of daylight having increased, the time for Wednesday afternoon exercises has arrived.

Wednesday 5th March 1958

The O i/c with 15 members of the team journeyed to Snowdonia in two parties.  The Landrover 35 AA 73 left a party 
of (Plt Off Wright,  Plt Off Blyth (guest) Williams Major and Taylor) at 664604 (Llyn Ogwen) which followed the 
route :-  Tryfan – Glyder Fach – Glyder Fawr – Afon Las – Pt or 600586.  The early rain and low cloud gave good 
navigational training.

The second party left in the Bedford RL (59 AE 04) travelling via Caernarvon to Pen–y- Pass 107/647557. Cpl 
Hughes, Blarney, Penlington, Douglas, Rogers and Rutter traversed Crib Goch to dysgl and base, 600586.  Two new 
members were disappointed at being so near, yet not reaching Snowden – their time will come.

A meal awaited the two groups upon return to base cooked by the two drivers Le-Mar and Crompton together 
with the weekend invalids Barrows (blisters), Andrews (ankle) and Morris (back).

The team left base at 20:50 hrs and returned to Valley via Caernarvon.

D M Wright  Plt Off

Remarks O i/c MRS
It is good to exercise on Wednesday afternoons again and better that members are keen to train on 

Wednesdays and at weekends.

D M Wright
Pilot Officer O i/c MRS

Remarks : O.C.F.W
Regret pressure of preparations for A.O.C’s is 1st priority.  After AOC’s  on 22 May more could be done about 

Wednesday training for team.

1/4/58 D J Sharp
Sqn Ldr

Remarks: Station Commander
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Pennant Valley
36 hr exercise (night) 8/9  th   March 58

Saturday P.O Wright & 16 Team left Valley in RL 58 AE 94 & Landrover 
14:00 hrs 35 AA 73 for camp site in the Pennant Valley of the South West Snowden group.  Instead of the usual 

campsite, a highly desirable disused farm building, with adjoining graveyard was obtained at 
107/527448, & team settled in.

22:00 hrs
Teams & courses for a night exercise were allocated as follows:-
1) PO Wright, Bray, Barrows, Pearson, Major
Base to 107/564469 Moel Hebog, / 553485 Moel Lefn, 531508, 525502, 511495 Garnedd Goch 
515477, Base.
2) Blarney, Williams, Penlington, Briggs, Reciprocal of (1)
3)  Dewar, Hughes, Keegan, Garland
By Landrover to Tal y Mignedd farm 107/529530, then 535513, 549503, 553485, 564469, Base.

23:00 hrs
All parties left on their various courses & experienced bright moonlight conditions throughout the 
night.  Some snow on the higher ground & a thermometer carried by one team member registered 16 
F.  A magnificent sunrise was witnessed by two of the parties & recorded on colour film.
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Sunday 08:30 hrs
All parties returned to base & safely in sleeping bags by 09:00 hrs, hardier members who had decided 
to sleep outside in the open to absorb morning sunshine, were shortly afterwards buried by snowstorm 
& beat hasty retreat indoors, the Officer i/c returning to the pigsty! ( previous residents fortunately 
long since departed).  Following sleep & a meal camp was packed & a return to Valley by 19:00 hrs.

V Bray

Remarks Officer i/c

J.C Andrews. Fg Off
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Remarks O.C Flying:- Noted
D J Sharp

1/4/58 Sqn Ldr

Remarks Commanding officer

J Shaw
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IDWAL IGLOOS

Wednesday 12  th   March 1958

A party of 12 with the Officer i/c went to Lake Ogwen in Bedford RL 59 AE 04 and Landrover 35 AA 73, arriving at 
106/648606 at 13:00 hrs

Plt Off Wright, Cpl Tech Bray Cpl Hughes, Blarney, Manning, Pearson, Garland and Cartledge set of for the 
unnamed cwm finding quite deep snow conditions ( Garland, the smallest complained of snow up to the crutch). 

Having reached a position just below the lip of the cwm, 106/648592, with wet snow – hail falling, the party 
anxious for survival set about building a snow shelter – with gusto. After a½ hour toil of rolling large balls of snow 
downhill to the site a fine shelter into which the 8 survivors crept, was complete.

The party returned to base at 18:25 hrs.  
Cpl Morris and Le-Mar spent the afternoon visiting the weekend campsite (Cwm Dyli), the sub-unit at Pen-y-

Gwryd where Mr C Briggs requested their assistance with a fatigued Army apprentice, and Idwal Cottage Youth 
Hostel where Mr Norman Cunliffe has replaced Mr Arthur Holland.

Jennings and Rutter had prepared a sausage and egg meal which went down well.
Calamity befell the team, for on trying to start the RL on the return journey, no oil pressure was registered., a 

relief vehicle with fitter was sent to the breakdown but was unable to assist.  Le Mar remained the night with the RL 
and the team returned to Valley at 00:10 hours.

Remarks by O i/c Team
It might be necessary to build a snow shelter as an emergency, the result was effective and the party enjoyed 

building.
D M Wright  Plt Off. Oi/c MRS

Remarks O C Flying Wing

Remarks Station Commander
J T Shaw
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CWM DYLI

Long Week-end  15 – 16  th  &17  th   march 58

Friday 14  th A advance party of 10 left Valley at 14:00 hrs to establish base at 107/656538 (RL 58 AE 94). Cpl 
Hughes, Cpl (T) Bray, Garland, Cartledge, Major, Jones, Williams, Balderson, Douglas, Cpl Morris, 
Manning (driver).

19:00 hrs Landrover 35 AA 73 arrived at base camp with Cpl Dewar & Le-Mar, having been delayed at Valley 
awaiting rations.

Saturday 15  th

09:00 hrs Team of 10 left base with intention of going to Ogwen & returning to base over the Glyders to check 
snow conditions on route.  RL expired at Pen y Gwryd with no oil pressure & Cpl Morris & Manning 
left to contact Valley, rest of party left on foot to climb Glyder Fawr on reciprocal of planned course.
Snow on Glyders soft & deep so party split into five two’s for descent into Cwm Cneifion where 
belaying, falling, & stopping practice was carried out.
1) Hughes, Douglas  2) Jones, Williams  3) Cartledge, Balderson, 
4) Bray, Garland,  5) Dewar, Major.
Some step cutting practice on a small icefall in the head of the cwm was also undertaken before 
descending to Ogwen where all parties were picked up by RL & returned to base camp ( RL serviced 
during day by M.T. ‘rescue’ party from Valley).

Sunday 16  th

10:00 hrs Local farmer on whose land we were camping reported ‘rock bound’ sheep on Teyrn Bluffs in upper 
Cwm Dyli & as sheep rescues are very good practice, team went up with ample rope with hope of 
affecting a rescue. On arrival at the foot of the crag, it was discovered that said sheep had grown tired 
of waiting & recently committed suicide.
Parties now diverted: - Jones, Williams, ascended Crib Goch, then down the North ridge to the 
Llanberis Pass, thence to base.

Dewar, Hughes, Cartledge, Morris, Garland, Douglas, Balderson, Manning to the slopes East 
of Lliwedd  for further snow & ice practice, returning over Gallt y Wenallt to base.
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19:50hrs At 19:50 hrs a message was received via the power station from Llanberis Police that an accident had 
occurred at Clogwyn y Geifr (Devil’s Kitchen) in Cwm Idwal.  RL & Landrover left immediately with full 
team.

On enquiries having made at Idwal Youth Hostel it was discovered that the warden, Mr Cunliffe & six 
civilian had left an hour previously with the Thomas stretcher  -  it appeared that a girl, Mary Gahan of the 
Irish Mountaineering Club had slipped & fallen on snow whilst descending to the Devil’s Kitchen from 
Glyder Fawr, sustaining head injuries.

Team started up Cwm Idwal carrying ropes & overtook stretcher party near the top of the South 
incline, shortly afterwards reaching the girl who was lying in the snow on easy ground with two ‘human hot 
water bottles’  -  she had a cut head which had already been dressed, & was suffering from exposure.

Having transferred her to the stretcher, the descent was commenced at 21:30 hrs  -  snow was very 
soft & normal stretcher lowering technique was followed, care being required in several places.  Ogwen car 
park was reached at 23:45 hrs where the girl was transferred to a waiting ambulance from Bangor.

Team returned immediately to base camp & reported by phone to Valley
Monday 17th

      Following a ‘lie in’ to recover from the previous night’s work, short courses were carried out on Moel 
Siabod where the going was very heavy in soft snow
      All parties returned to base camp & departure for Valley at 19:30 hrs.

General remarks
      A good weather weekend which has been lacking on the past few exercises.  Several team members had their first 
snow & ice experience though unfortunately the snow was not in good enough condition for serious snow & ice 
climbing.
      The Sunday evening ‘call out’ provided a good initiation for several of the newer members of the team  -  everyone 
performed well & the whole rescue was carried out efficiently
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& quickly, a thing that impressed civilian observers.
      The girl, who was suffering mostly from exposure was released from hospital on the Monday evening so 
everything ended happily enough though the consequences may have been far worse had the team not been available.  
As has been found before, the civilian help in this case, was not of much use, & had it not been for the team being on 
the spot this rescue would have taken at least twice the time, which would not have helped the patient.

V Bray

Remarks NCO i/c A good W/E’s training carried out.  Sunday night’s ‘call out’ was an example of speed and 
efficiency by all concerned.

D M Dewar   Cpl NCO i/c

Remarks Officer i/c
Civilian observers were indeed impressed  and a Mr Crighton has written

both to the C.O. and the team..  Well done.
J Andrews  Fg Off

        VAL/859/ORG  E/72

Remarks OC Flying

Remarks Commanding Officer

J T Shaw
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Berwyns

36 hrs Exercise     22  nd   & 23  rd   March 1958
Saturday 22nd

11:00 hours  Advanced party left in RL 58AE94 comprising Cpl/T Bray, Manning (driver)
McNeil, Jennings, Garland, Cartledge, to establish camp at PANTIAU  -  map ref
117/125357.  

Route:  -  RED  -  A5 to Chirk, B4500 to camp.
14:00 hours.  Rear Party followed on in :-  
Landrover Ambulance 08AA20  -  F/Sgt Hallam i/c (Driver), Fairgrieve
Landrover 35AA73  -  Le Mar (driver), Pritchard
Signals Truck 75AV80  -  Rutter (driver), Barrows

TOTAL TEAM    12
Weather: Cold, dry, wind  -  easterly, strong.
Camp Guard:  Barrows

Sunday 23rd

Weather:  Bitterly cold, dry, strong E wind.  Hills clear.
After breakfast, routes and sections were allocated:-

Section 1 F/Sgt Hallam, Garland, Barrows, Manning in Landrover to 117/017305 (Bala road B4391  -  9th 
milestone).  -  Moel Sych (066309)  -  Cader Berwyn (072328)  -  Cader Bronwen (077347)

2 Cpl /T Bray, Cartledge, McNeil, Faigrieve  -  reciprocal

In accordance with arrangements made with Pitreavie  Castle on Saturday morning, the 
signals specialists Jennings and Rutter, were to endeavour to establish communication with 18 Group 
RCC at 10:00 and 14:00 hours today.  The 10:00 hours test was performed with the standard H.F. 
whip aerial without success, very few signals heard below 6 megs.
(The test frequency is 4728 Kc/s)

The masthead was at 1400’ AMSL with 1700’hills about one to two miles N.
At 13:15 to 13:28 hours communication was established with GM3MGT on the 7 

megs amateur band, whose location is EDINBURGH.  (SAC Jennings has a P.O. Amateur 
Licence No. GW3LFN/A).

At 14:00 hours further test were made with an extra length of Ǣ attached to the whip Ǣ.  This 
made a notable improvement in reception, but
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still nothing heard from RCC or other teams on 4728 Kc/s.

Two things appear to emerge from this test which only proves to support what could be 
expected:-

A. we need ne correct length half wave or quarter wave Ǣs and a 30  -  40 foot mast 
(collapsible), with an alternative similar Ǣ length for counterpoise earth.
B. The practical frequency of 4728 Kc/s is too low for day-time operation.

The two walking sections started out at 10:40 hours on their particular routes, Section 1 
arrived at the ninth milestone at 11:30 hours and started off into wind.
Conditions were freezing, forty knot wind, clear, with soft snow of varying depth.   Noticed Manning 
was making very slow progress, but he claimed he was OK.  Pressed on, for long hard slog on to Moel 
Sych.  Manning not in sight.  Sent Garland & Barrows on, F/S Hallam returned, picked up Manning 
and back to 9th milestone with wind behind.  Manning was definitely suffering from a bad cold and 
was finally glad to return; although other section had sighted us at point of separation and said that the 
worst was already behind us when we turned.  However, there would still have been that wind!
F/S Hallam and Manning walked down to Llangynog and awaited landrover fetching number two 
section.  All back to camp at 17:00 hours.
Struck camp and returned arriving at Valley at 23:20 hours. 

J R Hallam. F.S.

Remarks NCO i/c:   A rigorous week-end at one of our “outposts”.  Rather too many exercises have centred 
in the NW of our area of late, so suggest a period of long range exercises for familiarisation for new team 
members, and as refreshers for older members.

J R Hallam
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Remarks Officer i/c: I agree with the NCO’s remarks above and with the longer hours of daylight
       the team will exercise farther afield.

J C A

Remarks Station Commander
J T Shaw
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(Log book returned to M.R. Section at briefing on Monday evening, 14th April 1958.
J R lees )

8 hrs exercise CARNEDDAU

Wednesday 26  th   March 1958

2 parties in LR to top of Drum.  They traversed Foel Fras, Foel Grach, Carnedd Llewelyn, 
Carnedd Dafydd & Pen yr Ole Wen to Ogwen base camp.  107/

Another party came over the Carneddau from Aber, over Foel Grach.
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36 hr exercise ARANS

Saturday 29  th   March 1958
11:00 hrs. Advance party  -  Cpl Morris, Manning (driver), Jennings, Hudson, McNeil & Rogers  -  in RL 

58AE94, to Dinas Mawddwy  116/8600150.  Blue route.
14:00 hrs Main party  -  Ambulance 08AA20  -  F/Sgt Hallam (driver) and F/O Andrews, via Bethesda to visit 

Cadet site & officers.  
Landrover & trailer 35AA73, Gray (driver), Balderson, Major, Blarney, Cartledge, Penlington, Briggs. 
Signals Vehicle 75AV80, Rutter (driver), Cpl Keegan
TOTAL TEAM:  17 Camp Guard  Briggs

Sunday 30  th   March1958
10:00 hrs 3 sections started as follows:-

1. Blarney (Navigator), Hudson, Rogers, Gray, Briggs
Base camp – Foel Benddin – Y Gribin (849176) – Llyn-y-Fign – Spot Ht 2248’ (857205) – Aran 
Fawddwy – Aran Benllyn – LeesHalt.

2. Cartledge (navigator), Rutter, McNeill, Penlington, - 
Reciprocal of 1.

3. F/O Andrews, F/S Hallam, Cpl Morris, Balderson  - 
Drws-y-Nant  -  Llyn-y-Fign – Y Gribin – Foel Benddin.

Camp Cooks:-  Cpl Keegan (toe nail off) & Major (injured back)
Signals:-  Jennings  Driver:- Manning

17:00 hrs All back  -  evening meal.
18:00 hrs Struck camp & return to base.

Remarks NCOi/c The team very largely comprised entirely new members, and as conditions were generally 
good, Blarney and Cartledge tested them severely over a hard course at a spanking pace!
Good endurance training and familiarisation with locality

Remarks Officer i/c
A good weekend on a good site.  It was necessary to clear the site after our own and previous campers use and 
it was left in a far cleaner condition than we found it.

Remarks OC Flying:

Remarks C.O J T Shaw
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Easter Duty Team ex. MOLWYNS  & MOEL HEBOG

Thursday 3  rd   April 1958

15:00 F.S Lees + duty team15 strong travelled from Valley to Nantmor in 35AA73 + trailer 15AW90 
75AV80 (Sigs) & RL 58AE94, setting up camp at 107/620467

This campsite is beside IP & road, is unfenced but on the last occasion it had been used an ‘owner’ had 
appeared   - slightly annoyed.  This farmer now had to be traced  -  a good hours work for Lees & Bray in the 
Landrover  -  Mr Tom Williams of Gardd Llygad Y Dydd  (605457  -  he was said to be milking at 
Bendy cae  mynys (603454) & was finally run to earth in a snow storm  -  permission granted gladly.
NB.  On Monday the base was visited by the owner!  -  the Assisted Forester, Beddgelert  -  now 
Forestry Commission ground
Sgt Martin + 14 MRT from St. Athan joined us in evening.

Good Friday 4  th

Heavy snow showers

     Optimistic ride by some of both Teams in both landrovers to the Moelwyn crags above Tanygrisia
687451  -  it was snowing there more heavily – frequent stops had to be made to clear the windscreen wipers.
The crews of the cars left the drivers to drink coffee in Blaenau Ffestiniog  ---  walkers back to base over 
Moelwyn Bach & Mawr, & some also over Cnicht.  Those who had walked from camp in the opposite
direction were picked up later & returned in the LRs.  After the fine weather of the previous few days, the 
rock climbing enthusiasts were particularly woebegone at this change in weather.    Cold

During the day the Sigs truck attempted contact with NRCC 18G without success; also from 633485.  
Telephoned lack of success & asked Pitreavie to close down.  To listen out tomorrow.

Saturday 5  th   April 1958

St Athan parties + some Valley around Snowden U.  Cold, cloud base 1000’
A little rock climbing training was possible on the Moelwyn crags, while the rest of the Team taught 
navigation in ideal weather:- 

Pearson Barrows Neal    620467 – Cnicht – 682475 – Moel Druman (669475) – 663485 – camp.
Blarney McNeil & now Mr P Williams reciprocal.   Hughes Manning  Cnicht & Moelwyn Bach to LR  -  
tarmac road to Llyn Stulen now (666444)
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Craig Fach  -  Milky Way  D   -   Lees Jones
Bray Walk Keegan
(DW) Walker Cartledge

Other problems whilst looking for Craig Stwlan in the cloud.  Sigs vehicle attempted contacts with NRCC on 
W/T from various positions in the area without success., & Valley Tower VHF  ditto.

Easter Sunday 6  th   April 1958

St Athan personnel taken rock climbing by Valley leaders;-
Keegan  Crajie Taith y Pererin (D) Craig Tri} Milky Way
Cartledge Crofts-Bolster       ---//-----     --‘’--- Craig Fach first
Martin  Ryan        ---//-----
Jones  Neal Milky Way
Lees  Pearson Y Gelynen  (MS)  Craig Tri
Bray  Manning   ----//---       MS? Or VHVD
Dewar  Kennedy Taith Y Pererin Hendren  Alldred    ditto
Dewar  Wall Milky Way Jones  Kennedy      ditto
Blarney Barrows Williams Briggs Windsor  checked on the aircraft wreckage discovered yesterday by Cpl 
Morris’s party descending to Lliwedd from Snowden  (on Yr Aran!)

93  Cont’d



Signals vehicle after another unsuccessful morning, fault finding, etc went to Dolgarrog 107/773674
14:00 where the MRT from RAF Harpur Hill were encamped.  Station M8RV then set up alongside the visitors’ Sigs 

vehicle & eventually swopped transmitters with immediate successful results to NRCC.   Complete valve 
change did not rectify mysterious fault in Valley T1154.

15:45 Watch closed & returned to Nantmor.

Monday 7  th   April 1958

    Visit to crags of Moel Hebog by experienced climbers to see whether the climbs there are suitable 
for training purposes:-
    Lees Hughes Trap Dyke Route  (“D”)
    Bray Blarney North Rte & onto Trap Dyke  (another so called ‘Diff’)
    Walker Dewar    ↑ ↓  Omega ‘D’

None are recommended for beginners  -  the first route is probably dangerously loose & requires much more 
than ‘D’ skills in the leader  -  the other climbs similar.

(Road “Roverable” to 569455,  3 tonner to about 555443)
  Remainder of team practiced climbing & abseiling on the excellent
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though fairly short crag immediately above the campsite on the SE side of the valley.

Tuesday 8  th   April 1958
A much better day than had been expected last night when there were a few short snow showers & 

an ominous sky, after a fine day.  14 PKs again postponed  -  rock climbing one more on the Moelwyn 
crags:-

Lees Barrows Milky Way Craig Fach
Bray Pearson Slick Craig Dyn
Dewar Manning Kirkus
Keegan Cartledge Slick  behind Bray & Pearson
Blarney Jones Taith y Pererin, Craig Tri.

Cpl Hughes & Morris again entrusted in elementary rock climbing & abseiling on the crags above the 
campsite.

     Returned to Valley in the evening.

Remarks NCOi/c MRT.
    Useful training carried out.  One or two of the new chaps show great promise.

Sigs snags now sorted out by replacing reflective transmitter.
14/4/58 J R Lees FS

Remarks Officer i/c MRT
      Excellent training and a good introduction to ‘rock’ for some of the new members.  I expect that the 
     ‘fourteen peaks’ will fall to the team before very long!!

J C Andrews Fg Off

Remarks OC Flying Wing

Remarks Station Commander.    Make quite sure that the Team does not fall “before the peaks”

J T Shaw
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HOLYHEAD MOUNTAIN

8hr exercise
            Wednesday 9  th   April 1958

    Napier Enterprise Film branch representatives visiting station arranged through Flt Reid to film a mock 
rescue on Holyhead Mt. with an aerial evacuation by helicopter.

11:30 Tannoy broadcast warning all Team members of a practice emergency call at about 13:30 hrs this 
afternoon.

13:35 Emergency broadcast.
13:37 Mass arrival of volunteers on bicycles & piled on Bray’s Bond minicas’, filmed.
14:00 Departed for Holyhead Mt.

Signals vehicle, LR & LR ambulance all up narrow track to foot of crags. 58AE94 left by TWR farm, 
through gateway.

First class Sigs:- W/T to NRCC str 5. R/T 5 to Valley Tower & helicopter. R/T walkie talkie 5 to 
“search” party.

Sqn Ldr Attenborough landed to examine casualty at 216829 whilst Flt Lt Burke neatly held the 
“chopper” level on the slightly sloping ground, standing on one wheel; casualty on Thomas stretcher then 
taken away, & afterwards brought back, to carry out the first part of the “rescue”  -  the evacuation from the 
crag.

The “casualty” then made his own way to the chosen ledge & was ‘found’ & rather startled by a 2 star 
red which went off sideways! Normall Normal stretcher lower down the slabs all recorded on cine film.

17:30 Returned to Valley

Remarks NCO i/c MRT A useful afternoon’s training  -  quite an eye-opener for the many new lads.

17/4/58 JR Lees FS

Remarks Officer i/c MRT
Again a good show.  The film made is expected on the station soon and it is proposed that there

should be a joint showing with 22 squadron.
J C Andrews  Fg Off

Remarks O C Flying Wing

Remarks Station Commander

J T Shaw
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36 hr exercise CARNEDDAU & TRYFAN

 Saturday 12  th   April 1958

14:00 Fg Off Andrews + 19 Team travelled in RL 58AE94, Sigs truck, Ambulance & LR 35AA73 +  trailer 
15AW90 to set up a base camp near the British Aluminium works near Dolgarrog 107/772673.  A convenient 
campsite for access, hidden from the town by a small wood.  Sigs. Str. 5 to NRCC.

Sunday 13  th   April 1958

09:30 Majority of the Team, joined by an officer from GWDS, Plt Off Spinks, walked across the          
Carneddau to Milestone Buttress by way of Moel Elio, Pen Llithrig y Wrach & Pen yr Helgi du.

14:00 On arrival at A5 they were given elementary rock climbing & abseiling instruction on the first pitch of 
Anniversary Approach (D)  Creigiau Dena, by SAC Andrews & Cpl Hughes.

Meanwhile, 6 others climbed on the East face of Tryfan:-
Dewar Garland, followed by Penlington Barrows  did Gashed Crag (HD)
F.S Lees & Fg Off Andrews climbed 1st Pinnacle Rib (HD) finishing by Ghost Chimney (VD)  -  an 
excellent pitch.

These 6 then descended the North ridge to Creigiau Dena & joined the rest of the party.
Lees + Major. Dewar + Garland Penlington + Gray Fg Off Andrews + McNeill

all did the rest of Anniversary Approach, while SAC Andrews & Manning climbed the crack in the 
corner & then the wall & slab above, to the right of this route.    (negative results on VHF R/T call to 
Tower from Ogwen)

Returned to late meal at dusk.
Packed and returned to Valley a little late.

Remarks  NCO i/c MRT.
A fine weekend for rock climbing.  We are always short of leaders, but 

particularly after a long w/e when some are away on late grant.  We seem to have  rather a lot of 
novices who will need a great deal of training before they become competent Team members.

18/4/58
J R Lees  FS

Remarks Officer i/c Team
Agreed!

J C Andrews Fg Off
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Remarks OC Flying Wing

Remarks Station Commander

J Shaw

8 hr exercise MILESTONE BUTTRESS

Wednesday 16  th   April 1958 (cold, fine)

13:30    Fg Andrews + 17 Team travelled to Ogwen in 2 RLs, LR and the 1 ton Austin 37AE40 on loan for the 
SNCO course which started here on Monday.  (3 pupils, Sgt Carnelley PTI, Cpl Collingham PTI, ex MRT 
Harpur Hill, Cpl/Tech Hendren, Eng Fitt, ex MRT St Athan, had been taken out in the 

14:00 morning & walked over the Carneddau to join the Team)
Stretcher lower down central rib of Milestone Buttress after a dramatic (!) rescue of a ewe + lamb 

from the ledge where we were to start.
New walkie talkies in use (British Communications Corp. HF15)  Lees abseiled down the crag 

satisfactorily wearing one  -  an impossible task with the old T46 sets.
Second lower done from the ledge 120’ up the Direct . Just before packing up, Lees & Dewar climbed 

Soap Gut & almost missed the corned beef sandwiches & tea at the trucks for their trouble!
Returned to Valley in the evening.

Remarks NCO i/c MRT Rather “shambolic” with so many inexperienced chaps.  Unfortunately a lot of the 
backbone of the Team were working in ASF  (Bray, Hughes, Morris, Blarney, Keegan are all experienced 
leaders).  Since other personnel from ASF were off work to play inter section football etc., this seems rather 
hard  -  surely M.R. training is more important?  Nor is lowering a heavy stretcher down steep rocks, in a 
b-----y cold wind, a sport, but rather a duty.

J R Lees FS
18/4/58 NCO i/c MRT.
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Remarks Officer i/c MRT
The days exercise was quite productive if only to show the relative weakness of the team without the A.S.F.
contingent.
With regard to the NCO’s remarks, I enquired the reasons for the priority of football over mountain rescue
training and was informed that A.S.F. was working and only because the match could not be played at any 
other time were the people allowed off duty.

J.C.Andrews  Fg.Off

Remarks O.C. Flying Wing

This is a well kept log  -  well done.   Please continue to pass it to me after each exercise.
Signature   Wg Cdr   

Remarks Station Commander

J T Shaw  
Gp Capt
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36 hr exercise Cader Idris

Saturday 19  th   April

13:30 hrs      Fg/OFF Andrews + 18 Team members left Valley in 1 R/L (58AE94) Sigs Truck (75AV80) 
L/Rover ambulance (08AA20) L/Rover (35AA75) and trailer (15AW90) to set up base camp at 
Haffoty Fach.  116/764577  659135

Some trouble was experienced with the R/L at 
107/764577.  Trouble was due to dirt in the carburettor and was soon put right by the driver ( S.A.C. 
Manning.

17:30 hrs Arrived base camp and sited R/T truck for ‘stand by’ for Royal Flight (20:30 hrs – 21:30 hrs)

Sunday 20  th   April

09:30     Navigation and walkie/Talkie exercise over main Cader ridges and surrounding 
district.

(1)    Bray (Echo)  Dewar (Delta)  F/O Andrews

Base  -  659135 – 635113 – 641103 – Craig Fach – 659086 – Castell-y-Bere – 671131 – Base.

(2)   Andrews (L)  (Kilo)  Collinghan Manning  Briggs

Base – 671131 – Craig Las – 700135 – Pen-y-Gader – Mynedd Moel – Llyn Arran – 756140

(3)   Hendren (L) (Charlie) Hudson. Jones. Major.
Base – 659135 – 671131 – Craig Las – Pen-y-Gader – 705120 – 751140

(4)   Blarney (L) (Foxtrot) Cartledge, McNeil, Gray, Morris.

756140 – Llyn Aran – Mynedd Moel – Pen-y-Gader – 700135 – Craig Las – 671131 – Base
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18:00 hrs Party Nos (1) & (4) returned to base

18:50 hrs Party Nos (2) & (3) arrived at base.

19:50 hrs Departed for Valley.

19:55 hrs) R/L giving trouble again 116/698153

21:15 hrs Resumed journey to Valley.

00:20hrs Arrived at Valley
          ---------

Remarks NCO i/c MRT.
The exercise was concentrated mainly on communications over distances by W/T.  

Reception and Transmission on the whole was very satisfactory, Vastly superior to the old T46 sets over the same area.  
The trouble experienced with the R/L (58AE94) was with dirt fouling the float in the carburettor and has given no 
trouble since.  The tops were covered in low cloud and this added to navigation problems thus the newer members 
learned more this way. 

D M Dewar
D M Dewar NCO i/c MRT

REMARKS OFFICER I/C MRT
A good weekend and I heartily endorse the remarks of the NCO i/c regarding the new WT sets.  They are a 

real asset to the team and should greatly improve our search procedure.

J C Andrews  Fg Off

REMARKS OC FLYING WING

Noted         Signature :  Wg Cdr

REMARKS STATION COMMANDER

J T Shaw
    Gp Capt
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12 hr Exercise Holyhead Mountain

Wednesday 23  rd   April

13:30 hrs A party of 20 cadets under their C.O. Major Pryke who were in camp near Barmouth 
arrived at the M.R section.  Here they were given a talk by Cpl Dewar on the organisation, area of 
coverage and actual work of a R.A.F. Mountain Rescue Team.

14:05 hrs The party of cadets left in the R/L 58AE94 with F/O Anderson in L/R 35AA73 to guide them 
to the best vantage point for observation of the rescue operation.

14:35 hrs F/O Andrews contacted team by W/T to proceed to Holyhead Mountain and rescue casualty 
on top of yellow wall.

14:50 hrs Cpl Dewar and 20 team members arrived at Holyhead mountain in R/L 59AE05 and L/R 
ambulance 08AA20 and proceeded to the top of the crag to prepare for stretcher lower.

16:00 hrs Patient (Cpl Morris) evacuated to ambulance (106/218827) by stretcher lower.  (guide Cpl 
Dewar).  Cadets then given some tea  which had been brewed by two members of the team.

17:05 hrs Departed for Valley.
17:25 hrs Arrived Valley
       

       Remarks NCO i/c MRT
This ‘Demonstration’ for the cadets was not as much a wasted afternoon’s training as 

       in previous cases as about three members were on their first stretcher lower.  A lower over this face is 
      excellent training as the stretcher and guide swung free from the face for about 60ft as it is on an 
      overhanging wall.  Many of the cadets asked numerous questions which were answered by the older
      members of the team.  On the whole although not exactly a good afternoon’s training the cadets did learn 
      something, so the afternoon was well spent.

D M Dewar NCO i/c MRT

Remarks Officer i/c MRT
Agreed!  I am not in favour of too many afternoons being spent in this way but our efforts were well 
received!!

J C Andrews
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Remarks O.C Flying Wing

No Comment  -  but keep me in the picture another time, please

Signature

Remarks Station Commander

J T Shaw
     Group Capt.
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36 hrs Glyders 26-27 April
Garth Farm     107/700572
     Saturday 26  th

13:30 Cpl Dewar + 18 Team members left in R/L 
58AE94, and Sigs Truck 73AV80 to join F.S. Lees and the two pupils of the NCO course who had 
gone out the previous day at a new camp site. Garth Farm Nant – Gwryd  107/700572

Sunday 27  th

08:00 hrs Cpl/T Hendren & Cpl Collinghan (SNCO course pupils) left 
to erect a small tent somewhere on the Glyder range above the 2000’ contour line.  The remainder of 
the team were then to combine in a sweep-search to locate the whereabouts of the two bodies.

08:30 hrs Party of 10 for the sweep-search left to travel by road to 
107/607155 and 107/590638 where two parties were dropped off  to commence the search.
107/607655. W/T    ‘Delta & ‘Alpha’
      Hughes (L)  Garland  Balderson  Hudson  Pritchard
      107/590638 W/T    ‘Echo’ & ‘Kilo’  

Dewar (L)  Gray, Roberts, Barrows, Bugler.
Both parties swept the ridges above the height of 2000 ft and met as prearranged at 107/626614

Here the party spilt up into four smaller parties each with a W/T set and continued the search 
onto 107/639586.  The party then ascended Glyder Fawr and Glyder Fach in a long sweep line 
covering once more down to 2,000ft

19:10 hrs The quarry were located at 107/668583.  The complete party then descended to base.

Base camp.  Rogers  W/op  Crumpton  (Driver)  Douglas.

Climbing party on Idwal Slabs was as follows:-

Lees Blarney Cartledge
Bray Keegan Major
Andrews Pearson

Blarney  Keegan    ← Hope ↓  Ordinary
       →

Cartledge   Major Hope ↓  Ordinary
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27/4/58 Continued (Weather: strong cold NW wind with cloud above 2500’ & occasional showers)

Lees Pearson. Heather Weakness  & Tennis Shoe
Andrews  Bray  ←

→ Heather  Weakness & Tennis Shoe
Andrews Pearson ↓  Ordinary
Lees Bray ↑ Cinderella  ↑ Groove Above  ↓ Javelin Gully  ↑Javelin Buttress  ↓ Ordinary

Returned to base about an hour later than the searchers.
Team returned to Valley in the evening.

Remarks NCO i/c MRT
Ten days later this sweep search practice proved invaluable.  The new HF15 walkie-

              talkies enable much more efficient control over search parties on this type of ground, and one is 
             quite pleased to carry the weight (just over 30lbs) all day, when satisfactory communications result.

Some of the more experienced climbers brushed up their technique while showing potential 
              rock climbing leaders suitable training climbs on the Idwal Slabs.

Lees FS
2/6/58 NCO i/c MRT

Remarks Officer i/c MRT

JC Andrews  Fg Off̷

Remarks O.C.F.W

Signature    W/Cdr

Remarks Station Commander

J T Shaw
      G Capt
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HOLYHEAD MOUNTAIN

4 hr ex. Monday 28  th   April 1958 (evening)
In an attempt to defeat the rapid turnover of experienced leaders and ‘force’ the training 

experience, a trial exercise was held on the nearby rocks of Holyhead Mountain.  F.S.Lees + 7 Team 
17:55   were able to eat a hearty tea & leave Valley on the Course 1 ton Austin by 17:55 hrs
18:30        Familiarisation with suitable training climbs was gained:-

Penlington  Gray Jammed Boulder Gully  (MD) Right Hand Trident  (D)
Cartledge  Pearson     -------------//---------     ---------//--------
Lees  Bray Chimney & Slab  (S)
Dewar  Jones     -------//------

Descended from the crag in the dusk and reached the Austin (at Twr farm, 106/222822) at 
about 21:30 hrs

22:00 Returned to Valley.

Remarks NCO i/c MRT
This certainly proved that occasional light evenings can be very well spent locally.

2/6/58         Lees  FS

Remarks Officer i/c MRT

Its good to see that there were still those who are willing to give up even more of their time to training - the 
more experience the better and this type of exercise does give the climbers a chance to get together  and 
improve their own technique.

J C Andrews  Fg Off

Remarks O.C.F.W

Well done.

Remarks Station Commander

J T Shaw
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8 hr. exercise GRIBIN FACET & BOCHLWYD BUTTRESS

Wednesday 30  th   April 1958

13:30 F.S Lees + 18 Team left Valley in LR & trailer,  RL 58AE94, & 1 ton Austin 27AE40
14:30 Vehicles parked by Llyn Ogwen  107/653603
15:00 Rock climbing parties  :-

Garland  Balderson ↑  Slab Recess ↓  S.R Gribin Facet
Cartledge  Pritchard ↑  Slab ↓  S.R.
Cartledge  Garland ↑  Slab Intermediate
Keegan  Bugler ↑         ----//------ ↓  Slab 
Pearson  Roberts ↑  Slab Recess ↓  SR    ↑  Slab
Jones  Briggs ↑  Slab Intermediate ↓  Slab
Briggs  Jones ↑  Slab Recess
Pritchard  Balderson ↑    ----//------

Andrews  Douglas Chimney Route Bochlwyd Buttress
Lees  Bray Arete & Slab    ↑ &↓
Lees  Andrews Wall Climb.
Bray  Douglas ↓ Chimney Route
Lees  Andrews  Bray ↑  direct start to Chimney Route  ↓  Chim 1st pitch 

Fg off   Blarney instructed Rogers Gray Rutter Jennings on Boulder problems in the vicinity & then 
took Rogers up Seniors climb.

17:00      Fg Off Andrews & Cpl Collingham arrived in ambulance 08AA20 & assisted training of Blarneys 
large beginners party.

20:30 “Afternoon tea”
     Returned to Valley in evening. 

Remarks NCO ic MRT    A fine sunny afternoon well spent, with emphasis on climbing down.

12/6/58 Lees  FS

Remarks Officer i/c MRT

J C Andrews
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EDALE, DERBYSHIRE

48hr exercise.
Friday 2  nd   May, 1958

      A combined exercise with the M.R.T. from RAF Harpur Hill, on their home ground, has often 
been planned in the last few years but had always been foiled at the last minute by petrol rationing, 
courses & other commitments, although quite frequently the North Wales area is visited by 
neighbouring MRT at grant periods with the approval of Northern Rescue Co-ordination Centre, as 
occasionally Teams are required to operate outside their areas of responsibility, as in December last 
year when both St Athan & Harpur Hill MRT were brought to this area to assist in the search for a 
missing Canberra.
      The CO was good enough to excuse Team members from duty on Saturday morning, with the 
exception of 3 on Guard of Honour.

15:00       Thus one RL   58AE94, with a few p.staff & Cpl Collingham (NCO course pupil from Harpur 
Hill) left with tents, cooking equipment & food, to set up a base camp at Edale.  (102
      Remainder of Team were to leave at 18:00 but because Wg. Cdrs Booth & Colwin came to watch 
the departure things went wrong!  Eventually the hastily installed R/T sets all worked & the vehicles, 
RL 59AE05 (Lees driver & Bray navigator) Landrover & trailer (Rutter driver Hughes nav) & 
Landrover Ambulance (Fg Off Andrews driver, SAC Andrews nav.) 

18:30 left Valley.
      A stop was made in Chester for about 45 mins & the convoy arrived at the campsite at 23:55 hrs.  
R/T communication between the vehicles was excellent, using a “link” set in the back of the RL 
through which messages from the set in the cab could be relayed to the following vehicles.  The RL 
carrying the early party had gone into Harpur Hill to re-fuel after off-loading the necessities, & as 
Gray pulled up outside the guard-room the oil warning light came on  -  a leak had appeared in the 
rocker box gasket.  The vehicle was left at Harpur overnight while Gray was brought to base camp.

Saturday 3  rd   May 1958

      Fg Off Andrews, driver etc. went to Harpur Hill (about 15 miles only) with the Landrover & 
trailer to refuel & see about the RL.  Work promised on it today.  Fg Off Andrews & Cpl Collingham 
then left drivers at base camp & went to rendezvous with a rock climbing party on Kinder Edge 
(093898) or thereabouts).
      Remainder of Team were split up into parties with HH personnel & walked across Kinder Scout & 
Bleaklow to base, after being
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set down from HH transport.  (Comms by Sgt Steed NCO i/c MRT HH)
      Climbing party approached Kinder Scout from 063878 & Hayfield to Kinder Downfall.  Climbed 
Mermaid Buttress (S) & then onto the plateau to meet Fg Off Andrews & Cpl Collingham.  These 2 
descended with FS Lees & Sgt Steed while remainder walked to base across the top & down 
Grindsbrook   -  such are the roads that the walkers arrived some 20 

20:30 minutes ahead.
18:00       SNCO Course 1ton Austin arrived with 3 Guard of Honour personnel.

Sunday 4  th   May 1958

      A combined walk & climb on the well known Stannage grit stone edge  -  vehicles left at 231878.  
Originally it had been hoped to climb on High Neb but an unfriendly keeper would not hear of us 
disturbing the grouse on a Sunday (there is a public footpath running below the edges, about 50-100 
yds away, all the way along!) although Saturday evenings would be alright, he said!  A small 
deputation placated him somewhat, but he was obviously frightened of the landowner appearing on a 
Sunday, & recommended us to continue on for a mile or so to Stannage Wall End.
      Parties of personnel from each Team, usually with Valley leaders:-
Bray Pearson Briggs Scobie
      Helfensteins Struggle.  Hollybush Gully R.  Tower Gully
Steed Hendren Hudson Hutchinson
      Hollybush Gully R.  Tower Gully
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Blarney Balderson; Keegan Powell
      Flake Gully.  Pegamor Wall  Paradise Crack; Flake Gully, Queer Gully
Dewar (Flt Lt Cooke) Barrows; Jones
      Mercury Crack  Flake Gully  Pegamor Wall  Curving Chim.  Rib Chim.
Dewar Garland  -   Paradise Crack  Curved Crack solo.
Penlington Cartledge + Pritchard Berkeley
      Doctors Chimney        Paradise Crack  Curving Chimney
Andrews Garland Jennings Halfpenny 
      Capstone Chimney   Rib Chim.    ↓Chockstone Chim.
Lees Gowland Major Douglas
      ↑↓  Rib Chimney  ↓ Chockstone Chim.  Cleft Wall Route 1.  ↑↓  Curving Chim.
Fg Off Andrews; Collingham & Gray had collected the serviceable RL at Harpur Hill & eventually 
found the main body at the edge & had time to do Curving Crack ↓ & Queer Gully ↑solo; Hollybush 
Gully R.
      Returned to vehicles, waving to supposedly hidden keeper en route!
Lees Dewar solo also “bagged” two more climbs, Spar Slab & Chockstone F.R.
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18:20       Convoy of 5 vehicles left Edale  -  an impressive sight winding up the 1 in 4 hill out of the valley.  
A stop at Cat & Fiddle & at Chester.  Arrived Valley

00:30

Remarks NCOi/c MRT.
Excellent training for longer journeys; familiarity with the main roads out of Dales 

      are of use on such occasions as the Winter Hill, Wayfarer crash (p.76).  The “walkie talkies” worked well 
      enough with aerials poked out of cab windows, etc. but slightly more permanent fixings have since been 
      fitted to the vehicles; since there are only 12 sets available to the Team, even if all are serviceable, these 
      fittings must remain temporary so that vehicle sets can be used on the mountains straight away.

The Team members were quite impressed with the difficulty of travel (& navigation) over 
      the plateaus of the Peak District; they had not previously met Pennine bogs & peat  -  far heavier going 
      than on Denbigh Moors or Vyrnwy areas can offer.

Harpur Hill MRT gained from our visit too  -  particularly  from rock climbing leaders  -  
      they have suffered more than Valley from postings & demob. recently, & were generally very 
      inexperienced.

The only thing to mar the w/e was the doubtful stream water which possibly upset many 
      people, although the sudden heat & then cold again no doubt made things worse; certainly several people 
      were in SSQ a few days.  

A most instructive weekend.
Lees FS

2/6/58 NCO i/c MRT

Remarks Officer i/c MRT
       An excellent weekend followed by the worst couple of days I can remember for a long while ( I drank 
the suspect water.)  Actually all water was boiled but we did not boil the water we cleaned our teeth in which 
probably did the damage.  A rocket to Harpur who obviously had not surveyed their campsite very well 
although I believe they suffered a similar fate.

J C Andrews
Fg Off

Remarks O.C.F.W.

      An excellent exercise despite the after effects
Signature   Wg Cdr

Remarks Station Commander

J T Shaw
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Wednesday 7  th   May 1958

Stand by
                  21:40 hrs A telephone call was received from an Army Sgt. (Instructor) from the Army Outward 

Bound School camp near Pen y Gwryd  (661559) informing Cpl Dewar that 7 boys from their camp 
had failed to return from an expedition & were presumably lost on the Glyder range.  He asked for the 
Team’s help to search for them the following morning, as at this time weather conditions were against 
everything.

Cpl Dewar informed the caller that prior permission would first have to be obtained from the Station 
Commander & then transferred the call to the Duty A.T.Controller.
22:10 Lt. Capt Benfield rang up from P.Y.G. to give as much information as he could:  seven boys 
                had left Idwal Cottage YH at about10:00 hrs. to cross to PYG by the Miners Track & had not 
                arrived.  A party of O.B. pupils & instructors had already tried a search for the boys, but had been 
                forced to return as weather conditions were against them.  It was proposed that the M.R.T. should 
                search an area East of a line drawn from PYG & Llyn Ogwen to Capel Curig.
22:20 Permission to call out the Team to search at first light next day was obtained from N.R.C.C. 
                18G. & Station Commander (through Duty A.T. Controller)
23:30 Short briefing.

CALL OUT Thursday 8  th   May 1958         (Weather : gale force winds from SW. 
     Heavy & continual rain, low cloud)

03:00 Early breakfast
03:50 Departed for Capel Curig    107/720582 with  RL 58AE94, Sigs Truck, 1 ton Austin & ambulance.  

Deviation by Llanberis as a landslide had occurred in the Nant Ffrancon pass on the A5.
04:30       Met LR 35AA73 & F.S. Lees who had stayed out the night after a Sub unit visit & checked last 

night with MR Sect. & arranged a rendezvous.   (Petrol shortage  - Llanbedr only open daytime) 
04:45       Arrived at Pen y Gwryd & talked to Lt. Benfield at the A.O.B.S. camp.
04:55       Arrived Capel Curig.

   Parties as follows:-
Lees  R/T  Jones  Andrews  R/T  Balderson  Dewar  Penlington  -  3 pairs to start with to cover more 
of Gallt yr Ogof ridge from 695600  -  685585 Llyn Caseg Fraith  -  Glyder Fach
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Bray  Hendren  Briggs  Garland  Neill  Douglas  Major  Pritchard

107/718580  –  708584  -  693584  -  678582

Hughes  Collingham  R/T  Cartledge  Keegan  R/T  Bugler  Hudson  Barrows  R/T  Roberts
107/693570  -  690584  -  676578  -  667577

Each party in small parties joining up into a long line as they gained height.  Visibility low down was 
reasonably good but higher was very poor, though later on the cloud broke up & the rain stopped. The first party was 
covering the Miners Track above Llyn Caseg Fraith when they saw a large group of people descending from Glyder 
Fach; the missing boys & AOBS instructor & search party.
09:05  F.S. Lees notified other 2 parties & base that boys had been found & all parties to return to A4086 or 
base, where Fg Off Andrews was controlling the search through the Sigs vehicle & Wops. (Jennings Rutter 
Rogers all available ) Vehicles driven by Manning & Kirk ( borrowed M.T. section driver)  collected parties 
from roads about.
10:00 Tired boys shepherded to Pen y Gwryd camp.
11:30 After a brew etc.  returned to Valley by the now opened A5.

Remarks NCO i/c MRT
The limited information was not much to go on.  Neither was it known by 

the Team that the lads had full bivouac equipment with them.  The lack of ‘gen’ suggests that the AOBS 
instructors are a bit haphazard.  (The party should have had an instructor with them)

However, excellent training, in bad weather  -  just when an a/c usually gets lost etc.

17/6/58 Lees  FS
NCO i/c MRT

Remarks Officer i/c MRT
J Andrews

Remarks OC Flying Wing
Signature

      Wg Cdr

Remarks Station Commander

J T Shaw
     Gp Capt
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36 hr exercise RHINOGS

    Saturday 10  th   May 1958

     Fg Off Andrews & 15 members proceeded from Valley in RL 58AE94   Austin Sigs 75AV80   Austin 1 ton 
37AE40 and L/R 35AA73.  Base camp was established Cwm Nant Col. MR. 116/608267 and a meal was speedily 
prepared
Sun 11  th   May The team split up into parties led by Blarney, Pearson and Hendren and each party was allocated a 
walkie talkie much to their disgust.  Considerable ground was covered by all parties.  Blarney from base to 
116/633273  -  661284 (Rhinog Fawr)   -  664271  (Rhinog Fach)   -  661257 (Y Leither)  -  626246 (Moelfre)   -  
base.  Pearson from base to 626246  -  661257  -  663231 

(Crib y Rhiu)  -  662235 (Diphuys)  -  finally to Bontddu where they were picked up.  Hendren & Co did 
the reciprocal of Pearson’s course.  

      Satisfactory communication was maintained between parties throughout the exercise with the new W/T 
sets and indeed with parties calling base.

Remarks NCO i/c
     This exercise proved the new HF  15 W/T sets superiority over the T46.  Communication was 

good and at times exceptional over quite a long period of time operating.  It is also far easier to carry and manage in 
general as compared to the T46.

A Collinghan  (Cpl)

Remarks Officer i/c MRT

J C Andrews  Fg Off

Remarks O.C. Flying Wing

Remarks Station Commander.
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HOLYHEAD MOUNTAIN
4 hr exercise

Thursday 15  th   May 1958

17:50 F.S Lees + 10 Team members left Valley in 1 ton Austin 37AE40  -  a fine though overcast       
evening.
18:20 Disembarked at TWR farm  106/222822.  Simultaneously the first drops of rain fell.  By the 

time we had reached the foot of the climbs it was raining steadily, with a cold wind to numb the fingers
The majority ascended several ways by the caves halfway up Trident Buttress, & then waited 

sometime expecting the showers to finish.  Lees & Penlington climbed Catapult Crack (VS) on a top 
rope; a desperate struggle in the cold conditions.  

21:00 A very wet party returned to the vehicles & then to Valley.

Remarks NCO i/c MRT

Good experience in handling wet ropes & rocks ; nice when you stop!  Despite the unfortunate 
weather change, new chaps learned a little more.

9/6/58 Lees  FS

Remarks officer i/c MRT

J C Andrews  Fg Off

Remarks O.C. Flying Wing

Signature   Wg Cdr

Remarks Station Commander

J T Shaw
      Gp Capt
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36 hr exercise DENBIGH MOORS

Saturday 17  th   May 1958

13:45       F.S.Lees + 19 Team left Valley in RL 59AE94, Austin 1 ton 37AE40, Austin Sigs 75AV80, 
L/R  35AA73 & trailer  15AW90.  The Landrover & trailer went ahead to arrange for permission to 
camp at Pont Yr Alwen   108/963523.  The local forester  at 974527 was not in; nor was the Head Forester, Mr 

Davis. 083525, Clawdd Newydd 205.
16:30 Sandwiches at roadside until time to try telephoning Mr Davis again.  All vehicles at campsite.
17:15 Permission obtained; camp set up.  Sigs watch with Pitreavie satisfactory.

Night exercise.
This was planned mainly by the two members of the M.R. Team Leaders course, Cpl/T 

Hendren & Cpl Collingham.  Parties were given a map reference to aim for, where they should find a “yellow can” 
(milk tin fastened to a 3ft stick) with the next map reference inside.
18:30 LR Lees  Hendren Collinghan set down cans & appropriate messages until 21:30.
21:00 Parties to Gwytherin  875614 in RL.
22:00 Set out with following courses:-

Hughes Keegan (Nav) Salt (R/T)  - Gwytherin - Cefn Rhydd 849585 - Pen Bwlch y Garnedd , can at 
906549 (+ 3 tins self heating soups) - Craig yr Yyrchen 940519 - base 963523.
Balderson Neal (R/T) Cartledge (Nav)  Manning - Gwytherin - Llyn Aled Uchaf 917578 - Pen Bwlch y 
Garnedd  (race first party to soups!) - Craig yr  Yyrchen - base.
Andrews Hendren R/T  Barrows  N  Rutter  -  Gwytherin - highest point of A543 (1523') 947586 
(soups)  -  base.
Morris Penlington N Collingham  R/T Garland  - Pony y Ddol 955627 - highest point of 
A543 (race 3rd party to soups) - Llyn du 992576 - Marial Gwyn 999556 - base.

Sunday 18  th   May
When the drivers of the RL & LR had returned to base 

they went for a short walk with a 'link' R/T set. FS Lees
 was able to instruct Gray in some navigation & R/T procedure before 
it became light.   This set was the only one in touch with 

0230 Sigs truck 2 miles away – heavy interference at night on both the 
allotted frequencies.  From Craig Hir 961544 Alpine Victor was
 readable str.3.  On leaving the summit, & sitting down out of
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the wind, 3yds. from the summit,  on the opposite side to the base, Victor could be heard but not 
read. The link set could not be heard at all!

08:30  All parties to bed before it rained.
17:00  Combined breakfast lunch & dinner & returned to Valley.

R  emarks NCO i/c MRT
A satisfactory night out.  One might have wished for less moonlight (diffused above 

clouds)  lower clouds or even rain! to make the navigation more difficult!  Although the R/T sets 
were disappointing really, it is only because they are so good in daytime that we notice it - str 3. at 2 
miles is usually going to be quite adequate, & apparently it is not practical to have night frequency 
crystals allotted as well.   The crystals we have now (a 2 channel set) allow neighbouring MR Teams 
to have individual frequencies so that no exercises can be "mucked up" by wrong directions being 
passed from the neighbour's base set, and also a common frequency for use on combined exercises or
operations.

The two members of the Team Leaders course were able to see the exercise from both sides; 
almost having their soup & eating it!

9/6/58 Lees FS

Remarks Officer i/c MRT

A night of fairly good weather but nevertheless good training  -  a pity about the weather but no doubt it is 
sowing its full fury until I am on the hill!!

J C Andrews 
Fg off

Remarks O C Flying Wing

Signature  Wg Cdr

Remarks Station Commander

J T Shaw
    Gp Capt
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LAKE DISTRICT

Whit Grant
    Thursday 22  nd   May 1958

      Fg Off Andrews + 17 duty Team had arranged a combined exercise with RAF Topcliffe MRT in the 
Lake District; 18 Group NRCC approval obtained as Sgt Steed & RAF Harpur Hill MRT were to “look after” 
the Valley area of responsibility. (Sgt Steed was a member of this Team for about 2 ½ years & knows the area 
well.) 
      A borrowed RL 99AF77 took the camping gear & an advance party earlier to set up camp at Mill Beck 
82/252259 on the recommendation of Topcliffe. (58AE94 u/s temporarily - brakes) 

21:05       Main Team left Valley in RL 59AE05, LR & trailer, using improved aerial fittings (type F, from old 46 
sets) of a permanent nature, although the actual set can be available for carrying on the hill at a moment’s 
notice. R/T communications were thus first class.  Stop at Aber to wait for the traffic

2135 to go home.
22:30 Roads now clearer.  Flasks of coffee & milk carried for quick refreshment stops.
Midnight At Horton cross roads, south of Birkenhead, a smart P.C. waved us down.  An ex-MR section 

Ad.Ord. Baird!  Startling coincidence celebrated in coffee.

   Friday 23  rd   May

04:00 approx       The advantage of carrying full tool kits was demonstrated in Windermere when a stranded 
motorcyclist was “serviced”

05:30 Arrived Keswick; booked in with Police Stn & 18 Group  Sleeping & pottering about, organising 
campsite & admiring & identifying mountains in sight.

16:30 59AE05, LR & trailer to RAF Carlisle for petrol for the 3 vehicles in the afternoon.  Heavy 
thunderstorms on return caused occasional lapses on R/T sets.

RAF Topcliffe MRT  with Plt Off  J A Wood & Sgt D J Betteridge , arrived late afternoon & 
combined programme arranged in evening.

  Saturday 24  th   May

RL to Seathwaite with rock climbing parties of both Teams.  Heavy rain.
A clearance at Styhead Pass (218085) but heavy rain & sleet again on reaching Kern Knotts & the 
Napes ridges of Great Gable.
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However, due to the poor weather the climbs were not crowded, as these popular climbs

usually are on Bank Holidays.  In quite cold conditions, with small streams & waterfalls on the rocks here 
& there, & a chilly wind, rock climbing was not as pleasant as it can be in the sunshine!

Lees Pearson, followed by Blarney Rutter ascended Kern Knotts Chimney (D)
Dewar Hendren went some way up Wasdale Crack on Napes Needle
Collinghan & Andrews each took a Topcliffe “bod” up Needle Ridge.

Hughes Neale & Pritchard chased a Topcliffe party over Skiddaw (3053’) & Saddleback (2847’) & 
descended to Threlkeld.  Fortunate bus connections returned them to camp in very good time.

Whit Sunday 25  th   May 1958

Started off as another cold wet day with low clouds on the tops.  A short “tour” in the RL to 
assist members to grasp the geography of the western part of this area quickly was made; by afternoon the sun
came out; after descending Honister Pass into Borrowdale some rock climbing was carried out on 
Shepherds’ Crag (263185)  -  

Lees Rutter Williams    Brown Slabs Direct   abseiled down.
Jones Pearson     Jackdaw Ridge, Little Chamonix
Bray Gray Neal    Little Chamonix.
Andrews  Blarney

Fg Off Andrews took Dewar Hendren Collingham & Blarney ^ Pritchard, Keegan to ruined Brathay 
Hall.
Later they climbed on Lower Scout & Scout Crags.

Monday 26  th   May 1958

A better day again.  Blarney Morris Pritchard & Gray went up Grisdale Pike, Grassmoor, Whiteless 
Pike, Newlands Hause, Robinson & so to camp.

Another party went to Great gable again, hoping to ascend Napes Needle & be photographed in the sun, as on
picture postcards!  A cold wind brought cloud shortly after our arrival, as the cameras were not hidden out osight!

Napes Needle.  Lees Pearson Bray Fg Off Andrews:  Hendren (Jones)
Needle Ridge  ↔ Collingham Keegan.  Pearson Bray  ↔  Lees. Hendren Jones  ↔
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Kern Knotts Chimney  -  Collingham Keegan  ↔.  Hendren Jones.
Keegan Bray walked over Gr. Gable, Green Gable & ↓ Gillercombe to Seathwaite, while others 

descended Great Hell gate & returned by way of Styhead Tarn.

Tuesday 27  th   May 1958

A general desire to ascend Scafell Pikes (3210’), the highest of the Lakeland Hills:-
       Hughes Neal Pearson Keegan
Seathwaite  -  Grains Gill  -  229087  -  Esk Hause (about 235083)  -  Broad Crag  -  Scafell Pikes  -  
down to 210078  -  guides track round Piers Ghyll & traverse across Hay pikes to Sty Head.  ↓ Gill to 
Seathwaite.

      Blarney Morris Jones Pritchard reciprocal

      Fg Off Andrews & Cpl Dewar went climbing on Shepherd’s Crag:-
↑ Brown Slabs Direct ↑ Brown Slab climb ↓ it. ↑ B.S. Arete ↑ B S Crack  - first pitch of 
Slings.
      Andrews & Cpl Bennet (Topcliffe)

19:40 Campsite cleared & moved to Keswick to book out with Police & NRCC
19:40 Departed for Valley

30 minute halt for fish & chips in Lancaster.
23:55 Mersey Tunnel. R/T sets died away in the tunnel & the L/R stopped   -   it was thought, by the RL 

crew, for petrol   -   jerricans in the trailer.  Therefore the two RLs waited just past the tunnel exit & gave LR 
five minutes to tip a jerrican full of fuel into the tank.  Unfortunately this was not the case  - electrical fault  -  
& within 2 minutes the Tunnel police had driven up, attached their LR to the RAF one & towed it off to the 
exit  - fee 10/-  (no cheap rates for Services!)

00:35     59AE05 RL with those who had to be at work early in the morning, continued towards 
Valley

02:45 The other two vehicles remained until the trouble had been diagnosed & a new rotor arm 
bought.   They then informed Valley Air Traffic of their intention to proceed & did so.

05:30 approx      Vehicles refuelled:  p staff in bed before the sun rose; a fine morning after pleasant 
moonlit night.
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Remarks NCO i/c MRT
A worthwhile exercise.  Similar remarks to that on page 109; possibly even 

more so!  Excellent morale raiser.  The 'return' visit is provisionally for August grant.

12/6/58 Lees FS

Remarks Officer I/c MRT

The effect of this change of scenery was very marked and  exercises of this type do help to stimulate the 
team after the vigorous and continuous training programme.  Although the Team is keen there is the problem 
of staleness and this is a good way of beating it and in a very productive way with regard to the skill of the 
team.

Remarks O.C.Flying Wing

These more ambitious exercises seem to me to be extremely valuable  -  their frequency 
too  seems about right.

Signature   Wg Cdr

Remarks Station Commander
J T  Shaw  
    G.C.
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36 hr exercise EYRI   -   Nantgwynent 

Saturday 31  st   May 1958 

14:00       F.S.Lees +15 Team set up camp in Nantgwynent, at the foot of  the Watkin track.  107/628509.    
Vehicles used were:-

15:30 two RLs, LR & trailer.
16:00 Left for rock climbing training on Dinas Bach  ( 632560)  -  a small crag in the Llanberis Pass.

Dewar Major Flake Chimney. Also Cartledge  Manning
Garland  Morris Ash Tree Gulley Cartledge Manning Flake Traverse
Blarney  Salt    ------//--------
Penlington   Bugler Flake Traverse  ↑ & ↓     Flake Chim.

21:00 Returned to base for the evening meal.

Sunday 1  st   June 1958

10:00 A walking party on Molewyns  -   Garland Morris Bugler & Hendren
Moel Siabod  -  Dakota crash  -  base.
Rock climbing on Glyder Fach  :-
Lees Major Angular Chimney on Gribin,  Gamma ; Needles Eye, 

        ↓ Main Gully Ridge ↓  Beta
Dewar McNeill   Chimney Climb on Bochclwyd   ↑ Chasm.  ↑ Spiral Variant  ↓  Chasm  - 2 top pitches
Cartledge Manning      ----------//-------------     Beta, Delta,  Chasm
Blarney  Salt Slab on Gribin.  Beta.   Main Gully Ridge.  ↓  top half of East Gully Arete.
Penlington  Balderson    Slab Intermediate on Gribin.   Delta.   Spiral Variant.

Much good training was carried out despite several very heavy thunderstorms  -  one could get fairly 
dry between the wettings.

20:00 Half rock climbers back almost on time for the meal.
21:00 Remainder arrived in RL for their late dinner.
22:10 Left for Valley.

Remarks NCO i/c MRT
        A surprising amount can be crammed in now & again on Saturday evenings ( of training, not evening 

meal!)  A good weekend.  The rain was comparatively warm  -  pleasant after Whit Friday on Gr. Gable
12/6/58 Lees  FS
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Remarks Officer i/c MRT

Keeping at it! J C Andrews

Remarks O.C.Flying Wing

Signature  Wg Cdr.

Remarks Station Commander

J T Shaw
    G.C.
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8hr exercise. MYNYDD MAWR

       Wednesday 4  th   June 1958

13:30 Fg/Off Andrews & 13 team members left Valley in RL 58AE94  Austin 1 Ton 37AE40 & Landrover 
Amb 08AA20.

15:00 Team arrived at base camp near Llyn Cwellyn. 107/555556.
15:30 Four parties left to search for three old aircraft wrecks which were known to be on Mynedd Mawr.

Party 1 Radios were used.
Hughes (Echo)  Nav Harris Penlington searched the cwm from 107/552554 to summit and 

found wreckage of Mosquito at 107/548550 and Vampire at 107/546546
Party 2

Major Nav (Foxtrot) Latt , McNeil searched north face and found wreckage at 107  540549 
which they were unable to identify.
Party 3

Cartledge Nav (Oscar)  Hendren Barrows searched north face and summit ridge and would 
have found wreckage of Vampire if party 1 had missed it as one of the tail booms was clearly visible 
from the summit ridge.
Party 4

F/O Andrews (Alpha) Nav. Collingham  Balderson were dropped off at 107/525535 and searched the
west face.  This party also found Vampire wreckage.  

Although the exercise was rather short it was quite valuable as, owing to the very good weather 
some of the newer team members had a chance to see quite a large part of the area and therefore now have 
more knowledge of the position and shape of various mountains.

20:00 Left for Valley.
16/6/58 J Hendren

(J. HENDREN) Cpl/T

Remarks O.i/c     A new area to me and a very one interesting one.  Wreckage very well spread over the mountain 
side.

J C Andrews
17/8/58
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ARENIGS

36 hr exercise
Saturday 7  th   June 1958

13:45 Fg off Andrews + 13 duty team left Valley in RL 58AE94, Austin 1 ton 77AE40, 
L/R & trailer (35AA73 + 15AW90) the landrover went on ahead to get permission for and establish 
base camp at Tai Hirion 116/811397

14:45 Team arrived and in a short while a meal was being prepared.

Night Exercise Sunday 8  th   June
Planned by the MR team leaders course members Cpl Collinghan , Cpl/T Hendren.  

The Team was divided into small parties, each party with a W/T set and course directions,  These 
were from various points around the Arenigs and of a duration of eleven miles.

22:00 commenced with following courses :-
    Hughes (Nav)  Cartledge  Balderson  W/T Alpha  -  Trawsfynydd  
711350  -  746340  -  Moel Llyfnant  808352  -  Arenig Fawr  

04:30 827369  -  Base 811397.
    Collingham  (Nav)  Penlington  Barrows  W/T  November
3 miles south of Trawsfynydd  714301  -  725299  -  

03:00 Moel Llyfnant  808352  -  Arenig Fawr  827369  -  Base  811397.
    Hendren  (Nav)  Major  Harris  Fg/Off Andrews  W/T  Zulu
832246  -  Dduallt  810273  -  815326  -  Moel Llyfnant  -  Arenig Fawr.  The new man, 
Harris, was not up to the heavy going through the bogs north of Dduallt & the party 
eventually turned eastwards from 818326 & went down the Afon Lliw valley to Llanwchllyn
where they walked along the road to Bala.  Fg Off Andrews “hitch hiked” to base & sent the 05:30
L/R to pick them up 2 miles W of Bala.

After sleeping until late afternoon, the Team ate as much as possible & returned to 18:00
Valley in the evening.

Remarks NCO i/c MRT
    A foul night to be out but very suitable training & experience.  The R/T sets were 

again most unsuccessful during the night although perfect by day.  A report is to be written on the subject of 
walkie talkie frequencies & this snag will be reported.  Meanwhile one hopes to be near enough to have sets near 
enough to each other to enable good communications during night sweep searches (if any).Normally

124
such searches would be carried out in daytime when the allotted frequencies are first class.

J R Lees FS

17/6/58 NCO i/c MRT

Remarks Officer i/c MRT
Apologies are tendered for the delay in producing this “issue” of the log book.  The 

paper work tends to drop behind when the NCO i/c & deputies are emulating a certain type of fly  -  the operational 
state of the Team obviously takes priority over paper.

J R Lees FS

Remarks Officer i/c MRT

The night exercise was carried out in very ‘suitable’ weather and the rain was obviously saved up for the 
discomfort of the Officer i/c!

    Regarding the difficulty in keeping up to date with the log book, the NCO has my full sympathy as 
the Team is continually in action.  Every effort is needed to pass the log quickly from hand to hand as every day 
away from the M.R. Section is adding to the ‘backlog’

J C Andrews  Fg Off   17.6.58

124 Cont’d 



Remarks O.C.F.W

I’m glad it’s worth reading when it does appear!  Well done

Signature  Wg Cdr

Remarks Station Commander

J T Shaw
       G.C
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TRYFAN

8hr Wednesday 11  th   June

13:45     Fg Off Andrews + 18 Team travelled in RL 58AE94,   NCO Course
1 ton Austin, LR & trailer to Gwern y Gof Uchaf , where a 

15:00 temporary base was set up.       107/673605
          The Team, led by Cpl/T Bray then went up Tryfan with a stretcher, to practice an evacuation of 

an injured man from half way up the east face.  Point chosen was on the North Buttress climb where last year one of 
the members of this Team, during an exercise had an accident & subsequently lost his leg.  Despite having two ‘brand 
new’ members in the party, good time was made to the “casualty”

Meanwhile Fg Off Andrews & F/Sgt Lees visited Pen y Gwryd to discuss M.R. from the civilian 
point of view with Mr C B Briggs BEM, the local organiser.  The civilian Mountain Rescue Committee have recently 
decided to make Mr Briggs the central co-ordination officer for all civilian mountain accidents in N.Wales & are 
asking the local police to communicate with him first in any emergency.  He will then appraise the situation & the 
number of visiting climbers available nearby at w/e) and decide whether or not to ask for RAF MRT assistance.  This 
is much better than, as has happened now & again, the police asking for our help, through RAF Valley Air Traffic, at a 
weekend  -  finally 18G NRCC send the RAF V. MRT 100 miles & more to help & we find that there is a surfeit of 
civilian climbers already available in the immediate area.  ( It is automatic  that as a civilian climber one helps any 
other who has fallen on the mountains, & the M.R.C. have situated posts such as Pen y Gwryd to this end).  Where a 
large scale search or a technically difficult rescue has to be effected, particularly at mid-week & non holiday periods, 
RAF Valley will be asked to assist, by Mr Briggs, & the technical & local “information” passed more easily to Off or 
NCO i/c MRT (as climbers) more efficiently than third hand through policeman with no knowledge of mountaineering 
terms etc.  In fact this revised system should ensure that RAF time is not being wasted, either during the week, or 
more often previously, during weekend training exercises.  At the same time there should be speedier actions from a 
central control.

The “casualty” was lowered down the North Buttress in reasonably quick time, considering 
18:00 the few new people out  -  just in time to be met on the Heather Terrace by NCO i/c.
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      New “boys” given practice in carrying the loaded stretcher down the “easy” Heather Terrace  -  
awkward broken ground for this sort of thing.  To base in time for sausage & egg.  
      Bray & Lees descended the Traverse of Tryfan Bach & were almost not in time for sausage & egg.!
      Returned to Valley in the last light.

Remarks NCO i/c MRT
    A good afternoons work all round. Lees  FS

Remarks Officer i/c MRT

I hope that this afternoons work will be the start of a new and even better relationship with the civilian 
mountain rescue workers.  It does leave a great deal to the discretion of Mr Briggs but I think that he will call on us 
where there is a case in which a patient will be saved pain or even life by our acknowledged superior 
discipline and organisation on the hill.

John Andrews
Fg Off

Remarks OC Flying

Remarks Station Commander

J T  Shaw
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CARNEDDAU

36 hr exercise
Saturday 14  th   June 1958

14:00       Depart RAF Valley for base camp, GWERN-Y-GOF UCHAF, situated 
below TRYFAN.  Arrive base approx 17:00.  Vehicles used were one R.L. 58.AE.94
and Austin 1 Ton  -  37AE40.   17 members attended.
        Sunday 15  th   June 58
        Owing to excellent weather, rock climbing was possible and all members, 
other than 4 fairly new & new members, went rock climbing.  The climbing was 
carried out on AMPHITHEATRE BUTTRESS & AMPITHEATRE RIB.  A walking 
party covered the CARNEDDAU HORSHOE, starting from base and finishing at HELIG.

near CAPEL CURIG.

Climbing parties were in two’s
Cpl’s  Collingham & Hendren    -   Amphitheatre Buttress
Cpl     Hughes & Penlington  -      ---------/-----   Rib
            Cartledge & Manning   -        ---------/------   Buttress
Cpl      Morris & Salt                 -         --------/------    Buttress

Jones & McNeil           -          Avalanche Gully
The walking party consisted of 4 members   -  
     Barrows (navigator  -  Leader)  Hudson  Potter & Willey.  The course completed

was  -   Base camp  -  Pen-yr Oleu-wen  -  Carnedd Dafydd  -  Carnedd Llewelyn  -  Pen-yr Helgi-du
Pen-Llithrig-y-Wrach  -  699595, there the Austin 1 Ton was awaiting them.

REMARKS     -    The weather was excellent and a good day was enjoyed by all members.

D Hughes Cpl

Remarks Officer i/c  MRT

J C Andrews

REMARKS   OFFICER  COMMANDING  FLYING WING

REMARKS  STATION COMMANDER

J T  Shaw
Group Capt
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ARENIGS

8 hour exercise
Wednesday 18.6.58

Left RAF Valley at approx 14:00 hrs with 13 members, and Air Ministry Photographer
who were going to GLAN-DENA to meet F/Sgt Lees to continue the production of a film on rock climbing.  
Arrived at Glan Dena at approx 15:45, handed over photographers and rations for the course, then left for 
YSPYTTY-IFAN 107/844488 where a base camp was set up by SAC MANNING  and AC McNeil.  The remainder 
then proceeded to 107/86054975 then to 107/86254865. Where a sweep search was carried out to try and find 
a Halifax which crashed on 4.1.1944 or any wreckage or the point of impact.  Nothing was found  and 
enquired at farm  -  Cerrig-Cellgwm-Uchaf :-  -  859451, confirmed that no aircraft was known to crash in the 
area but that a crash occurred about 6-8 miles east of the farm during the war, but no confirming date.

The search party consisted of Cpl’s  Keegan, Bray, Hughes and Potter, Willey  - Salt Cartledge, Gray, 
Rutter, Harris also Flt/Lt Smith of S.S.R’s.  R.T. Communication was maintained on the search.  Sets used 
were  ECHO  -  OSCAR  -  VICTOR  -  X-RAY.

REMARKS  -  Short attendances were due to personnel on leave and requirements at the Summer Course.

D Hughes  Cpl

REMARKS  OFFICER  i/c   M.R.T    (MRS Course)

John Andrews  Fg Off

REMARKS  OFFICER  COMMANDING  FLYING WING

REMARKS  STATION COMMANDER
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ARANS

72 hr   EXERCISE

20.6.1958   -   23.6.1958

FRIDAY
Team of 11 members departed from R.A.F Valley at approx 18:15 hours, stopping at Glan 

Dena with rations for the Summer Course.  Continued then to DINAS MAWDDWY where Base camp was set up 
at approx 22:30.  Two Bedford R.L’s were used, 58AE94 and 59AE05

SATURDAY Three courses were walked over a virtually new area for the team and with the weather a very 
pleasant day was had by all.

Course 1. Cpl Bray Nav (Nav-Leader)  Gray and Willey
116/731105  -  745108  -  772138  -  802142  -  835138  -  Base

Course 2 Cpl Keegan (Nav-Leader)  Penlington and McNeil
116/767168  -  765147  -  802142  -  835135  -  Base.

Course 3 Cartledge (Nav-Leader)  Jones and Potter
116/758058  -  776082  -  804099  -  814132  -  823152  -  Base

Base Camp Cpl Morris and SAC Rutter

SUNDAY Again three courses were walked, this time 3 different areas were covered by each course, 
other than the area covered the previous day.

Course 1 Jones (Nav-Leader)  Potter & Willey.
Aran Ridge,  Base Camp  -  851268

Course 2 Cpl Keegan (Nav Leader)  Cpl Morris & Penlington
Bron Afon (011113)  -  Mynydd y Gadru  -  Moel-y-TryFel  -  Moel-y-Llyn
Tir Rhiwog  -  y-Foel  -  Foel-yr-Hydd  -  Base.

Course 3 Cpl Bray (Nav-Leader) Cartledge & Rutter
Cann Office (013107)  -  Pey-y-Coed  -  954098  -  Carnedd-y-Cylch
Carnedd Wen  -  Mynydd Llyn Coch Lwyd  -  Esgair Ddu  -  Base.

Courses 2 & 3 again covered a new area but was not as pleasant country as the day before, as a 
lot of unmarked forestry was present with boggy ground.  Good navigation was essential.

Base Camp McNeil and Gray.

MONDAY Again three courses were walked, two south of Base, and one south west.
Course 1 Cpl Bray (Nav-Leader)  Penlington.

Set out to inspect a slab of rock 500’-600’ alongside a waterfall by Craig Maes Glass 
(827414).  The slab proved loose and unsafe for climbing and the walk was continued to Minllyn then
to Base.
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Course 2 Cpl Morris (Nav Leader) Gray  McNeil

Corwiss Coch (846031)   -  Moel Eiddaw  -  Esgair Ddu  -  Mallyd.
Course 3. Cartledge (Nav Leader) Jones, Rutter & Willey.

Reverse of Course 2
Base Camp Cpl Keegan & Potter

At approx 18:30 hrs Base was broken and team started back to R.A.F. Valley.

D Hughes Cpl

REMARKS    OFFICER    i/c    MRT  (MRS Course)

John Andrews  Fg Off.

REMARKS   OFFICER   COMMANDING   FLYING WING     

REMARKS    STATION    COMMANDER
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MOEL SIABOD

8 hr Exercise
Wednesday   25.6.1958

Team of 9 members left R.A.F. Valley at approx 14:00 hrs for an afternoon exercise over Moel 
Siabod.  Two vehicles were used   Bedford R.L. 58AE 94 and Signals Truck 75 AV80.

Two courses were walked up Siabod, one starting at Capel Curig and finishing at Pen-y- Gwryd.  
The second course did the reverse.  Base camp was set up outside the Pen-y-Gwryd.

Members present for the exercise were Cpl’s Keegan, Bray, Bugler.  Cartledge, Rutter, Gray, 
Barrows, Penlington and Harris.

The weather was at its worst, and both parties completed the course in good time in spite of the 
weather conditions, of low cloud and driving rain.  Team left for Valley at 21:30 hrs, arriving at Valley 
approx 23:00 hrs.

Remarks Low attendances due to overtime in most sections and commitments with the Summer Course.

D Hughes Cpl

REMARKS  OFFICER    i/c   M.R.T  (MRS Course)

J.C Andrews    Fg Off.

Remarks O/C Flying Wing

Remarks Station Commander
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RIVALS

36 hour  Exercise 
           28.6.58

SAT    FRIDAY
Team of eleven members and one other S.A.C. Coe of M.C.U. Holyhead attended 

the weekend exercise.  Team left Valley at 14:00 hrs, arrived base 16:30 hours.  Three vehicles were 
used Bedford R.L. 58 AE 94   Austin Signals 75 AV 80 and the Land rover Ambulance.  The weather seemed 
at its best.

SUNDAY 29/6/58
Two courses were walked over El Eifl and adjoining hills to the East.  

Course 1 Blarney (Nav Leader)  Coe – McNeil – Buger.
115/387451  -  El Eifl  -  Moel Pen Llechog  -  Gryn Ddu  -  Gryn Goch

- Bwlch Mawr  -  Pen-y-Caer  -  Moel Bron-y-Moid  -  387451 (Bedford RL)
Course 2 Balderson (Nav Leader)  Barrows  Harris.

Reverse of Course 1. Journey by RL 58 AE 94  Driver SAC Gray.
Cpl Keegan and SAC Manning in L.R. Ambulance, called on the farmers for any information about any 
unrecorded A/c wreckages from the war   Non are present.

All parties return base by 19:00 hours for tea,  Depart for RAF Valley at 20:45 arrive RAF 
Valley 23:35.

D Hughes  CPL

REMARKS  OFFICER   I/C M.R.T
In the absence of F/S Lees and I, on the M.R. Summer Course, Cpl Keegan did a fine job in organising the 

Valley team.  
J.C Andrews  Fg Off

Remarks O/C Flying Wing

Remarks Station Commander
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SNOWDEN & LLIWEDD

36 hr exercise
    Saturday 5  th   July 1958

14:00     F.S Lees + 10 team left Valley in 2 vehicles,  RL 58AE94 & LR + trailer.  (other vehicles        
available but no drivers   ----  one MTD borrowed from M.T.O. & NCO i/c MRT)  Camp set up in     
Cwm Dyli at 107/655537.

About 2 hours were available for rock climbing on nearby crags:-
Lockwood’s Chimney (D)  Clogwyn y Bustach  (648536)

    ascended by 2 threes  -  Jones  Potter  Balderson .    Blarney  Willey  Salt
Oxo (VS)     Craig Wenallt  (647525)           Lees  Bray

Sunday 6  th   July

While Barrows  Salt  Willey & Potter did the traverse of the Snowden Horseshoe, from & 
back to the campsite, the remainder rock climbed on Lliwedd.  

Blarney  Balderson Ridge route   D  & then rest of Horseshoe
Bray  Jones     Central  Chimney   Red Wall  & Langland’s Continuation
Lees  Moffat       Birch Tree  Traverse Rte.  Eaves finish

        Ochre Slab     Langland’s Continuation.
Returned to Valley in the evening.

Remarks NCO i/c MRT A fine weekend; those available were able
    to take full advantage of it.  Only a few midgies experienced at this camp 
    site  -  usually it is unbearable due to the bracken all round 

23/7/58 Lees  FS

Remarks Officer i/c MRT

John Anderson   Fg Off
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Call to Immediate Readiness
Tuesday 8  th   July

17:02 Cpl Collingham received order from Controller 18 Group saying 19 Group SRCC wanted MRT at 
Immediate Readiness with effect from 17:00 hrs.  (Queen Mother flying to Valley)

17:05 First Tannoy broadcast after request by F.S. Lees to PBX (All lines to Air Traffic in use)
17:15 Second Tannoy broadcasted after Cpl/T Hendren had asked for a repeat.  This broadcast was the first 

to be heard  by members of the Team who were already on parade.
17:25 First man arrived.
17:30 20 assembled (including 5 permanent staff)

Due to the low cloud & poor visibility at Valley the aircraft with the Queen Mother was diverted to 
Mona.
The Team was stood down later by S & NRCC

Remarks NCO i/c MRT
Apparently SRCC originally only required the Team to be at “Standby” which means that 

part-time members continue with their normal duties.  When the royal a/c could not get in at Valley 
easily  they raised the readiness state to Immediate which means all the Team “booted & spurred”, are at the 
M.R. Section, ready to leave within 2 minutes.  Unfortunately it was not done direct but through our 
controlling authority  18G (NRCC).  Even to “the time” taken for the Team to muster reflects very badly on 
the station organisation.

Apparently the first tannoy message might have been heard had there been silence when it 
commenced; instead it is said that SNCOs in charge of flights continued calling out orders for the parade & 
completely ignored the loudspeakers.  The second message was heard ( from the same loudspeakers in the 
centre ASF hanger) because by then the parade had commenced & there was comparative quiet.  

It is suggested that the need to listen to all Tannoy messages might be stressed, even during 
parades etc; to the whole station.  An alternative system of alarm is also suggested (Topcliffe had a 
siren) or failing this, members of the MRT excused parades  -  since there are only 15-20 people this will not 
have a serious effect on parades.  

23/7/58                J R Lees   FS
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Remarks Officer i/c MRT

It is indeed fortunate that there was no call on the team at this time and I agree completely 
with the remarks of the NCO i/c.

 J C Andrews

Remarks O/C Flying Wing
NCO i/c M.R. is not certain  that the broadcast was preceded by “Emergency”.  It 

seems doubtful that if the prefix were used, there would be no attention paid to the message.  NCO i/c M.R. is 
investigating means of ensuring that such calls are given an Emergency prefix..

9 Aug ’58 Signature  Sqn Ldr

Remarks Station Commander

P.S
This page was written up far too long after the event.  In my opinion ,the Team were informed in the morning 

that they would be at immediate readiness   -  by Air Traffic Control after discussion with me.  18 Gp’s call is therefore 
inconsequential and should only have confirmed action already taken.  

This log must be kept up better than it is being at the moment  -  there are too many delays.

Signature  Wg Cdr
11 Aug’58

Remarks  Station Commander

No further comments

Signature  Wg Cdr
11 Aug 58 A/Co
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8hr exercise GLYDERS & CARNEDDAU

Wednesday 9  th   July 1958

14:00 F.S lees + 13 Team travelled to a temporary base at the side of the A5 at Llyn Ogwen  
(107/653603  in RL 58AE94,  Sigs Vehicle

Fg Off Andrews, also in the area with a ‘cripple’ & the LR ambulance searching for possible 
camp sites in connection with the “ aircrew mountain exercise scheme”

Rock climbing & nav. ex.   Parties as follows ;-  Neal  Hudson
Pen yr Oleu wen  -  Carnedd Dafydd  -  Glandena.
Hendren  Collingham  -  Tennis Shoe. Bray  Potter  -  Hope
Lees  Willey  -  Faith. Blarney  Jones
Andrews  Morrris
Hendren  Willey & Collingham  Potter  ↓  Ordinary on slabs while 
Lees & Bray did the “True Traverse”    Holly Tree Wall.

Plan to return to base for a meal at 20:00 hrs.  The Idwal 
Slabs parties were about off the crags when reds were seen

20:10   from Ogwen  & then up the track limped Pearson, the base camp “cripple”  firing off more.
Call out

Apparently  a party of 5 Army Outward Bound School cadets were on an exercise over the 
Glyders.  , when one  They became lost & then one sprained? / broke? An ankle.  (In fact, the same sort of 
thing as on page 110).    One eventually found his way down to the Llanberis Pass ( they were heading for 
a camp on the other side of Glyder Fach, at Llyn Bochlwyd)  & hitch-hiked round to Ogwen, giving the 
alarm to the MRT base camp.  More AOBS personnel were camping nearby & 20:30Lees called to tell 
them the story & ask their assistance  etc.

21:00 Walkie-talkies set up by Bray & Lees & taken & sent by cadets to remainder of team who had gone 
up to Bochlwyd to see how many were at the campsite & whether more news had since arrived.  
Unfortunately this advance party did not take walkie-talkies with them, though they did take a stretcher.  

Since there was only 1 ½ hrs of daylight left they decided to not wait, so ‘leapt’ up to the crest of the 
ridge (c.3200’) between Gribin & Glyder Fach & commenced a rapid search of the area near the “path”  -  
unfortunately there was cloud over the whole area, though it looked as though it might clear up.
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A party of AOBS with S/Sgt Pomphret  i/c went up to the 

ridge with them & then went along towards the head of Cwm 
Tryfan without any luck.  This party was met by a large party of 
AOBS (from Ogwen) with our walkie talkie man with them, 
about Bwlch Tryfan.  Consultation with Bochlwyd ‘HQ’ 
where there were a reinforcement of R/T sets (Lees & Bray)  -  darkness  -
  then the army officer i/c said not to worry, they have
full bivouac equipment with them anyway!

Returned to Base at Ogwen & fired pyrotechniques in case 
they might be seen by the 7 on the Glyders  ( Cpl/T Hendren, 
Cpl Collingham, Cpl Morris, Blarney, Hudson, Willey & Potter )

Of course, they were not!
Fg Off Andrews, F/S Lees, & Cpl/T Bray went looking for their 

lights from the road between Capel Curig & Pen y Pass, as
 they would possibly have gone down on that side of the

 Glyders, & from ½ mile E of Pen y Gwryd saw lights 
about a mile from the road.  Bray & Lees went to join them

0100 & found a rather tired group with the missing cadet on a 
about rope stretcher!  They had been heavily weighted down on 

the evacuation by the loads of equipment  -  apparently
 the 3 cadets who left the injured man (& his companion) had 
all left their rucksacks etc  -  & waterlogged sleeping  bags, particularly

about 2200   the service pattern, are heavy!  (Cadets found at 656579)  
Bray & Lees then did a bit of work & “pic a backed” the

0130 casualty to the road.   Then to the ambulance at Ogwen.
02:00 It was decided that since he was suffering from wet & cold a

good deal as well he should be taken straight to his parent unit (TOWYN) 
which was done by the LR ambulance.

Team returned to Valley & went to bed  -  a fine dawn

Remarks NCOi/c MRT I feel the army are trying to make 
these lads run before they can walk.  Still, they gave us 
some excellent training, though I’d rather do it earlier in 
the day, personally.  The people who forgot to take a 
walkie talkie had to do a lot of really hard work, without 
any support from the rest, purely because there was no 
organisation, so no doubt the lesson was forced home!

We might visit the AOBS HQ at Towyn & tactfully
 suggest they benefit better on M.R. procedure as well as 
navigation  -  a personal visit during a sub unit inspection 
can be arranged.

Lees  FS
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Remarks Officer i/c MRT

I am not at all happy about use of   the team by this Army Organisation …….losing parties because 
they are not well enough trained in basic principles and then calling on us ( and leaving it entirely to 
us often ) to find them when they do go astray.
However I feel that we cannot ignore these ‘callouts’ as in this case the boy was not alright and 
they are prone to accidents.

John Andrews
Fg Off.

Remarks O/C Flying Wing

No further comments
Signature   Wg Cdr

Remarks Station Commander

No further comments

Signature Wg Cdr
11Aug 58 A/Co
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PLYNLIMON

Friday 11  th   July 1958

18;30 Fg Off Andrews + 13 Team left Valley in LR & trailer & RL 58AE94
21-50  -  “Standby” in Dolgellau for Royal Flight.  
    2300 Team slept in vehicles outside Fire Station Dolgellau  (see p.23)

Saturday 12  th

07:00 Left Dolgellau & continued southwards
09:30 Arrived campsite at Dyffryn Castell  127/773817 to

find Sgt Martin & the St Athan MRT ready with a 
second breakfast.

10:30      Parties of St A. & V Team members mixed, traversed 
the various ridges of Plynlimon in heavy rain.

17:00 All groups back at base.

Sunday 13  th

10:00     Parties consisting of members of both teams carried out Nav.
 training on the hills immediately to the south.  Low cloud 
with rain later.
    St Athan returned to their parent station in evening.

20:00     Later the Valley MRT were alerted for some missing 
AOBS cadets (yet again).  A preliminary search of the 
roads in the area found them camped at the roadside 
& they were brought to base & fed etc.  (Collected by 
Army authorities next morning).  Fg Off Andrews + 4 had a fruitless 
search meanwhile until 23:50 hrs! 

Monday 14  th

    Short navigation courses so that all were back for a meal 
at 15:00.  Left about 16:30 & returned to 
Valley about 23:00 hrs.
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Remarks Officer i/c MRT

Again an excellent weekend  - despite the weather  -  in an area not often visited as it is on the 
Southern Limit of Valley territory.  With regard to the ‘callout’  -  this underlined the usefulness of a 
thorough search of all roads around an area before putting any parties on the hills.  Although we didn’t find 
the lads, my party caught three young rabbits which added greatly to the meal when we did finally get off 
the search.

John Andrews
Fg Off

Remarks O.C.F.W

Seen
Signature  Wg Cdr

Remarks CO

Seen
Signature    Wg Cdr

A/CO
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MOELWYNS

Saturday 19  th   July 1958

14:00 Fg Off Andrews + 11 Team left Valley in LR & trailer, LR ambulance, & 2 RLs
16:30 Camp set up in Nantmor  107/620467

Sunday 20  th   July

      Some navigating over the adjacent Molewyns while the remainder drove round 
to Tan y Grisiau  & climbed on the crags above the village.  The gateman on the new road built by 
the Hydro electric scheme up to Llyn Stwlan has changed & was not very keen to allow the 
vehicles to use the road at first.  Prior permission should be sought in future.

Manning  Cartledge Craig Dyn Chic.   Kirkus
Fg Off Andrews  Flt Lt Cunningham (Educator)   Taith y Pererin  -  abseiling!!
Dewar  Hudson Craig Tri Taith y Pererin

Craig Dyn Kirkus’ route
Major  Gray.

Cloud on tops.  Wet rock but fairly fine.
       Returned to Valley in the evening.

Remarks Officer i/c MRT

This is fine rock climbing ground which the team is helping in some small way to open up.  With 
regard to difficulties with the gateman, these were very minor but nevertheless it would be good to establish 
contact with those controlling the approach road and obtain some kind of permanent permission.  

Flt Lt Cunningham spent the weekend with the team and expressed amazement at the skill of the 
R.L. drivers.  There is no doubt that the campsite, which itself is one of the best I have visited, is 
handicapped by the narrow approach road and only very skilful driving will lake these large unwieldy trucks 
to their destination.

J C Andrews Fg Off 

Remarks O.C.F.W.
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ROYAL WELSH SHOW

Tuesday 22nd  -  Friday 25th July 1958

Tuesday 22  nd

Am. Royal Flight Standby in M.R.S.
Pm F/O Andrews and 19 team members moved to site of Royal Welsh Show at Llandegai.  Camp 

set up on hillside overlooking the show.  First contact made with MUD which was to be the major drawback 
of the show.  M.R. team members assisted in the setting up and ‘cleaning’ of the static display stand in the 
main showground.

Royal Flight Standby again in the evening.

Wednesday  Thursday  Friday.

    Mornings were spent in organising the campsite and rehearsing the demonstration to be given in the 
afternoon as it changed slightly each time with improvements (?) incorporated.
    In its final form the L/R and L/R Ambulance entered the arena and 10 members of team rescued a ‘pilot’ 
from a blazing a/c wreck.  The patient was then removed by stretcher to a pickup area and the 22 sqn 
helicopter called in by radio and Very pistol.  A ‘doctor’ was first lowered and then ‘doctor’ and ‘patient’ 
removed by a double lift, the patient being strapped in a Neil Robertson stretcher.  The final visit by the 
helicopter returned the patient, stretcher now in a rucksack, as a fully active member of the M.R.Team.
    During this time the team also maintained a rosta of men in the Static Exhibition to answer questions on 
the display of M.R. equipment in the tent.  

Saturday 26  th

    F/O Andrews and 9 team members went to Tryfan and did some climbing in slight rain, returning to 
Llandegai for a hot meal followed by a spate of vehicle cleaning and general clearing up at the campsite.
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Remarks Officer i/c M.R.S.

It is estimated that 10,000 people watched the M.R. demonstrations and in this way no doubt our 
presence was one of the major single attractions of the show.  It was, however, the helicopter which drew the 
crowds and once again I would underline the virtual impossibility of showing Mountain Rescue in a field.  A 
false impression of the setup is actually given.

As many of the team members had had no experience in working with the helicopter, this was useful 
and the stretcher and pilot rescue practice was not a waste of time.

In general, however, I am against making the team a set of actors and in this case it hasn’t in fact 
improved morale as it has strained relationships with the section making an unhappy atmosphere for the 
everyday work of the men.

I would ask for full support in cutting down this type of work for the team.

J C Andrews  Fg Off

Remarks O/C Flying Wing

Remarks Station Commander

J T Shaw
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w/e exercise GLYDERS & CARNEDDAU

Sat & Sun 26/27th July 1958

Sat 26  th

FO Andrews and nineteen team members remained based at Llandegai after the Royal Welsh Show.  
Most of the day spent cleaning vehicles and equipment of R.W. mud.

Sun 27  th   Four parties set out in very promising weather to trudge across the Carneddau and Glyder 
ranges.  True to, or typical of Wales however, the weather broke its promise and presented 
very trying conditions for the party navigation.  Of the four parties, two walked over the Carneddau.  
Party one,  Balderson (Nav)  F/O Andrews  Johnson and Major, navigated from Aber to Ogwen via 
Drosgl, Yr Aryg, Foel Gras, Carnedd Llewelyn and Pen yr Ole Wen.
Party two did the reciprocal course of Party one.  Hughes (Nav)  Fox,  McNeil and Potter.  The 
remaining two parties navigated the Glyder range from the Capel Curig end, to Bethesda.  Keegan 
(Nav)  Neal,  Rutter and Willey as party three started from Llynau Mymbyr on the Llanberis side up 
Caseg Fraith along to Glyder Fach, Glyder Fawr, Y Garn, Foel Goch,  Mynedd Perfedd and 
Carnedd y Filiast from the Nant Ffrancon side, starting at Gallt Yr Ogof, much the same course.  
Party four, Gray (Nav)  Collingham  Jones  Salt and Hudson.

General Remarks
A good w/e for navigation, valuable ex for team beginners.

A Collinghan  (Cpl)

Remarks Off i/c MRT
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ERYI

4 day exercise
Friday 1  st   August 1958

18:30      F.S. Lees + 11 Team on duty during August Grant were accompanied when they 
left Valley  by the visiting Inspector of Mountain Rescue, Sqn. Ldr. A.R. 

Gordon-Cumming, who had arrived Valley Thursday evening.
     Transport used  -  2 RLs, LR & trailer.
     Camp set up by Plas y Brenin,  Capel Curig  715579

Saturday 2  nd   August

    A dull morning, with cloud & some rain.  A nav. ex. Using walkie talkies on 
channel 2, the common frequency, as MRT Harpur Hill also in area, camping 2 miles 
away at Caer Llugwy.

10:00     Andrews  Cartledge  Balderson  Salt  -  Pen yr Helgi Du  -  Carnedd Llewelyn  -  
Carnedd Dafydd  -  Pen yr Oleu Wen  -  Ogwen.  (Whisky)

10:00     Hughes  Gray  McKenzie  -  Pen y Pass  -  Lliwedd  -  Snowden  -  Crib Goch 
weather permitting  -  Pen y Pass.  (Foxtrot)

11:00     Collingham  Manning  Markwell  S/Ldr Gordon-Cumming  -  596629 
Marchlyn Mawr  -  Beaufighter wreckage  -  Elidir Fawr  -  Y Garn  -  Glyders Fawr & Fach  -  
to Pen y Pass.  (Charlie)

12:00     FS Lees having dropped W & Charlie, set up X-ray at Pen y Pass & immediately 
was able to contact Foxtrot on top of Lliwedd, & thus through them C & W.

13:00     LR to base.  X-ray set up on LR roof aerial & later 
vehicle driven to hillock behind camp, where, with an earth,
 good reception was possible with all parties despite high winds &

1430 rain.
LR then driven up A5 to Ogwen with W & then C
making test transmissions; satisfactory mobile reception.

16:30     All parties back at base; the Crib Goch Snowden party had not traversed Crib Goch ridge 
due to the extremely strong winds encountered on Snowden  -  not considered worth-while with a 
new man & one with a walkie talkie.
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Sunday 3  rd   August 1958

      A much wetter day with probably stronger wind.  Low cloud on Molewyns particularly 
suited to navigation training of a high standard:
      Bray  Markwell  Salt  (W) Crimea  700486    682474    66954745  -  664485  -  
673506  -  671521  (Dakota wreckage)  -  676537  -  705546  -  base.

      Andrews  Collingham  Manning ( C ) Tan y Grisiau  -  667444  -  661437  -  658449  
663463  -  664485  -  673506  -  & as above.

      Hughes  Cartledge  McKenzie  ( F ) 685585  -  678582  -  656582   -  642579  -  631596  -  
Ogwen.

Base  Gray,  Balderson Mobile  Lees  S/L Gordon-Cumming
      Alpine Hotel & HH parties ( “Hikers One – 7”)  also heard during the day.  Some criticism of 
some of the R/T procedure of members of both MRTs from I.M.R.  He transferred to HH base during
evening.

Monday 4  th   August

      Another wet day!  Some of HH Team had had to return to their unit so V combined with 
transport nav & R/T ex. On Molewyns & Glyders.
    Accs. charged on all sets after 2 days use.  Later found that this discharged them almost 
completely & is not recommended.
      Base Manning  Hughes  Andrews
Collingham  Gray  Salt  traversed Moel Siabod.
Balderson  Markwell  McKenzie Glyders
Bray  Cartledge  Lees     Bwlch y Main but failed to meet HH party ( Sgt Steed, S/L G-C + ‘X’ ) tho’ 
passing within a few hundred yds of each other in cloud!

Thursday 5  th   August

      Still wet weather.    Hares & hounds chase in the Carneddau area;-  719576  -  730591  -  
738602  -  733573.    “Hares”    Markwell  Balderson  Collingham.
Hounds 1    Bray  Salt. 2.  Andrews  Cartledge 3.  Lees  McKenzie
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Base   Gray  Manning

      Hares failed to situ one “yellow can” turning point correctly & others had to wait until 
through search proved them wrong.  When FS Lees gave next point & hounds set off again at 5 min 
intervals once more.  Unfortunately this gave the hares far too much start.  Good nav & fast running 
      Retrieved can left in wrong place.
      Returned to Valley in evening.

Remarks NCO i/c MRT
A very wet w/e when much useful training was carried out.

Reference Wg Cdr Booth’s remarks P135, the Team was only to be at “Standby” as far as this 
section was informed. The official phraseology is most misleading in this report; “Immediate Readiness” is 
what most people would expect  -  “Standby” to mean, & this guide often causes confusion.  

It has been suggested to Sigs Officer that a standard message might be typed on a board to be
kept in the PBX; this saves time in dictation when the telephone is most needed.

12/8/58     Lees  FS

Remarks Officer i/c MRT

      The explanation given above by F/S Lees would seem to explain the trouble regarding our state of 
readiness for the Royal Flight.  In future I hope A.T.C. will inform M.R. Section giving details which can be 
entered directly onto the ‘Information’ board.  This can then be passed on to me.  In the past this has been 
done sometimes but I have also been summoned by phone to go to A.T.C. to read a signal which makes the 
passing on of this information to the section a longer process.
     I like the idea of a standard emergency call and will action this subject to approval.
     Reference Wg Cdr Booth’s comments P135, I cannot say whether the prefix ‘Emergency’ was used but 
the position of the team members who are on parade could be clarified.  I do not wish M.R. duties to exclude 
the team members for station functions but it would cause quite a disturbance for 20-30 men to leave in the 
middle of a parade.

J C Andrews  Fg Off



148 S.W,SNOWDEN GROUP

36 hr exercise      Saturday 9  th   August 1958

14:00       F.S Lees + 9 Team , travelled in 2 RLs  LR & trailer to Cwm pennant where, 
after a search, the owners of the “highly desirable disused farm building” (p.82) at 
527449 were found at Plas Hendre (522444).  A dark mist hanging in the valley, 
with occasional showers, was good for the morale of those of us who were wet all 
August grant too!

      Inspection of Craig Isallt, which is nearby, to find some possible rock climbs  -  
not encouraging  -  wet, slimy, vegetatous & steep.  Good abseiling practice 
descending from above, with plenty of good tree belays.  On the return to the house,

20:30 in haste for ‘dinner’, several found that the stream here suddenly changes from knee 
to waist deep just by the west bank!

    Sunday 10  th   August

09:30       Two nav. parties with walkie talkies & 2 prs looking for suitable “good boy 
climbs”.  Overcast with low cloud & odd showers, which became very heavy later in the day.

      Barrows  Gray  Hudson   Moel Hebog  -  Moel Lefn  -  Mynedd Tal y 
Mignedd  -  Garnedd Goch  -  base.

18:00       Major  McNeil  Harris Bwlch Gylfin (554533)  -  Mynedd Drws y 
Coed  -  Trum y ddysgl  -  Moel Lefn  -  Moel Hebog  -  base.

17:00 Bwlch Gylfin  -  Craig y Bera  -  Pinnacle Ridge  (D)  Bray  Moffat
Lees  Cartledge   -  Mynedd Mawr  -  back to LR.  Not found to be safe for 

17:30 beginner  -  extremely loose in places.  Due to few numbers Rutter the W/op had a 
difficult day operating the base set & cooking, though managed both successfully.

Returned to Valley in the evening.

Remarks NCO i/c MRT
New ground for all.  What a summer!

12/8/58      Lees   FS
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Remarks Officer I/c MRT

What a summer indeed!!   With regard to the delays in writing the log book.  I spend a lot of time looking 
for this book quite often.  There are only two clear days between each exercise during which time it has to 
be written and then three other people need to see it.  However I am sure this is realised and I will continue 
to try and keep down the ‘backlog’ as far as is possible.

J C Andrews Fg Off

Remarks O.C.F.W

Noted     -----    Fg Off Andrews is to liaise with A.T.C. on standard methods of passing 
readiness states & keep me informed of the results.

Signature Wg Cdr
18 Aug ‘58

O.C.F.W

Remarks Stn Cdr

No further comments

  Signature  Wg Cdr
18.Aug 58 A/C.O.



150 CLOGWYN CAERAU

8 hr exercise     Wednesday 13  th   August 1958

14:00       F.S. Lees +men left Valley in RL and Landrover on a very 
miserable sports afternoon  -  low cloud wind & rain.  Base set up by the Forestry 
house Betws y Coed 107/

The crags of Clogwyn Caeran were visible, just below the low cloud, & the 
showers eased to drizzle.  The Team practiced abseiling in two parties  -  one rope (100 ft +) 
over the vertical wall of Long Climb, the other down the isolated buttress at the NE end of the 
crags.  This must have looked most spectacular to the tourists down below, particularly on the left 
hand descent over the Long Climb overhangs, where one hangs nearly free for some distance.

     Returned to RL & had a supper which was worth getting wet for!  To Valley via 
Conway in the evening.

Remarks NCO i/c MRT
      A wet afternoon well spent, though I feel that one or 2 people “dodged” because 

of the miserable weather.  We can never practice this method of descending steep 
rock enough; it is usually essential to reach crag-bound casualties, & requires good 
rope handling etc.  The choice of crag was most gratifying  -  it was, as had been 
promised, sheltered and almost out of the rain to areas of the higher hills, & the 
spectators are so far below as to be unnoticeable  (more so than on the Milestone 
Buttress by the A5 at Ogwen.)

19/8/58       J R Lees  FS

Remarks Officer i/c MRT

Would like to visit this crag again in not too distant future,

20/8/58    J C Andrews  Fg Off

Remarks O.C.F.W.

Remarks Station Commander

J T Shaw
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36 hr exercise VYRNWY – BALA WATERSHED

Saturday 16  th   August 1958

13:30 hr 15 team members proceeded from Valley in RL 58AE94  59AE05  L/R & trailer.  
Upon reaching Bala the police were informed of our whereabouts in the area.  Base 
was established at M.R. 117/959257.  The weather was unusually fine and sunny and the 
tents were erected in record time and a meal swiftly underway.  After the meal, war was 
declared on the on the hosts of tiny visitors which had suddenly appeared. They were far 
greater in number than the Team, which, after a rapid recount of numbers, retired to the 
tent to protect themselves with sketofax insect repellent.  Here, they were briefed of what was
to happen the following day.  (Sun. 17/8/58)
      The scheme was this; an aircraft had crashed in the Lake Vyrnwy area, and the 
pilot had managed to bale out.  After receiving the necessary information, the team 
prepared to sweep search for the pilot the following morning.  Earlier that morning a 
party to constitute the parachutist, Collinghan, Bray had set off complete with walkie 
talkie to M.R. 117/934293.  Some hours later the would be parachutists were discovered 
furtively hiding in the long grass.  The search was discussed on the spot and the Team 
then returned to base en masse for a more than welcome meal.

Remarks
A useful and most enjoyable weekend, with an exercise a little different from

 usual.  It was marred of course by a rather unfortunate accident on the return journey.  The 
driver of R.L. 59 AE 05  SAC Johnson had unwittingly, it appeared, driven to close to R.L. 
55AE94.  Consequently when SAC Manning had braked in 58AE94 Johnson, unable to do 
likewise in time, crashed into the rear end.  The collision took place at a bend on the approach
to Bryngwran, the problem being a car parked on the bend.

N Collighan 
( N.COLLIGHAN) CPL
 Dep NCO i/c MRT.
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Remarks NCO i/c MRT
Complaints had previously been made, by members of the Team, of Johnsons 

irresponsible attitude to M.R. driving & Johnson had been warned of this.  It has been suggested 
since this accident that he might be better supervised if employed within the M.T. Section and an exchange, 
at least temporarily is hoped for, while a letter asking for 2 experienced drivers is being sent to HQ FTC.  
( One driver posted overseas & one due for demob. next month). 

           ↑ done 25/8
J R Lees  FS

25/8/58 NCO i/c MRT

Remarks Officer i/c MRT

No further comments
J C Andrews  Fg Off

    29/8/58

Remarks O.C.F.W

Noted

Signature  
    W/C

Remarks Station Commander

J T Shaw
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GLYDERS & CARNEDDAU.

8 hr exercise          Wednesday 20  th   August 1958

13:40       F.S.Lees + 12 Team left Valley on a wet Wednesday afternoon in 58AE94, Sigs 
truck & LR.  Parties were dropped off near Bethesda to walk over the mountains to 
Ogwen where the drivers set up a temporary base by the road side, in the favourite lay-

bye near the Milestone Buttress, by the promontory of Llyn Ogwen.  107/662603
      Sigs comm. with NRCC unsuccessful although reception of other stns 5.
      The weather had improved by the time the vehicles had reached Llyn Ogwen so 

Lees & Hughes carried out rock climbing training on the Milestone Buttress;  
↑ Direct  ↓ Pulpit ↑ Rowan  Ivy Chimney  ↓ Little Gully.  Manning, Cartledge 

climbed Slab Int.  Slab  Zig Zag on Gribin Facet.  The odd shower later on, but a fine 
evening.  The walkers had a little more rain & some thick cloud:-

      Gerlan  -  Yr Elen  -  Carnedd Llewelyn  -  Ogwen  -  
Collighan  Penlington   Major Salt
      Bethesda  -  Mynydd Perfedd  -  Y Garn  -  Devils Kitchen  -  Ogwen
Barrows   Hudson  Harris.

22:00       Returned to Valley in the evening.

CALL-OUT Thursday 21  st   August 1958

22:05 A       Controller Valley tannoyed for Team after receiving request for help in locating 
3 women & 6 children lost while bilberry picking above Bethesda  (Moel Winion)  
Message from a Captain Hughes  (RN) father of 2 children  -  all from Carneddau 
Bethesda.

      Information checked with Bethesda Police by Cpl Collighan & FS Lees  -  the civilian 
M.R. organisation, whose business this should be, had not been informed  -  Mr Briggs of Pen y 
Gwryd, recently appointed the central organiser consulted and felt as usual, at this time of year, the 
people would turn up at first light.  More information later rcd. that people had very young children 
with them (one was 4 ½ !) so it was decided to go out immediately.   2 adults arrived Aber & were 
interviewed but had been walking round in circles & were of no assistance.  3 parties, with R/T 
sets & pyrotechnics set off up the hill behind Aber & within 10 minutes met remainder of lost people
with searching husbands & fathers who had driven round from Bethesda ½ hr before.

03:30       Team returned to Valley

Remarks on Page 155
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36 hr exercise CRAIG YR YSFA & IDWAL SLABS

Saturday 23  rd   August 1958

14:00     Fg Off Andrews + 7 Team left Valley in RL 58AE94 & Ambulance, LR & trailer.
    Previously F.S. Lees + 3 had gone ahead in the LR & trailer & after finding the whole population 
    of Capel Curig at the sheep sale there, arranged a new campsite across the ‘new’ bridge on Bryn 
     Engan ground.  (Local constable persuaded the farmer to let us camp speaking his best Welsh, far 
     more effectively than we could!)

16:30       Camp set up at 107/725577.  A fine afternoon  -  perhaps some rock climbing might be 
possible tomorrow?  The intention of having a couple of hours instruction on the small crags nearby,
was spoilt when the same P.C. arrived asking the Team to assist in a sweep search  -  a young lady 
had dropped a valuable old engagement ring in a bracken & bramble covered spot a mile away!

20:00       Exhaustive search ( using shears & hook, & then fingers) 
eventually successful.  (LAC Salt, the man of the moment)

Sunday 24  th   August

07:30       Fine, but bad weather signs obvious.
09:30     By the time all were ready to depart for rock climbing it was raining once more, & 

despite occasions when it looked to be clearing up, the weather worsened steadily all 
day.

      Rock climbing in 2 groups  -  Idwal Slabs Group  -  Cpl Collinghan & Salt  ↑Hope
Fg Off Andrews  Potter   ↑ Charity,  Manning  Barrows  ↑  Faith.  Then first 2 ropes 

did Staircase Climb on Continuation Wall.  Returned very wet to RL at Ogwen & to base at 19:00 
hrs.

      Craig yr Ysfa  group  -  Lees  McKenzie,  Major  Rutter, climbed Amphitheatre 
Buttress & descended by the Blenheim crash, back into Cwm Eigiau & the LR, 
parked at Hafod y Rhiw.  Joined there by Hughes & Williams who had walked from
Helyg up Pen yr Helgi du  -  Llewelyn  -  Foel Fras  -  Dulyn  -  LR.   Back to base 19:30 hrs

      Returned to Valley in the evening.

Remarks NCO i/c MRT
  Quite cold for rock climbing.  Not fair weather climbers anyway!

28/8/58 J R Lees  FS
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Remarks NCO i/c MRT re   page 153

Remarks Officer i/c MRT.
    Lack of information at first.  The Bethesda Police were at fault in not contacting Mr Briggs 

first, as it has now been decided, (2 months ago)  to save wasting RAF time, to have him assess the situation & 
decide whether there are not already sufficient civilian climbers & walkers available in the area to carry out 
their own rescue work  -  the normal procedure of the civilian Mountain Rescue Committee & their posts.  
Since Thursday evening I have talked to the Sgt at Bethesda & it appears that the Captain rang Valley direct 
without worrying the Police first.  The point has been reiterated, however, that an accurate assessment of the 
technical mountaineering factors involved must be made, & that the average constable cannot do this, 
whereas Chris Briggs can; so we should not be called out unnecessarily on this account.

    Good practice at preparing parties for a search  -  the passengers in the back of the 3 tonner were 
able to have the equipment almost ready for use by the time Aber was reached.

29/8/58 J R Lees FS

Remarks Officer i/c MRT

     I am hoping that the situation will now straighten itself out and it is a good thing that these early 
setbacks were connected with a callout in which no one was in fact injured.

J .C. Andrews  Fg Off

29  8/58

Remarks O.C.F.W.

Signature
       W/C

Remarks Station Commander

J T Shaw
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ABER FALLS

8 hr exercise
Wednesday 27  th   August 1958

Some weeks ago the three 500ft.  1 ¼ “ nylon ropes originally mentioned on pages 30 & 31 arrived, 
and much thought has been given to avoiding tangling them on cliff  tops!  A provisional spool has 
been made for tests & a F6 raised for the manufacture of 3 permanent ones; today has been the first 
opportunity to start putting theories into practice with the test spool.

13:45 Thus Cpl/T Bray + 7 went direct to Bont Newydd near Aber  (663720) in the RL & 
ambulance, & were able to find room to park amongst the holiday makers after 15:00 a while.  To 
the now familiar trees at the top of the falls for a lower down the very steep rocks to the west of the 
falls.  Walkie talkie communication was maintained between the base camp, (still Pearson, u/s 
Achilles tendons), the foot of the falls, & the lowering point, & the men being lowered was able to 
pass messages ( i.e. “take in”, “slack” or “tight”) by hand signals to the men at the bottom who 

relayed them rapidly to the top.  All had a go & were admired by tourists ( those who were energetic 
enough to walk the mile up the path from the road! )  A descent carrying a walkie talkie also proved 

successful.
Meanwhile FS lees & Hudson had driven to Colwyn Bay in the Landrover to meet the 

helicopter crew who wished to plan out details of our combined effort on Saturday; unfortunately the
‘chopper’ was diverted to a possible emergency.  To Aber Falls in time to see the last descent.

21:00 Sausage bacon & beans in the now almost deserted car park.  (Local kids useful eating up 
fried bread & beans, & scraping out pans!)

Returned to Valley.

Remarks NCO i/c MRT A successful afternoon & evening, with many small points 
learnt.   There is much to be learnt yet, as we are first in the field in this country, 
with this type of rescue, while in the Alps, where bigger cliffs are the rule, & 
therefore well financed national rescue organisations, heavier equipment & wire 
ropes are always used.  

      The free demonstration of the MRT at work no doubt helps more than ones on 
level fields at Colwyn Bay!

28/8/58 J R Lees  FS
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Remarks Officer i/c MRT

A good afternoon’s work.  The Colwyn Bay Display should be the last of this type activity for some while 
and Mountain Rescue participation has been cut to a minimum.

J C Andrews  Fg Off. OI/c MRS

     29.8.58

Remarks O.C.F.W

I hope the above is correct!

Signature  Wg Cdr

Remarks. Station Commander

J T Shaw

Log Book to Stn, Diarist        1/9/58
Returned to MR Sect.   16:45A  2/9 J R Lees
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40 hr exercise CARNEDDAU (& Colwyn Bay Show)

      Saturday 30  th   August 1958

08:15 Main body of Team  (F.S.Lees + 19)  left Valley in LR & trailer, Ambulance & 
Signals truck; early so that a suitable camp site could be found, permission obtained.
Camp set up & the party for the Colwyn Bay show could get through the traffic to 
Colwyn Bay in time for our participation at 3 pm.

10:30 Cpl Collinghan + 2 followed with rations in RL 58AE94.
13:00 Camp site arranged at Rowlyn Isaf  107/753678.  Three parties despatched on 5 

mile circuit around camp area  -  Pen y Castell  -  Craig Dulyn.  Briefing for show  -  
taking our own casualty  (Hudson) in the ambulance, on a Neil Robertson & after 
calling up “chopper” by R/T thro’ Sigs Truck & walkie talkie in LR, with normal 
signals too  (2 star reds), have Casualty winched up into helicopter with crew man.

14:10 ? Signal vehicle, at rear of convoy went through hedge & somersaulted (at 840641)   
-  neither driver (Rutter W/op) nor Cpl/T Bray (shotgun) badly hurt, though 
passenger was ejected through canvas hatch cover.  Apparently a parked van just 
round a bend was starting to move off & Rutter pulled over to the right, when the rear n/s spring 
broke & the vehicle started going sideways toward the n/s hedge, & then thro’ / & or over it!

15:00 Satisfactory performance at show, without radio. (14:57     Bray telephoned 
Colwyn Bay Fire Stn. with message re Sigs truck)  Returned to  840641  and then 
reported to Llanrwst Police stn. after leaving a vehicle guard.

Cpl Collinghan + remainder of Team to Clogwyn Caeran for rock climbing & abseiling 
raining, later joined by majority of CB Show team.

20:00 Returned from Clogwyn Caeran 
Base camp swarming with Army vehicles; a Signals training wing.  They shouted all night 

into their sets!

Sunday 31 August 1958

Complicated programme due to replacement rationing etc of the full time vehicle 
guard  10 miles away.  R/T contact was made during lulls in Army transmissions 
(which were often continuous for 20 minute periods! )
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      Bray Potter Willey  -  base  -  Pen y Castell  (Mosquito  in gulley at 71656925 
(2200’)  -  Craig Dulyn   -  another wreck found yesterday which has previously been missed & not 
recorded on up to date lists, no doubt due to the interest & proximity of the Dakota  -  2 Merlin 
engines, large aircraft of conventional metal construction, not positively identified ( Whitley?)  
705666 approx.  -  Carnedd Llewelyn  & down Cwm Eigiau
      Morris Barrows Salt Sychnent Pass  -  Tal y Fan  -  Drum  -  Carnedd Llewelyn Foel Fras  - 
Craig Dulyn  -  Melyn Llyn.
      Balderson Mackenzie Hitchings  -  Llanfairfechan  -  Foel Ganol  -  Drum  -  Carnedd Llewelyn  
-  base.
      Lees  Major  Cartledge. Collinghan  Major  from Melyn Llyn to top of Craig yr 
Ysfa.  (1 hr) ↓ Nameless Rib   ↑  Amphitheatre Rib.  showers.   millions of midgies.
      Returned to Valley in the evening.

Remarks NCO i/c MRT
A useful exercise in wet conditions again.  The spring which broke was 

apparently f w & t on rough track etc  -  basically this vehicle is far too big for a MR Sigs. vehicle  -  
a hard top LWB landrover could easily be converted into a perfect one.  (Even the I – type body used
was not originally planned  -  it should have been a less top heavy E-type body on the 1 ton Austin 
chassis).  It is fortunate that the vehicle went off the road where it did & not on the track up to the 
camp site.

It is suggested that a case for a smaller & more easily manoeuvred vehicle be put to 
higher authority.  (In 1952 we had a 78in wheelbase landrover (40AA19) here & fitted it out as a 
Signals vehicle as a stop gap between the Humber 4WD & this 1 ton Austin.  There was just 
sufficient room for the equipment & the vehicle was far more useful on the small hill tracks of the 
area.)

5/9 J R Lees FS

Remarks Officer i/c MRT
      The remarks regarding the unsuitability of the large vehicles  -  the top heavy 

signals truck and the wide Bedford RL’s  -  are fully justified.  These are emergency vehicles and without the 
utmost of skill and self discipline on the part of their drivers they are almost liabilities

       P.T.O
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on ‘call-outs’  -  of which we have, on average, one a month.  I mentioned the matter of a 
‘hard top’ Landrover to the Director of Mountain Rescue on his recent visit and there are 
** not, as yet, any such vehicles in the Service.  Another smaller and more roadworthy vehicle could 
be found, I am sure, to carry the signals equipment.

15.9.58 J.C.Andrews  Fg Off
O.i/c M.R.S.

**  Incorrect  -  16A/2212 Airfield lighting maintenance vehicles
      mentioned in monthly training report  JR Lees  FS

Remarks O/C. F.W.

Noted
Signature  W/C
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CRIB GOCH & DINAS BACH

8 hr exercise
Wednesday 3  rd   September 1958

13:30 Fg Off Andrews + 9 went in 58AE94 & Landrover to Llanberis Pass   637561.
As soon as they arrived the threatened thunderstorm really started.

 Cartledge  Harris  Hitchings across Cwm Bendy Mawr  up N ridge Grib Goch & ↓ E ridge 
to Pen y Gwryd.

Bray  Collinghan      Dinas Bach  ↑ Flake Chimney  ↓ Flake Traverse 
Lees  Fg Off Andrews     "       “   ↑ Flake Trav.  ↑ Flake Chim.
A steady downpour made the rocks a little damp!

18:30 Cooked evening meal in a garage at Pen y Gwryd & returned quite dry once more.

Remarks       Quite an impressive storm & good training weather!

11/9/58 J R Lees  FS

NCO i/c MRT

Remarks Officer  i/c MRT

Quite an interesting afternoon’s ‘waterfall climbing’ and a good example of the many occasions 
when mountain training continues “whatever the weather.”

15.9.58 J C Andrews
    O. i/c M.R.S.

Remarks O.C.F.W

Signature   W/C

Noted 
J T Shaw
     Group Capt.
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72 hr exercise CARNEDDAU & SNOWDEN

      Friday 5  th   September 1958

18:30 Duty Team, F.S Lees + 10 travelled from Valley in RL  LR & trailer to Cyffty lead mine
     107/772589

      Saturday 6  th

A fine morning, but bright too early  -  by the time we had transported the rock climbing 
party to the Llanberis pass it had started to rain.  The intentions on Gambit & Rectory Chimneys  the
Pyg track. (Bray Markwell, Collinghan Hughes; Cartledge Major) 

Hudson Doyle Beresford were set down at Llyn Coity  753664 & went over Moel 
Eilio  -  Pen Llithrith y Wrach  -  Clogwyn Mawr  -  Tal y Llyn (Geirionydd)  -  base.

      Sunday 7  th   September 

Rain by the bucket  -  a quick hares & hounds round the area  -  772589  -  
753588  Llyn Goddion Duon  -  752594  Llyn Bychan  -  772602  Llyn by Pendora mine 790593
Llyn y Parc  (N end)  -  79375835  Llyn y Parc (S end)  77755850 Llyn Pencraig  (dry!)  -  base.

An interesting finish as the last can could not be found by the dried up lake, but one which 
had been left there since Christmas was ‘found 200 x away inland!

      Monday 8  th   September

More rain.  Exploration of local area where crags arise out of the forestry plantation.  Two 
climbs were made at 778599 approx where there is a comparatively clean face   -  unfortunately a 
little loose on the overhanging top part.  Slime rain & midges made climbing rather unpleasant, but 
belaying the rope above, purgatory.  

Returned to Valley in the evening.

Remarks NCO i/c MRT We have yet to have a dry weekend for teaching beginners some rock 
climbing under
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reasonable conditions.

However the morale of the Team has dropped recently for very different 
reasons;-
1.  Primarily a general feeling of antipathy towards part-time team members from the 

station personnel in general.  This is not restricted to airman level.  The feeling is that a 
volunteer must be having a good time, or a “skive”, otherwise 
“you never volunteer for anything in the RAF”.  Therefore, particularly after overtime & 
with a poor manning situation, late 72 hr passes after a duty with the MRT are not 
popular.  It is not appreciated that often a section loses less time through a M.R. member 
(who is excused other station duties) than through a normal airman who might will have 
time off after normal station duties etc.

2. Refusal of late 72 has arisen before  -  usually it can be traced to a ‘dog in the manger’ 
attitude; when each individual case is considered alone there is rarely any difficulty in 
arranging either a late or early pass  -  & when an occasional snag did arise the M.R. 
member was prepared to go forgo his entitlement rather than upset the whole section  -  
old timers like Cpl/T Bray & Cpl Hughes,
Cpl Morris  - have all done this from time to time  -  so long as their “sacrifices” are 
appreciated!

3. Lack of long-term & well trained permanent staff means minor recurring snags for 
which all suffer unnecessarily   -  a small staff can cope on a sort of shift system, which is 
required, when each individual can be relied upon  -  but he needs much training.  
Otherwise we are slow getting away, things get left behind or emergency maps are 
missing when needed.

At the moment we have no driver, A class at all, & only one B  -  Fg Off Andrews, 
When I take a late (July!) 72 & Rutter goes on his leave (14 days) before demob. (10 days 
time!)   Can a signal to this effect now be sent to F.T.C. referring to a letter on the subject 
written some 3 wks ago?

J R Lees
13/9/58               NCO i/c MRT

P.T.O
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Remarks O I/CM.R.S.

(1)  I hope that morale has improved with the decision that the team may extend normal 36 passes into a 
late 72’s.  Much of the antipathy within the sections has been caused because; a)

      There is a lack of knowledge about the work of the team and the amount of time which is 
needed to play a full part in the activities  -  with exercises every weekend, every Wednesday and 
briefings once or twice a week.

b) 
       Quite a lot of time has been used in giving displays and training cadets etc and sections 

do not like to let a man off, for example, to send three days at the Royal Welsh Show!

c)   Thirdly part time members have been used to accompany parties of student pilots into the 
hills and while we accept this, it does again take men away from their section creating some bad 
feeling and also in some cases the team looses the man for the weekends as he has already had a 
week in the mountains.

(2) All these points should now be resolved.  Sqn Ldr Shuster has said that as more experience is built 
into his organisation so he will call less and less on the M.R.S.  We already have Wg.Cdr Booths 
backing on reducing ‘show’ activities, and it remains only to ‘educate’ section commanders which I 
hope will be achieved in time.

(3) The driving situation is serious and I will follow this up in person  -  P.3 writing again today 15 th Sept 
1958!
15.9.58 J C Andrews O.i/c MRS

Remarks O.C.F.W

Noted. P.3 writing again is not satisfactory and I will take this up myself.

Signature  W/Cdr
15/9/58

Noted
J T Shaw

Group Capt



REPORT OF SEARCH ON 11  TH   SEPT. 1958 FOR A MISSING             165
AIRMAN 5055987 LAC  DYSON A.W.

1. 1540hrs.      Flying Officer J.C.Andrews officer i/c Mountain Rescue R.A.F.
Valley informed that the Station Commander wished him to contact Sgt. Owen,
Beths-y-Coed police regarding a missing airman in the Beths-y-Coed district.

107/779569
2. 1550 hrs.    Fg. Off. Andrews/Sgt. Owen telephone conversation gave the 
following facts;-

(a)  An airman’s small pack, pullover, toilet equipment and battledress 
blouse containing a wallet was found.

(b) This was discovered on Monday 8th Sept. on a rock jutting into the 
Afan Llugwy about 1ft. above water level and handed in at the police station.

(c) This particular rock is situated about 100yds. above Miners Bridge.

(d) The wallet containg £3 in cash and a leave pass expiring on the 
night of Sunday 7th Sept.

(e) A Form 1250 gave the owners name as that mentioned above and the man
has been traced as from R.A.F. Wittering.

3. Fg. Off. Andrews and three members of the M.R. Section went to assess the 
situation and carry out a search of the immediate area to decide if a further 
search by the full team was necessary.  A full search was impractical in view 
of the hours of daylight remaining and the time needed to organise such a search.

4 At 1800 hrs. I met Sgt. Owen and was shown the articles already mentioned
and a post card written on Saturday 8am to a friend Miss C Graham who is on a
C.C.P.R. course at Plas-y-Brenin Capel Curig.

5. I also met Dyson’s sister and learned that Dyson was not a strong swimmer,
was on National Service, did not seem unhappy in the Service and did not seem
on very close terms with Miss Graham.

6. After this we visited the place where the pack was found and decided that 
it was unlikely that Dyson would have abandoned it in this position to move 
further afield.

7. The possibilities seem to be:-

(a)  Accidental drowning.

(b)  Intentional drowning.

(c)  Desertion.

of these nothing suggested that (b) should be considered while if this man 
deserted he did so leaving behind money and personal effects in a place where 
there was little chance that they could be found.
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8. Deciding that drowning was the most obvious solution the party searched the 
river bed which was boulder strewn with intervening deep pools.  Firstly we 
searched about 100yds above Miners Bridge and then to the main bridge in
Betwys –y-Coed.  Nothing was found by dusk.  The hillside close to the river
was also searched.

9. On the post card in the wallet an ‘expedition’ was mentioned and also a 
letter written just before to Miss Graham in which details of the ‘expedition’ 
had been given.  On the return journey the party called at Plas-y-Brenin and 
contacted Miss Graham who could give no further details as she had not received
this letter although it might be at her home address. 

10. On the morning of 12th Sept. Fg. Off. Andrews told the Station Adjutant at
Valley that he considered a further search in the area would be impracticable.

11. 0900 hrs. 12th Sept.  I telephoned Sgt Owen and informed him that no
further search would be attempted at the moment.

J C Andrews
Fg Off

166

Remarks O. i/c M.R.S.
An unusual job.  We gave what assistance we could in the circumstances 
and I think the Police were thankful for our help.

22.9.58 J.C. Andrews  Fg Off

Remarks O.C.Flying Wing

Noted
Signature   W/Cdr.

25/9/58

Remarks Station Commander
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36 hr Exercise

MOELWYNS   AND   MOEL HEBOG

CALL OUT Saturday 13  th   September 1958

1400 Fg. Off Andrews and ten team left in L/R and RL 
for Cwm Nant Col, Tal-y-Bont.

Harlech     -  Team informed that an accident had occurred on the E.face 
of Tryfan.  Stretcher changed into L/R and 5 of the more
experienced members set off for Tryfan to be followed by 
the R/L with a support party composed of mainly new members.

Fortunately the drive was stopped at Beddgelert where we were told 
that we would not be needed.  The only damage being one chicken
that crossed the road once too often.  The victim had in fact 
been found   -  already down to the main A5  -  by Flt Lt
Jones and his ‘Irregulars’ who after a tussle with the 
civilian ambulance conceded the patient to that vehicle.

Deciding that it was now too far to go back to Tal-y-Bont 
with daylight nearly gone, contact was remade with the R/L
and the campsite set up in record time at Nant Mor near 
Beddgelert.

One of those days  -  and we didn’t even get the chicken.

Sunday 14  th   Sept.

W.T. / Navigation exercise in fine weather!

1. Cpl Harris, Potter, Oshea, Berisford  -  Molewyns with R/L (Rutter) as moving
link set.
2.  SAC Cartledge, Balderson, Barrows, and Hitchings  -  Moel Hebog and Moel Lefn
     with LR (Fg Off Andrews) moving link.
     Victor  (base)  -  Salt.
    Return to camp after rendezvous with vehicles, a meal and then
    camp struck, again very quickly.

22:00 hrs Team back at Valley.
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Remarks O i/c M.R.T

1.    There was some mix-up with regard to the ‘call out’.  Firstly the 
       broadcasting of the ‘Tannoy’ at Valley when the team was away
       on exercise.  It was, as it happened, easier for Doc Jones to
       get to Tryfan than the team but theoretically there does not 
       need to be any M.R. members on camp when the team is ‘out’

2.    I am not very happy about the method of contacting the team
       ‘on route’ and I feel there is still room for closer cooperation 
       with the police although at the moment I am not sure how
       to go about obtaining this.  This question is still unsolved.

3.    No mention has been made in this log of the visit for one 
       week of the 12 CCF cadets from Solihul School who were 
       guests of the M.R.T.  This was not a matter for the whole
       team, the majority of the organisation being done by the O i/c
       and the practical instruction by F/S Lees who was involved
       in this way every day during the week.
       This was a good example of how this type of work does
       affect an organisation such as M. Rescue which is not
       designed to cater for this type of commitment, nevertheless
       the cadets enjoyed their stay and I hope have learned something
       of the way things are done and how to conduct themselves
       sensibly in the mountains.

22.9.58 J.C.Andrews   Fg Off.

Remarks O.C.F.W

Signature    Wg. Cdr
26.9.58

Remarks Station Commander

J T Shaw
Group Capt:
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8hr exercise GLYDERS

Wednesday 17  th   September   1958

1400       F.S. Lees + 7 travelled to Ogwen in RL 58 AE94 & 
parked at 650604.
      Rock climbing training;- Gribin Facet  -  Cartledge  Morris  -  
Home Climb.  de Selincourts variation to Monolith Crack.
Penlington  Collinghan Angular Chimney direct.  de Selincourts

↓  Slab Intermediate
Bochlwyd Buttress Douglas  Mackenzie Arete & Slab.   Chimney Route
Gribin Facet   ↑ & ↓  Slab Recess.
Bochlwyd Buttress Lees. E Andrews Gargoyle Traverse 
    ↓ Marble Slab    ↑ 2 pitch route   ↓ Chimney Route  ↑ Marble Slab
    ↓ Arete & Slab 

Returned to Valley in the evening.

Remarks A fine afternoon usefully spent.
15/10 J R Lees  FS

SNOWDEN & GLYDERS

48 hr exercise       Friday 19  th   September 1958

1830       F.S Lees +14 Team left Valley in RL 58AE94
LR & trailer.     A dry floor in a large empty barn
at Glyn was made available for a wet w/e   107/751575.
      It had been agreed that during the Battle of Britain display
the M.R.T. would be best employed carrying out training
within easy recall distances at a central point in the mountains, 
& accordingly arrangements with local police were double checked
& during Saturday a ‘watch’ was kept at Ogwen by the
telephone.   A 2 star red from there could can be seen on the 
nearby Milestone & Bochlwyd Buttress, whence the climbers 
could abseil down & run to the A5 in five minutes.

2200       Penlington took 3 newer members up Snowden by PYG track,
returning to waiting vehicle at about 0200 hrs.

    Saturday 20  th   September

09 30       Transport left at Ogwen.  Cpl Morris checked by telephone
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to NRCC & Air Traffic Valley.
     Climbers to Milestone Buttress for instruction.
Bray Hughes  ↑ Rowan some of Sylvan Traverse
Collinghan  Hitchings  ↑ Pulpit  ↓ Rowan  ↑ Direct
Penlington  Mackenzie  ↑ Direct  some of Sylvan Traverse  Pulpit
Cartledge  Potter  ↑ Direct  ↑Rowan  ↓ Ordinary
Lees  Major  Pulpit onto Sylvan Traverse.  Rowan & Ivy Chim.
Andrews  Douglas  ↨ Ord.  ↓ Ivy Chim. & Pulpit  ↑ Rowan
     Weather was dull with cloud down to 2000 – 2500’
from time to time.  Now & again an aircraft could be heard
“ much to low” & once a Victor was seen certainly cutting
things rather fine.  Heavy rain in late afternoon  -  
returned to Ogwen at dusk & informed RCC & Valley of movement to 
base camp.

Sunday 21  st   September 1958

Quite wet.  Majority on navigation training courses:-
Bray  Mackenzie  Major Bethesda a/c wreckage in vicinity
    of 665639  1650’ & up ridge  ?  -  Carnedd Dafydd  -  
    Carnedd Llewelyn & along main ridge to base camp.
Douglas  Hughes  Hitchings Ogwen  -  Pen yr Oleu wen  -  Carnedd 
    Dafydd & as above.
Andrews  Morris  Salt Bethesda  -  Mynedd Perfedd  -  a/c
wreckage  -  Anson  -  Y Garn  -   Marander  -  Glyders  -  Gallt yr Ogof
Capel Curig  -  base

2 parties rock climbing under difficult conditions  :-
Collinghan  Cartledge       Slab Intermediate, Gribin,  Chasm  Glyder Fach.
Lees  Penlington    Flake Crack,  Gribin.  Gamma,  Glyder Fach.

Returned to Valley in the evening.

Remarks NCO i/c MRT;- Another wet w/e   well spent.
    16/10     J R Lees  FS

Remarks Officer i/c MRT ;-
J C Andrews  Fg Off

Remarks O.C.F.W.

Signature

Remarks Station Commander
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HOLYHEAD MOUNTAIN

      The Air Council Publicity Committee have approved the production
of  6 publicity films for BBC Television, & that Independent 
Artist Ltd have been commissioned by C.O.I. to produce them.
One film to be on the usual theme of an RAF M.R.T. rescuing 
2 silly civilian climbers etc. (File VAL/859/3/ORG
includes several letters & minutes on the subject  -  although manning 
situation is crucial & the volunteer majority of the MRT have been
suffering at times because of this, and certainly their sections, 
higher authority agreed to full time participation of the MRT until
the filming was complete.)

8hr exercise Wednesday 24  th   September 1958

      Scenes on the stn., of volunteers leaving their normal work
on the Tannoy signal etc., were filmed in the morning, and
a complete revision of the script was carried out to the satisfaction
of Fg Off Andrews & FS Lees  -  the producer, Mr Franklin 
Gollings, was not obliging, as the original draft script
was like a parody of Spencer Tracy in “the Mountain”, a film
which was a huge joke to the climbing world for its technical
mistakes.  It was also demurred to use the film to further our own
ends with regard to Civilian M.R. organisation, as recently there
have been several occasions of the Team’s having being unnecessarily 
interrupted at weekends, to assist in a civilian rescue when in 
fact there were too many civilian climbers available to help
in the immediate area.  (As recently as 13th September, when our
exercise had to be drastically revised). The original script
encouraged the erroneous belief that we are here to rescue any 
civilian climber  -  paid, no doubt, by a benevolent Government!  - 
& omitted to point out that there is a civilian M.R. Committee 
who have set up posts in all the British hills & have managed
to cope since the 1920 s  -  every climber in the vicinity used to 
accept that it was his own responsibility to help.

      In the afternoon  RL, LR ambulance, LR & trailer with
total 15 men went to Holyhead Mountain  (TWR 222822) &
up the track to the foot of the cliffs  -  a fine afternoon so
that it was possible to film almost until the sun went into
the sea  -  the crags face South West.  Returned to Valley
in the evening.
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12 hr ex Thursday 25  th   September 19558

1030      Again fortunate with weather  -  the 3 vehicles again to 
Holyhead Mt.,   this time approaching by the G.P.O. signals
station & the private road from S.Stack road.  215827
Interesting track for RL.
     Useful practice in stretcher carrying & walkie-talkie
operation.   Approx 21 Team.

12 hr ex. Friday 26  th   September 

      Similar with shots of convoy passing through villages etc
(Llanfaethlu).  Stretcher lower down Yellow Wall with the 
“hero”  (fallen leader, Fg Off Andrews)  in the stretcher.
Second man who abseils to him & gives alarm (with
burnt hands) was Cpl Dewar.  Demonstration Of Tarbuck
sliding arrest.  Team strength 19.

12hr ex Saturday 27  th   September

      Once more to Holyhead Mountain.  The producer & the 
chief cameraman (Gerald Moss) were slave drivers  -  keen to get
 everything done without making their chaps work Sunday
(double time)  -  so at sunset  Cpl Dewar was still belayed 
to a sloping ledge at the bottom of Chimney & Slab climb
practicing sliding arrests !  (The dummy was dropped from 
the top of the wall just left of the chimney & was sickeningly 
realistic in the way it fell! )
      Back to Valley in the evening.

Remarks NCO i/c MRT We managed to get some training into 
newer members which almost justified the time spent away
from normal work.  An interesting few days watching
the technical side of things  -  but it makes one even
more cynical re fake “action” shots!

    16/10 J R Lees  FS

Remarks Officer i/c MRT.
    Once the script was revised all went very well.  I am still
amazed at their luck with four days of fine weather.  We didn’t 
want to make this film but once committed I hope that 
we made a really good job of it. Fg Off

J C Andrews  O i/c MRT
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Remarks O.C.F.W.

     Well done  -  Mr Gollings was most appreciative
of the Team’s efforts which were all he could have
wished for.

Signature  Wg Cdr

Remarks Station Commander

 Although the task may have been a little 
“onerous” for the participants.  The value of this 
Film, which is for nationwide distribution, will
be most valuable for the amateur & professional 
climbers alike.

J T Shaw
     Group Capt.
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10 hr exercise SNOWDEN

1030     Fg Off Andrews + 11 Team travelled in the usual 3 vehicles
& set up a temporary cooking shelter cum base camp at 
Pen y Pass 107/647557
    Of course, now that filming is over, & we are back to 
training, purely & simply, the weather deteriorates !
    Snowden Horsehoe & a little greasy rock climbing training.
    Returned to Valley in the evening.

Remarks :- A pleasant change from all that horrid sunshine last week.
16/10/58 J R Lees  FS

Remarks Officer i/c MRT

If one remarked on the weather every time it rained during
an exercise one would note nothing else.  From now on
we will really start to put our miles in on the mountains
as apposed to rock climbing practice.

       16:10.58 J C Andrews

Remarks O.C.F.W.

Signature   Wg Cdr

Remarks Station Commander

J T Shaw
    Group Capt.
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SNOWDEN & GLYDERS

8 hrs exercise
Wednesday 1  st   October 1958

1330     Fg Off Andrews + 14 travelled in Landrover Ambulance
borrowed  Landrover 56 AA 28  & borrowed Bedford  74AE34
(1 tonner)  (our vehicles u/s)    to Pen y Pass.    Petrol pump
trouble with borrowed LR  & forgetting rations started the 
afternoon well!

1530 6 dropped in Llanberis Pass to go up N ridge & down
E ridge of Crib Goch (Balderson  Hudson  Harris.  Barrows
O’Shea  Mackenzie)

1545 Another party,  McNeill, Beresford & Harriss, went
from Pen y Pass 648557  up Glyder Fawr, onto Glyder Fach 
& down to Pen y Gwryd.

Remainder rock climbing on Carreg Wastad  -  
Collinghan  Penlington  ↑ Wrinkle ↓ Dead Entrance
Lees  Fg Off Andrews    ↑ Crackstone Rib        ----- //  -------
Bray  Potter     ↑ -------//---------         ----- // --------

abseiled down from Dead Entrance big yew into 
yew of Trilon, & thence to ‘deck’ in dark.  Near miss
of large rock which came adrift & nearly had C.

Returned to Pen y Gwryd where cooking shelter had 
kindly been lent by Mr Briggs in one of the garages.

Returned to Valley in the evening.

Remarks NCO i/c MRT. Fortunate to cram so much in on a 
Weds. aft. which started so badly. Perm. staff much 
overworked swapping gear from one vehicle to another & 
back.  Cab on demand for RL 59AE05  (which Johnson
pranged  17/8/58) will be supplied by contractor but no
news yet of when.  Other RL has been giving much
trouble with stiff & sticking steering; MTSS trying hard 
to please, with some success.

J R Lees  FS

Remarks Off i/c MRT
     A good afternoon’s walking and climbing  -  so good that 
we were still going well in the dark.  The climb down 
was most memorable especially as we nearly lost F/S Lees
(headless)

J C Andrews

16.10.58 Fg Off. O. i/c MRS.
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REMARKS   O.C.F.W

Signature  Wg Cdr

REMARKS STATION COMMANDER

J T Shaw
     Group Capt

36 hr Exercise 4  th   5  th   October 

Remarks O.i/c M.R.T.
A very good attendance of the team this week.  We were almost 

at full strength.  As mentioned Potter is learning to drive the
3 tonner but we are hoping to obtain two permanent M.T.D.
drivers to do the bulk of the driving and also all the 
everyday servicing tasks which are necessary to keep the 
vehicles on top line 

It hardly seems possible that winter is upon us once again
and we are waiting patiently for “the good weather to come”

16.10.58 J C Andrews. Fg Off.

Remarks O.C.F.W.

Signature  Wg Cdr

Remarks Station Commander J T Shaw
       Group Capt
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SNOWDEN
36hr Exercise

Saturday 4  th   October

Fg. Off. Andrews and nineteen team travelled to Nant Gwynant
107/627508 with RL.  Landrover and Ambulance setting
up camp just before dark and then setting to a
really fine meal.

Sunday 5  th   October 
      Another day which started pouring with rain.  Cloud base very low.  It did
clear as the day progressed, we even saw the sun occasionally, very wet
underfoot and the streams were all swollen to many times their 
normal size.

      F/S Lees and Potter took the R/L for some driving instruction  -  the
driver situation still very acute.  Followed them up by a swift 
ascent of Y. Aran.
      Cpl/Tech Bray and Penlington climbed on Lliwedd returning
to base via the Watkin Path.
      The rest of the team divided into walking parties for navigation
training and also to keep a lookout for the exact point of 
impact of an aircraft which is scattered over Y Aran and Cwm Tregalan.
      F/O Andrews Roman? + McNeil.   Watkin  -  Cwm Tregalan, Y Aran, Base
      Balderson  Harris Markwell .  Watkin  Snowden  Y.Aran  Base
      Cpl Hughes,  O’Shea  Salt  Y Aran  Snowden  -  Lliwedd  -  base
      SAC Aidenn  Cpl Collinghan  Haris & Barrows,  Snowden  -  Lliwedd  -  base.
      Base camp  -  Hudson Doyle and McKenzie.

Some wreckage found in Cwm Tregalan (117/606533) , a lot of
Army personnel encountered on Snowden  (The Battalion WILL
ascend -----“)

Camp struck quite late in the evening and return to 
Valley.

_________________________
N.B.   For ‘Remarks’ see across    (P176 above)
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ARENIGS & MOELWYNS

72 hr exercise.
Friday 10  th   October 1958

1800       F.S Lees + 10 Duty Team left Valley in 58AE94,
LR  35AA73 & trailer.  Travelled via A5, Cerrig y Drudion
Frongoch  -  Arenig  - Tai Hirion where base was set up

2100 at map ref.  811398

Saturday 11  th   October
Heavy rain during the night, & much of today  -  streams

in spate  -  generally heavy going  -  navigation exercise with R/T

1030 Collinghan  Hitchings (N)   Salt R/T
799215  -  787256  Rhobell Fawr (2408’)  -  Dduallt  -  
Moel Llyfnant  -  Arenig Fawr  -  base.

Lees  O’Shea (N)  Harris (R/T
966385  -  953422  Foel Goch  -  917438  -  886443  -  
875454  -  872446  Carnedd y Filiast  (2194’)  -  859452  -  
821416  Arenig Fach  -  base.

Bray  Pearson  Cartledge  Major    examined crags of Arenig Fawr &
pronounced them not a good place for beginners!  Then to 
Moel Llyfnant & Foel Boeth & so to base.

2030 All parties returned after 2 or 3 hours bog squelching
in the dark  -  all having had waist deep rivers to wade
occasionally.

Sunday 12  th   October 

    Was fine and clear early.    While NCO  i/c drove one 
party  -  Hudson  Salt  Hitchings  -  to start their course  -  
the second party yesterday, from 966385  -  remainder
prepared for rock climbing on Moelwyn crags.  Petrol pump 
trouble with Landrover eventually traced on return    then to
Blaenau Ffestiniog crags.  Visit to Resident Engineers office
Llyn Stwlan pumped storage hydroelectric scheme  -  permitted to
drive up new road to crags. Climbs done:

Collinghan  Cartledge Y Gelynen  without pitch 4 Chic.
Major  Harris Taith y Pererin Evasion 
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Lees  Bray Kirkus       ↓ Slick

     Walkie talkie contact with walking party made through O’Shea & 
link man on Arenig Fawr, who passed position of November at 
1505 to be 902437.  Contact lost after 1520 & not remade.
November switched off without authority, & the u/t navigator
Hitchings, cleverly (?) shortened the course without the instructor 
realising that this was not the original course set by NCO i/c,
so that they missed Carnedd y Filiast by a traverse to
Llyn Arenig Fach via Ty Nant & so up the road to O/S
in darkness.  Cross questioning by NCO i/c who went to pick
them up in L/R  -  almost made them walk back!

Monday 13  th   October 1958

    Optimistic designs on dawn starts suggested by the 
clear skies somewhat dampened when driving rain & cloud
at ground level met the eye this morning!

Salt  Bray Cartledge  -  Capel Celyn   -  Ty Nant
1050’  116/855422  -  Vampire wreckage  23/8/58  -  also
Halifax  4.1.44 ?  -  Arenig Fach  -  base.

Hudson  O’Shea  Pearson  Collinghan  were dropped at
Llyn Tywerin  792383  -  785364  -  778344  Foel Boeth  -   
784333  Landrover which was left there by the other party  -  
Harris  Major  Lees.    -   the latter managed to swim
Llyn Tywerin at the bottom end & walk back to base 
before the reciprocal party could catch up with the LR  -  driving
back on same route  -  Trawsfyndd & Cwm Prysor.

1830 The constant rain had upset the RL when we came to 
depart   -  it was parked in a lay bye down from the road
so that it could not be towed out by the Landrover.  After
2 hours crawling under the bonnet & trying all the usual 
tricks it was decided to leave the 2 perm staff representatives 
with it, together with 2 airman not required until Monday
evening for night flying, while F.S Lees took the other 6
back to Valley in the Landrover  -  no room for equipment.

2230 NRCC & ATC Valley informed of non operational state.

Tuesday 14  th   October

1030 M.T. fitter & M.T. RL to collect 58AE94.  Towed it onto
road & after 300 yds it started.  Returned Valley 1800 hrs.
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Tuesday 14  th   October 1958

1000 Team called to Immediate Readiness for overdue aircraft
1015 Stood down  -  a/c crash landed near Prestatyn.

About a dozen personnel arrived rapidly after the 
Tannoy but could not have been available for any search etc.
without equipment lift, as explained overleaf, at w/e campsite.

Remarks NCO i/c MRT. An interesting weekend & sequel.
Low cloud in ignition circuit believed cause of u/s RL.
The snag would have been cured by the Team as easily
as it was by M.T. had we had another 3 tonner available
 - unfortunately there is still no sign of the cab which the 
contractor will supply for RL. 59AE05  (pranged 17/8/58).
Can any more hastening action be taken, perhaps by NRCC?

22/10 J R Lees FS

Remarks Officer i/c MRT

I was in contact with Sqn Ldr Gold (G. AT. Co.) at Pitreavie Castle
regarding the new Police contact scheme still to be reported on 
Page 182 and I mentioned the question of the slow delivery of 
the new cab to him.  He was interested and in agreement about
the difficulties which the lack of a second modified R/L can 
cause especially as the remaining vehicle is not behaving
too well.  However, he felt he could do nothing until the 
team became non-operational  -  a state which we have been
avoiding only by good cooperation with the Station M.T. section.
      He reminded me that it is the station responsibility to maintain
a fully operational team and if this was not possible we should
inform Command immediately by signal with a copy to 
N.R.C.C.  This had stemmed from a situation on 20/10/58 when
for a 3 ½ hour period we had only the L/R Ambulance
serviceable.  M.T were working on the L/Rover and we were awaiting
the return of a replacement R/L from an outside run.  When
this did arrive the permanent staff worked very hard to change
the equipment to this vehicle.  Nevertheless there was a
period when we had very limited transport available and 
I felt very justified in informing N.R.C.C. of this state 
whereas nothing could be gained or hastened by 
sending a signal to Command  Sqn Ldr Gold finally
agreed then in such a case the O i/c should use his initiative. 
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He finally advised once again that we should try to 
hasten the cab through normal channels and I did
contact Sqn Ldr Freeman who promised to follow up
this demand.

J C Andrews  Fg Off
24/10/58

REMARKS O.C.F.W.

     The replacement of this Bedford must be hastened
as far as possible.  If S.E.O is having trouble, I 
will action an Air Staff side 

Signature  Wg Cdr

REMARKS STATION COMMANDER

  The M.R.S. are setting an all time “high”
on M.T. accidents. “ STOP IT”

J T Shaw
      Group Capt.
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WEDNESDAY 15  TH   October

       LIASON VISIT TO H.Q GWYNEDD
CONSTABULARY

Police Assistance in Contacting the Mountain Rescue Team

1. The officer i/c Mountain Rescue and Superintendent Roberts of Headquarters
Gwynedd Constabulary, Caernarvon (which controls the police forces of Anglesey,
Caernarvonshire and Merionethshire) recently discussed the question of ensuring
more efficient contact with the Mountain Rescue Team whilst it is travelling
between base camp and home station.

2. It is suggested that instead of N.R.C.C or A.T.C making calls to
individual police stations, the H.Q. should be contacted at 

CAERNARVON 3333

The police will then spread the call along the route.  This has great advantages.

(a)  Although the police use a telephone system they have direct lines to 
key stations.

(b)  The police know the disposition of their men and who is on duty in a
district, not always a straightforward matter when dealing with stations manned 
by a single constable.

(c)  Work is going ahead very quickly with a police radio network which will
come into operation within twelve months.  Co-operation will then be particularly 
useful.  The network will again be centred at Caernarvon and the system will 
easily be transferred.

3.  A ¼ “ Map of the area has been given to the Traffic Control Centre with
routes coloured.  This is the same as that already held
at A.T.C. Valley.  Where deviations are made the normal place-to-place
description of the route will be used.

4.    The police were most co-operative in this matter and this arrangement should lead to more certain 
contact in the case of an emergency.  These contact points other than police stations, Fire Stations, and other 
M.R. sub-units, may still be used by A.T.C. and N.R.C.C. but the number of calls will be greatly reduced 
and the police will in fact accept a considerable share in the responsibility of making contact.

Results of afternoons work as given to S.AT.CO and N.R.C.C.

REMARKS  OFFICER  i/c M.R.T.
This system is welcomed by S.AT.CO and is awaiting the ‘go ahead’ from N.R.C.C.  Sqn Ldr Gold 
also agreed that it would lead to improved contacts and we are waiting for this confirmation in 
writing before S.AT.CO. changes the order for duty controllers. J C Andrews  Fg Off

24/10/58
REMARKS O.C.F.W.

We should now go ahead & pass 18Gp copies of our new areas.
Signature   W/Cdr

REMARKS STATION COMMANDER
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CADER IDRIS

36 HOUR EXERCISE

Saturday 18  th   October

1330  Fg.Off Andrews and 11 team left Valley in L/Rover and trailer
Bedford R/L and L/Rover Ambulance to travel to the Cader Idris
area.  Camp was set up at Hafotty Fach (116/659135)
after some difficulty with the farmer who had recently had the 
ground badly cut up by the G.P.O. when depositing a load of
poles which will eventually carry telephone wires across the
land.  After some persuasion he allowed us to camp and
stood by with the O. i/c while the tents were put up.
Once installed we started to cook an evening meal.

Sunday 19  th   October

Weather  -  Mist and low cloud at first, clearing in afternoon but
clouding again in patches in the evening.

Parties were organised for a R/T and a Navigation
exercise. 

(1)  Cpl Collinghan 116/675082 116/691136
       SAC Andrews       683103  ↓              676136
       McKenzie (Nav)       711131 to  Base
       F/O Andrews (R/T)

(2)  Cpl Harris (R/T 116/756158 116/665119
       Balderson         711131  ↓         64551200
       Potter (Nav)         67601355   to Base

(3)  J/T Douglas 116/64551200 116/711131
       Cartledge  (R/T)         665119  ↓         756138
       Hudson    (Nav)         67601353   to Base 

Party No 1 was split up when cloud came down suddenly at the 
top of Cader Idris.  F/O Andrews (plus walkie talkie) had made a ‘steadier’
ascent and missed the rest of the party on the top.  As darkness was
also closing in he made a hair raising descent of one of the N’face
gullies and arrived 1 ½ hrs after nightfall.  The rest of the team had
by then eaten and packed up the camp ready for the drive back to Valley.
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REMARKS O.i/c M.R.S
        I now know what it feels like to be alone in cloud
with no map, compass or protective clothing with darkness
approaching.  Not a pleasant feeling.  This emphasised the
need to stay very closely together and how quickly conditions
can change.  All this was put over quite forcibly at the
de-brief.  One the position was realised Cpl Collinghan
acted very quickly in returning to base and trying R/T
contact, unfortunately at the crucial time   -  nightfall  -  
the interference on the ‘walkie talkie’ was so great that 
no messages could be passed.

J C Andrews  O i/c MRS.
        Fg Off    24/10/58

P.S. On completing the tables of ‘call outs’ in the front of this log, and
generally reading through, I think the past year has been well spent and
that we have justified our existence over that period.      J C Andrews

26/10/58

REMARKS O.C.F.W.

Good.  I fully agree that this both represents many
well spent training ( + operational ) periods for which the team
should be well satisfied.  If we can build in more
continuity to the permanent members, it should improve results further.

The need for emphasis in the immediate future is
without question on driving ability and standards!

Signature   Wg Cdr

REMARKS STATION COMMANDER

J T Shaw
      Group Capt.
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O.C. Flying Wing


	Remarks Officer i/c MRT
	CARNEDDAU
	Remarks O.C. Flying Wing
	Remarks Station Commander
	Call to Immediate Readiness. Friday 11th October 1957
	Tannoy broadcast for all Team members to report to M.R. Section immediately.
	Telephone message from A.T. Controller to say a Meteor had crashed near TREFOR. He could not give map ref but would inform M.R. Section as soon as more information was available.
	By this time 18 members had arrived M.R. Section
	22 members at Section with all kit loaded on vehicles. Faces of 5 more members gazing wistfully out of the windows of Sick Quarters. No more information available from A.T.
	Team ordered to Stand down.
	:- Details of crash as follows.
	Remarks NCO i/c MRT
	This is a similar situation to that on 23/8/56 when a vampire crashed at Capel Celyn, & the same remarks apply. The Team should be ‘scrambled’ at the same time as the ‘chopper’ (about 0715) – they might be of use, they can be travelling but, as their route is known, they can easily be diverted. Since 11/10/57 this point has been put forward & again agreed upon. It is hoped that it will be acted upon too in the future.
	Remarks Officer i/c MRT
	I went to the Wg. Cdr. Flying with a string of Whys about this call out. He got the S.A.T.C.O. down in the office & we went into all the points raised and settled them satisfactorily from the stations part in the event.
	The delay mentioned by the N.C.O. i/c was because of indecision by 18 Gp R.C.C.. At the time when helicopter was scrambled by 18 Gp. Were asked whether the M.R.T. would be required by the A.T.C. on this station, they said no as everything was under control and location of crash was known and easily accessible. Later, one hour to be exact, a new controller came on watch and again, just to be on safe side, asked whether M.R.T. would be required. This time (they sai) 18Gp. said yes, just in case.
	Conclusion 18Gp R.C.C. do not know what they are doing! and they did not stand us down, until officer i/c enquired.
	Remarks O.C. Flying Wing
	Remarks Station Commander
	TRYFAN & MOELWYNS
	Friday 11th October 1957
	Cpl Dewar + 4 left Valley in 26AF29 to set up camp at Gwern y Gof Uchaf 107/673604
	F/S Hallam, Cpl Hughes with 9 remaining duty Team joined the advance party with 36AA30 & Sigs truck 75AV80.
	Sigs truck sited by the telephone box outside Idwal Cottage Youth Hostel (107/640604) in preparation for standby for Royal Flight.
	Saturday
	Standby – R/T sets linked radio truck & base camp.
	Stood down after telephoning RAF Valley.
	Rock climbing exercise on Tryfan:-
	Bray Jones up Gashed Crag down N. Buttress
	Blamey Thomas up N Buttress down 2nd Pinnacle Rib
	Binderman Neal up Gashed Crag down N. Buttress
	Foster Cartledge up 1st Pinnacle Rib down N. Buttress
	One party was to heave been on a navigation exercise
	Starting from the Pen y pass but when the LR taking them to the Pen y
	Pass reached Capel Curig an AA man informed Cpl Dewar that
	as 14 farms in Llanberis had foot & Mouth disease walkers
	and climbers were being asked to keep clear. After visiting the policeman
	At Capel Curig the party returned to base. Cpl Dewar then took
	F/Sgt Hallam on the Milestone Buttress – Rowan – up N Ridge Tryfan
	& down over Tryfan back to base.
	Sunday 13th October 1957
	Nav.ex on Moelwyns :-
	Hughes Hallam Binderman 700486 – Moel Dyrnogydd – Moel Bleiddian
	677522 - Moel Siabod – 717578
	(On the way to Tan y Grisian the driver found that the fan belt had
	broken so purchased one at a local garage .)
	Then continued to Tan y Grisian to drop off the other 2 teams :-
	Bray Thomas Cartledge 687450 – 678460 – Allt Fawr – Moel
	Bleiddian – 679538 – Moel Siabod - 717578
	Dewar Blamey Taylor 687450 – 67464 – Llyn Conglog – Llyn
	Edno 677512 – Dakota crash at 670520 – Moel
	Siabod – 717578 .
	First party back at 1740, second and third (in the dark) at 1835 hrs.
	Monday 14th October 1957
	Stretcher lowering exercise on Milestone Buttress . Down the
	Direct route – fairly steep but with one or 2 good ledges & belays
	One of the drivers LAC Manning had volunteered as a “patient”
	and enjoyed it in retrospect! A second lower with a heavy
	new member as patient - Cartledge - then abseiling practise.
	Evening meal commenced
	Returned to RAF Valley.

	Remarks dep NCO i/c MRT
	A very good weekends training , especially the stretcher lowering.
	More abseiling practice is needed.
	The foot & mouth - still spreading - means that the Team
	must avoid the environs of Snowdon for a few weeks at the best.
	DM Dewar
	(DM DEWAR) CPL

	Remarks Officer i/c MRT
	A good weekends exercise
	CM Seeley F/O

	Remarks OC Flying Wing
	This page was left blank
	Wednesday 16th October 1957
	Cpl Dewar +17 Team left valley in QL 26AF29 & LR 36AA30
	to 115/378464
	Contact with 18 G . from Police Stn Llanaelhaern 222 .
	as instructed .
	Party ascended Ye Eifl as close to the quarry as possible
	to have a look at the Meteor wreckage (11/10/57). Then a
	sweep search to find the old Halifax crash at 369454 .
	Returned to base camp for evening meal.
	Arrived back at Valley.
	Exact? Map reference of Meteor crash 36194578
	DM Dewar
	(DM DEWAR) CPL

	Remarks Officer i/c MRT
	Some pilots never learn
	CM Seeley F/O

	Remarks OC Flying Wing
	Remarks Station Commander
	This page was left blank
	19th Oct. 1957.
	Advance party left Valley in
	Route followed:- Red to Bettws-y-coed
	Thorneycroft 3 tonner (on loan from M.T.
	During QL unserviceability) comprising
	F/Sgt Hallam, Cpl Wicks, J/Tech Binderman,
	SACs Andrews and Neal.
	Arrived at camp site 116/813393 (between
	Arenigs). Weather deteriorating.
	Thorneycroft bogged at rather acute and
	unusual angle. Front nearside wheel in
	to the axle, rear off-side wheel still on
	rough road. Road not wide enough for
	passage of livestock truck loaded with sheep.
	Permission obtained from farmer to camp
	on his “field”, and wire rope borrowed.
	Rear party comprising Land Rover 36AA30
	and Signals tender 75AV80 arrived with
	Cpl Hughes, ACs Balderson, Manning,
	Le-Mar, Taylor, Blamey, Pearson, and Hayes
	Unable to make the slightest impression on
	the Thorneycroft, which now, in the half
	light , resembled a circus elephant doing
	a handstand! We lack a vehicle with the necessary weight
	.
	Camp arrangements, however, were proceeding.
	F.S. Hallam took Land Rover to Capel Curig P.O.
	and phoned:-
	(a) Duty Officer Valley. for permission to engage
	civilian help .Permission granted.
	(b) Jones Bros. Bala, for winch gear etc..
	Staff gone off duty, & no vehicle heavy enough.
	No alternative suggestions.
	(c) Ffestiniog Police. – no joy
	(d) Trawsfyndd Army Training Camp – Duty Officer
	most helpful – offered towing chains and
	vehicle , but doubtful about driver. Accepted
	promptly and proceeded 15 miles to Army Camp
	with Cpl Wicks and SAC Manning (drivers)
	Meanwhile, the camp had been established and
	crew of the sheep lorry ameliorated with tea
	and sandwiches (may the duty cook forgive us!!)
	Raining and cold.
	On arrival at Army Camp, everyone was most helpful; QL and chains, and the unit tug-of-war
	rope supplied, and army rope supplied, and an army driver and an officer from the
	Outward Bound School too!
	Thorneycroft back on road by virtue of
	Army QL, plus Signals tender, plus every man
	on the tug-of-war rope!
	Sunday 20th October 1957
	Continuous driving sleet and rain
	Routes amended in view of conditions.
	Taylor and LeMar camp guards: Cpl Wicks, driver.
	A. Route 843488 Yspytty-Ifan to
	841465 Pen Efridd Sarn to
	828541 Cefn Gwyn 1392’ to
	815435 Foel Wen 1523’ to
	Arenig Fach to base.
	Section:
	F/S Hallam (Nav.) Blarney, Balderson,
	Pearson, Manning
	B. Route Reciprocal of A Route
	Section:
	SAC Neal (Nav.) Cpl Hughes, Andrews,
	Binderman, Hayes.
	Both sections had a thoroughly gruelling
	time – the bogs looked impossible, and you could lean on the wind.
	B. Route had the only advantage – the following
	wind – and were back in camp before A Party.
	This exercise found one or two unfortunately
	without a complete change of clothes. I doubt if
	they will get caught again!
	An unfortunate introduction for the new Medico (Hayes), but he stood it in the best
	traditions.
	At 1030 hrs when A Section were driving in
	the Land Rover to Yspytty Ifan, a sheep was killed at
	803398. It jumped from the parapet of a bridge
	under the wheels of the vehicle and Cpl Wicks
	commendably did not swerve. The sheep died within
	seconds and was cleared from the road. The police
	were informed at Blaenau Ffestiniog that evening;
	and accident reports and statements made for
	RAF purposes as soon as possible.
	I feel that our thanks to the Army at
	Trawsfyndd were probably inadequate, and that
	an official letter in that vein may do more to
	cement the spirit of co-operation whenever
	required.
	Camp struck and homeward bound
	TOTAL TEAM TURN-OUT - 13 MEN.
	Signed JR Hallam F.S.
	Remarks NCO i/c MRT
	

	Remarks Officer i/c Team Glad the weather has turned out fine again, just what the team needs. A very eventful weekend, confirmed sheep now?
	Remarks OC Flying Wing
	Remarks Station Commander
	Wednesday 23rd October 1957
	Exercise cancelled. Foot and Mouth in area
	Note: As a result of foot & mouth disease added to short
	daylight hours & lack of time for p. staff
	driver to keep vehicles, particularly QLs, serviceable,
	Wednesday afternoon exercises have been stopped pro tem.
	instead, training is given at the M.R. Section on
	Weds. afternoons in such things as knots, splices, navigation,
	manufacture of rope stretchers, first aid, walkie-talkie
	techniques & helicopter liaison.
	Since there are quite a number of new members in the
	Team at the moment these Wednesday afternoons can be
	very useful. However, they do not quite take the
	place of practical experience, & do not keep the
	morale as high as actual journeys and exercises away
	from camp do, so it is hoped the situation will
	improve shortly.
	The possibility of doing the same as several other
	M.R.Teams (eg Kinloss) –i.e. members working on Wednesday
	afternoons, so that the Team can have 48 hr exercises
	every w/e, is being considered. It is certainly more
	economical from the travelling time ( or petrol) set
	against available training time point of view.
	JR Lees F/S
	I spoke to the O.C. Flying about the 48hr
	exercise every weekend as it does have
	advantages over the present system if it can
	be done. The O.C.Flying said that it did
	seem a reasonable idea, so I wonder if the
	Group Captain could O.K. it as well. The team
	would benefit 50% by this scheme.
	CM Seely F/O
	Saturday 26th October 1957
	Fg.Off Seeley + 20 Team left Valley in one QL (23 AF 40)
	Sigs truck, Landrover & trailer, and camped in Cwm Nantcol
	116/608271
	Sunday 27th October 1957
	(Weather: showery
	8/8 cloud at 1500’)
	Navigation parties as follows.
	Bray Balderson Neal - Bontddu 116/672188 – Diphwys -
	Yllether- Rhinog Fach – base.
	F/O Seeley Jones Wicks – Taly Bont – Llyn Irddyn – 635220 -
	649230 – Llyn Bodlyn – trying out
	possible climbs – Moely Blithewn – base.
	Thomas Pearson Williams Foel Ddu – Rhinog Fawr- Fach -
	y Llethr – Diphwys – base.
	Hughes Binderman Garland similarly
	Douglas Pearce McGowan and then Blarney Cartledge & McNeil
	did the reciprocal
	Left for RAF Valley
	Remarks Officer i/c MRT
	Remarks OC Flying Wing
	Cpl/T Bray and 11 team members left Valley in QL 23AF40,
	Signals truck 75AV80, plus Land Rover 36AA30 for a night
	exercise in the Cader Idris area. Base camp was
	established near Pant Llan farm 116/657134 under very
	wet conditions
	Courses for the exercise were allocated as follows:-
	No 1 Party – Thomas, Williams, McNeil
	116/756140 on A487 thence 728136, 711131,
	677136, 668127, 657134 (base).
	No 2 Party – Keegan, Balderson, Neal
	116/704159, 711131, 677136,665119,
	647120, 657134 (base).
	No 3 Party – Bray, Wicks, Cartledge, Manning
	116/647120, 665119, 677136, 711131,
	657134 (base).
	Nos 1 & 2 parties were dropped by Land Rover, No 3 party
	commencing direct from base camp.
	Though hamperered by rain, cloud & a very cold wind all
	parties were back &’drying out’ by 11.30 hrs on Sunday 3rd.
	Some people went wrong but paid for their sins by
	walking back 14 miles by road, making their total mileage
	something in the region of 20 instead of 10.
	LAC Balderson, navigator for No 2 party discovered on
	his return to base that he had left his spectacles on the
	main Cader ridge at 116/692136. Fortunately it appears that
	he only uses them for map reading so he was able to
	make a lone dash up the hill to retrieve them whilst
	the remainder of the team sympathised from the depths of their
	sleeping bags.
	Camp was struck & team left for return trip to Valley,
	arriving 22.00 hrs.
	REMARKS
	A good exercise for some of the newer members of
	the team in that it showed how easy it is to go wrong on even a straight forward ridge as the Cader group – the weather helped in this respect.
	V Bray
	N.C.O. i/c Team
	A well planned exercise. A night like this, & the ensuing road walk emphasised the need for accurate navigation. I am glad to hear that Balderson was not overwhelmed by the sympathy expressed from the depths of 11 sleeping bags.
	JR Lees F/S
	19/11/57 NCO I/C MRT
	Remarks Officer i/c Team
	Remarks OC Flying Wing
	VYRNWY –BALA Watershed
	Saturday, 9th November 1957.
	F/Sgt Lees + 15 team travelled in two QLs, Landrover & trailer
	to a campsite at 1q17/958256. The road (track rather)
	from Bala has now been improved at the top of the pass (1641’)
	& is quite suitable for 4WD vehicles, though rather narrow for
	QLs most of the way.
	Contact through Bala Police (visited on the way there), as they have
	transport, whereas the campsite really comes under the lone constable
	from Pen-y-bont Fawr, who was visited in the evening.
	Sunday 10th November
	Five parties of 3 did short brisk walks over surrounding hills
	- rather featureless (& boggy) & difficult therefore for navigation
	when in cloud. Fortunately for the u/t navigator it was fine &
	fairly good visibility enabled Plynlimon to the south, Snowdon
	to the north west and the Arans nearby to be seen & recognised.
	Parties & courses as follows:-
	Bray Douglas Taylor 950253 – 923266 approx – 937275 (Foel y Geifr) – 946273- 958256
	Hughes Williams Le-Mar did the reciprocal of this.
	Blamey Sp? Wolstencroft Jones by Landrover to 963244 then 947238 – 923242
	918257 – 937275 Foel y Geifr (2054’) 946273 – 958256.
	Andrews Cartledge McNeil 946273 – 962284 – Pen y boncyn Trefeilw (2100’) -
	969278 – 977278 – 978248 – 958256.
	Lees manning Hayes did the reciprocal of above.
	All parties had returned & were eating McGowan’s efforts – a much
	better meal than when we were last here, when Fg Off Manning (Sept.56)
	fried the stewing steak & all immediately called it ‘gravel’!
	Vehicles moved off up the southern side of the Aber Hirnantn pass
	and met a car just over the summit –rather than go near the edge
	the man reversed about half a mile down the pass before we could
	pass him!
	Returned RAF Valley
	N.C.O. i/c MRT
	Interesting new ground for most & good nav. training.
	19/11/57 J R Lees F/S
	Remarks Officer i/c Team
	Remarks OC Flying Wing
	PLYNLIMON
	Friday 15th November 1957
	A 19 –strong team left valley in 2 QLs, Landrover & trailer.
	The deputy officer i/c MRT, Plt. Off. Wright, & a new fulltime (?)
	officer, Plt. Off. North, accompanied the party.
	“Booked in” at Dolgelley Fire Stn. They have room to park
	all the vehicles & several old barns, etc, here, so that
	instead of pitching tents the party “bivouacked” in, on &
	around the vehicles.
	Saturday 16th November
	First few up put the tea water on the Fire Stn’s gas ring, &
	later F/Sgt Hallam took tea to the duty telephone operators in
	the fire station – fire women of course! Sandwiches.
	The Team was about to move off when a puncture was
	noticed in one of the QL wheels – the third wheel change in
	2 days on this vehicle
	Team moved off southwards
	Team arrived Dyffryn Castell 127/773817 where Sgt Martin
	& his St. Athan Team were already in residence.
	Second breakfast.
	St Athan parties set out on their courses & the Valley parties
	followed after a reasonable breakfast interval – the aim, if possible
	being to get back before the men from South Wales: navigation
	to be taught to U/T navs. meanwhile:
	127/784830 – 788836 – 789869 Pynlimon Fawr (2468’) -
	803874 -815877 (Pen Pumlimon Arwystli) – 817895 Bryn Cras
	(2083’) – 798893 & down the Rheidol valley by the track to 758849 & then
	over 757833 – 769825 to base 773817.
	Plt. Off. Wright, Hughes major above course while Plt. Off. North
	Andrews & Taylor did the reciprocal.
	Lees Pearson Douglas had the following route:-
	788836 – 789869 769825 – 757833 – 758848 – 775852 Y Garn (2245’)
	789869 Plynlimon Fawr – 803874 Pen Plynlimon Arwystli -
	798841 via the Lightning wreckage on the Pen Lluestvy carn, which
	we showed to Sgt Martin, whose party (RW Wall Esq,
	D.W. Walker Esq.) we met by the source of the Wye.
	Hallam Cartledge & LeMar did the reciprocal course.
	Balderson Blamey McNeill – 773817 – 776808 – 793788 (1762’)
	818772 – 826792 – 825807 Bryn Llyclese (1849’) – 804811 (1823’)
	811823 – 795826 – 773817.
	Williams Binderman Jones the reciprocal.
	Most of the St Athan parties returned just before dark & most
	of the valley chaps just after in the first hour of darkness. Not
	short courses with a late start!
	Sunday 17th November 1957
	A navigation & hillwalking “inter station” match :-
	2 parties in St Athan Landrover to 792754 when St.A. party – Appleton Miller
	& Auchterlowie left 15 minutes before the V. party – Andrews Douglas &
	Cartledge – course to 798771 – 808799 ( where a yellow signal can
	had to be placed, &brought on by the “hounds”) – 804811 – 773817.
	Result – valley gained 2 minutes only. Ave speed :- 4 ½ mph. !
	Remainder were dropped from the valley QL (Saints have RL) :-
	St.A. F/O Newbould Kennedy Wilson Hendren 798841 – 789869 Plynlimon (can)
	V. Binderman Balderson Williams Jones 769825 – 773817.
	Up Plynlimon in under ¾ hr – good going – both parties. The hounds
	were still about 15 minutes behind on the last top so coasted slowly back
	to base.
	V. Hallam Pearson McNeill Manning 798841 – 802865 (can) – 789869
	St.A. Waugh Brown Dolgarno Gates Morgan (second can) – 773817
	Valley party returned first but their lead had been decreased by half.
	Finally two mixed parties:-
	Lees Hughes Walker wall chased by Martin P/O Wright Blamey &
	Edmonds were dropped off at 853822 & then by way of 825808 (can)
	804811 – 773817. Unfortunately Mr Wall thought we were to fast
	the can on 804811so without checking on the briefing slip of paper
	the party rushed off to their next point, only to find on arrival there
	that the can was meant for Bryn Llychese (825808) – a mile & a
	half away! Martin’s party could just be seen on the distant skyline
	spread out over the long flat top of Bryn Llychese, searching vainly
	for the can which we still had with us!
	“The hares” then stalked the “hounds” and went back these 1 ½ miles to
	put the can in the right position, but were seen & eventually, after
	some admirable “ground combat” work, all returned to base camp
	to bathe their feet and plaster their blisters!
	St Athan team left in the evening.
	Monday 18th November 1957
	A similar exercise, thought with different parties, was carried
	out on the hill to the south of Plynlimon. “Treasure hunt
	type, in that reference of the next point was written in the yellow
	can, which was placed inconspicuously at the map reference given
	in the previous can.
	Hares - Andrews Douglas Hughes – to find can 773807
	Hounds:-
	Alpha - Pilot Officers Wright & North. LAC Cartledge
	Bravo - Balderson Pearson Binderman
	Charlie - Williams LeMar Hallam
	Delta - Taylor McNeill Lees
	It transpired that the course was from 773807 - 794812 -
	800818 – 808823 – 806807 – 791807 – 785816 – base.
	Delta overtook Charlie & Alpha almost caught the hares having
	some difficulty with the navigation in a bit of cloud, but all
	became equal when no can was to be found at 806807 & after
	an hour had been wasted on a sweep search the NCO i/c announced
	the next point and the chase continued. It appeared the ‘hares’
	had been too rushed & placed the can 200 yards short of
	the map ref. in the middle of a clump of rushes, which all the
	‘hounds’ had walked past!
	‘Hounds’ limped home & started arguing about map refs
	Team off for RAF Valley
	arriving approx
	Remarks NCO i/c MRT
	An interesting weekend & good for the morale of
	the older members to go to a more or less strange area, even
	though it is on our southern boundary. Good navigation experience
	all round
	J R Lees F/S 21/11/57
	Remarks Officer i/c MRT
	It is always interesting to meet other teams &
	old members, who are civilians yet still like
	to come out with the team.
	CM Seely F/O
	Remarks O.C. Wing
	Remarks Station Commander
	NOTE:
	This log book was mislaid in Headquarters from the end of November
	until abut 18th January 1958. Written up from rough notes for the
	exercises during that time, some of the comments on which are now out of
	date though included for their historical interest.
	21/1/58 Lees F/S
	BERWYNS
	Saturday 23rd November 1957
	P/O Wright + 15 Team travelled in 2 QLs, Landrover & trailer to
	Pantian 117/125356
	Sunday 24th
	Nav. training combined with check on a/c wreckage:-
	Parties dropped from QL as follows :-
	Hughes manning Le-Mar Hurst. Cynwyd - “Liberty Hall”
	Moel Fferna – Cader Bronwen – Penyr Eryr – base.
	Bray Thomas Fairgrieve - 042283 – a/c between 053287. 054289. 056289
	- Moel Sych – Cader Berwyn – Spitfire 07553367 –point out Lysander (079341)
	- Cader Bronwen – 102375 – 115369 base.
	Andrews P/O Wright Foster McGowan . Llandrillo – Cader Berwyn -
	Spitfire – Lysander – Cader Berwyn – Penyr Eryr – base.
	Garland Quinn Blamey Llanarmon D.C. – 127322 (report of old
	Wreck –search area ) Mynydd Tarw – Foel Wen – Tornle -
	Lysander – Cader Bronwen - Penyr Eryr – base 117398 – 125368 (road
	Roverable?) – base.
	Lees Binderman checked on 227298 Llansiian farm where prob
	Wellington hit house – all cleared. Peny bont fawr policemen
	- see old one ( from Newtown now – PC Thomas.)
	117/222339 Llechrhydan 1941-2 - all plane removed
	i/c MRT
	Navigation training continues
	21/1/58 Lees FS
	i/c MRT
	A pleasant exercise in good weather conditions
	DM Wright Plt Off
	Thursday, 28th November 1957
	Plt Offs Wright & North, F/Sgt Hallam Cpl Hughes (Cpl Dewar & F/S Lees base)
	Went up Snowdon, after obtaining clearance from the Veterinary Surgeons i/c
	Foot & Mouth in Caernarvon & at 1400 hrs. let off flares and verey
	Signals from the summit, on the occasion of the opening of the gas grid
	By HRH the Duke of Edinburgh.
	Cloud rolled up over the summit just about 2 o’clock but
	Apparently the display was seen e.g. from Mona
	and by Duke of Edinburgh
	one was told.
	CARNEDDAU & TRYFAN
	Saturday. 30th November 1957
	Plt. Off North + 20 camped at Caer Llugwy 107/750573
	Travelling there in the 2 QLs, LR & trailer.
	Sunday 1st December
	( Fine but cold .)
	Nav. parties on Carneddau :-
	Blamey Major Barrows Neal
	Pen yr ole wen – Carneddau Llewelyn – Pen yr Helgi dû –Pen
	Llithrig y Wrack – Creigion Gleision – Anson above Cornel – base
	Rock climbing on Tryfan :-
	Bray Cartledge – Arete. Binderman Garland – Apex.
	Dewar Pearson - Gashed Crag Keegan Douglas - Gashed Crag
	Lees P/O North Fairgrieve First Pinn. Rib with Chimney finish (which is
	still good V.Diff with the recently inserted second chockstone!)
	Lees & Bray then climbed down Notch Arĕte & V Arete on the west face
	while all the others went down the North ridge to the A5.
	Some were picked up by the QL & the rest returned to base a few minutes
	later in the LR.
	When the LR arrived the nav. parties and others had already just
	been alerted for a civilian rescue & were reloading the QL.
	(Apparently 2 students from Bangor were climbing the rocks
	just to the west side of Aber falls* when the leader fell.
	He damaged his head but stopped, or was arrested by
	the rope to the second, belayed 100’ below the top on a ledge
	about 3’ x 1’, of shiny rock, outwards sloping. The second
	man descended on the rope to a stance on about the same level
	but could not traverse across to him. The ledge was about
	100’ above the foot of the cliff. Firemen and police had been
	unable to get to the injured man who stood swaying for several
	hours, muttering somewhat deliriously.)
	*107/668700
	The QL was despatched towards Aber while F/S Lees rang
	Valley for more information. The LR then pressed on after the QL.
	HQ 18 Gp had arranged a police car escort which was of great
	assistance to the QL when it was met in the Nant Ffrancon -
	the A55 coast road was quite busy but with the police car in
	front the QL was able to maintain a steady 50 , so that the
	LR was very pushed to catch up.
	Thus the two parties arrived at Bont Newydd (107/720663 663720)
	simultaneously & rushed up to the falls with ropes & flares etc.
	A ground flare was set off & after a few moments it was decided to
	lower a man down the 300 – 400’face from above & thus
	bring the injured man down. A party of the most experienced
	rock climbers then went up the scree to the east of the falls onto
	the track, up it & across the stream to a convenient tree on a
	ledge above the falls.
	A preliminary recce. 7 then Cpl/T Bray & F/S Lees were lowered
	on four 120’ ropes tied together, Lees being attached just above
	Bray by a prussick loop; on a ledge halfway down Lees untied
	while Bray went on down, so that shouts and directions from Bray
	could be shouted back up the cliff to P/O North & his lowering team -
	it was difficult to hear above the roar of the falls only 10 feet
	to one side.
	Bray reached the injured man clipped him onto his rope,
	fired a 2 star red to warn the lowerers of the now doubled load,
	and then climbed & slithered on downwards & sideways, assisted
	by the original rope from the second, to the helping hands of
	other Team members, the odd policeman & several firemen,
	all lashed to stout trees by huge hemp hawsers.
	The man was taken by the Team to the Landrover scout car
	at the head of the track, & thus to Bont Newydd the civilian
	ambulance which had come up the track as far as it could from
	Bont Newydd. Patient to C&A Bangor.
	The lowerers meanwhile had an amusing half hour throwing
	a rope down so that Lees catch and tie on to it, & then be
	hauled bodily up to the top. Of course, by now all the “flares G.I.
	yellow” had long since been expended, so this was not quite as easy
	as it sounds!
	The Team eventually collected all the equipment & stowed it in
	the vehicles. A quick ‘brew’ had been made at Bont Newydd by the
	drivers, & then we returned to the Caer Llugwy camp site for the
	rather overdue supper, telephoning Valley Air Traffic to keep them
	informed, en route.
	The newest member, Barrows (first w/e out) who had been left behind had done a remarkably
	good job keeping the food warm without ruining it & was most popular.
	Monday, 2nd December 1957
	Team returned to Valley for lunchtime (Station Commander had
	been informed by S.S.Q. after telephone request)
	NCO i/c MRT
	A tricky situation; I’m glad someone asked for our assistance
	as this was no picnic for firemen etc. The Police escort was a good
	thing and might be used to advantage more often if it can be laid on
	by someone with the time to telephone i.e. Valley or Pitreavie castle.
	The Press headlines understated it when they said”… clinging to ledge
	….waited 5 hours for a M.R. Team to rush 40 miles.” ! I am quite sure
	that the QL was going faster than 8 mph when I passed it in the Landrover !
	Apart from another bouquet to Cpl/T Bray, those who stood & paid out
	or pulled on ropes for ages should be commended for their patience in the
	chilly darkness – Andrews, Cpl Dewar , Cartledge & Pilot Officer North ;
	also those organising at the receiving end below, particularly the A.S.F.
	representation again, Cpl Hughes & SAC Blamey. In fact the Team worked very
	efficiently both together and in individual groups – another occasion stressing
	the need for judgement and initiative in each member.
	21/1/58 Lees F/S
	Officer i/c MRT
	A praiseworthy rescue by all concerned- from Cpl Tech Bray to Barrows.
	It is hoped that the 500’ rope requested as a result of our
	experience will be forthcoming,
	DM Wright
	Pilot Officer
	Remarks OC Flying Wing
	Remarks Station Commander
	An excellent show by all
	J T Shaw
	G Capt.
	CARNEDDAU

	CARNEDDAU
	Remarks NCO i/c MRT
	Remarks Officer i/c MRT
	DW Wright


	This campsite is beside IP & road, is unfenced but on the last occasion it had been used an ‘owner’ had appeared - slightly annoyed. This farmer now had to be traced - a good hours work for Lees & Bray in the Landrover - Mr Tom Williams of Gardd Llygad Y Dydd (605457 - he was said to be milking at Bendy cae mynys (603454) & was finally run to earth in a snow storm - permission granted gladly.

